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Join the growing number of companies who 

profit from macro-infusing trees in under 1 h our. ** 

to order Equipment or for Information, References, Research, and Protocols. 

call toll-free I m877mARBORIST or (952) 922-3810 
* This set of equipment includes macro-infusion bypasspump with pressure regulator and screen, 

75 infusion tees, 1 10 feet of tubing and 2 high helix drill bits. 
Please circle 58 on Reader Service Card 

The average uptake for 90% of trees when done following protocol is between 
30-60 minutes. Small and unhealthy trees can take longer. 	 *2001 Rainbow Treecare Scientific Advancements 
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733 Enterprise Avenue 
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Toll-Free: 888-316-8200 
Phone: 815-787-6644 

ORDER ONLINE: 
www.stumpmcichine.com  

American Made, American Owned 
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Do You Have the Audacity? 
The tree care industry could certainly 

I
be said to be moving into its maturity 

- 	 phase. In marketing terms, we're in the 
I 	curved part at the top of the bell curve of 

a product's life cycle. This becomes the 
most dangerous time to an established product. It generally 
takes a huge effort to reinvent the product, redesign the pack-
aging, bundle it with other services, or create a newer version 
that generates as much fever as the parent product. 

The tree care industry has moved to more sophisticated 
equipment in the field: the use of technology in communicat-
ing with clients, associations, vendors, and field personnel; 
attendance at conferences with high-powered management 
speakers; developing industry standards for safety and tech-
niques in the field; and influencing government legislation and 
regulation. 

Some would say this is a huge success story, and it is the 
story of the evolution of an industry over the last century. 
However, others would look at the industry and ask some 
tough questions about how far we still have to go and what 
we need to do to keep from dropping over the other side of 
the bell curve. 

When we took a look at some statistics on safety in 1999 
that were put together by the government, we found that 
70 percent of the fatalities were happening outside of the 
NAA membership. On the one hand, we could choose to 
praise ourselves for the effectiveness of our programming 
in keeping people safe . . . but that is from within the choir. 
On the other hand, we could look in the mirror and hon-
estly ask ourselves why it is we are willing to put 
competition and profit ahead of getting our local competi-
tors into our programs by inviting them to join the industry's 
association - in other words, saving lives? 

Contrary to what you may think, this is not a plea for 
membership, but a determination to focus on safety. It is 
not OK that men and women go to work and get severely 
injured or killed. From a business standpoint, the evidence 
is clear. We are listed as a high-risk industry - with insur -
ance premiums to prove it - and the government has seen 
fit to attempt to regulate us, because we aren't doing a good 
enough job ourselves. 

The Board of Directors of the NAA has made it clear that 
while we will not neglect our duty to monitor and deal with 
inappropriate regulation and legislation, our position morally 
is to uphold our focus to keep people safe in our industry. As 
one NAA member recently said, "I don't want to have to be 
the one to go to a crew member's home and tell their spouse 
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and kids that their parent/wife/husband is 
not coming home tonight." 

Our Safety Committee has done a tremendous job in the past 
few years identifying priorities for safety materials. Last year saw 
the development of the five pocket guides, also available in Span-
ish, dealing with the primary areas OSHA identified as causing 
fatalities. We also partnered with ISA on the Groundworker 5-
part video series. Our disappointment - for $3 per person/per 
booklet, our industry has not embraced these publicaions. It's not 
about disappointment in the sale of product; it's about the 
industry's commitment to embracing safety on a daily basis. Safety 
materials are cheap compared to living with the guilt of an 
employee's death or disability, not to mention the business costs 
of either. 

In L.A. Requiem, Robert Crais declares, "There is great audac-
ity in the willingness to change, and more than a little optimism." 

Do you have the audacity to put safety above all else when you 
are up against time crunches to get a job done; when you know 
your crew members aren't getting enough sleep; when you think 
that time spent on safety training and its documentation is lost 
profit; when there are language barriers to overcome; when your 
time as a participant on the Safety Committee could save 
someone's life; when investing in bringing your crew to TCI EXPO 
for training, demonstrations, and education means two to four days 
away from jobs; or when inviting the local competition to join the 
NAA means their employees might live through this week? 

I have never found this industry to be anything but optimistic, 
sometimes against incredible odds. Let's be optimistic together. 
We can save lives. Join the NAA's Safety Committee; bring your 
crews to TCI EXPO; come to Winter Management Conference; 
or participate with NAA online, via e-mail, phone or fax. We are 
accessible, no matter how you want to participate in keeping people 
safe. In honor of Pat Felix's recent retirement, please don't forget 
those words of the famous duo over many years: "NAA doesn't 
cost, it pays!" What better payoff for participation, education and 
commitment than to make our industry more safe? 

If you are already doing all these things, that's great. Your on-
going contribution to the industry may save someone's life long 
after you're retired or long gone. While you're breathing, though, 
please don't ever forget to ask a non-member to join the NAA. 
We need everyone in the choir and safe. 

Let's agree that we have the audacity to stay alive this year. 

Cynthia Mills, CAE 
Publisher 
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Two new Terex Telelect models take tree care professionals to greater heights. 
The Hi-Ranger XT- 5 Series has grown with the addition of 

the XT-58 and XT-60 with 63 ft. and 65 ft. working heights. 

An optional transverse hydraulic lift available for all XT-5 

Series models adds another 10 ft. of working height. 

All have the attributes that have made the Terex Telelect 

Hi-Ranger XT Series the preferred aerial device for tree 

trimming: including emphasis on in-house design and 

manufacturing, unique Tr-Link upper boom articulation, 

and extended work zone with a more compact and 

maneuverable travel package. Plus great strength-to-weight 

fiberglass upper and lower booms also provide more 

uniform and consistent electrical insulating properties than 

other alternatives. 

For more information on Terex Telelect Hi-Rangers, see 

your Terex Telelect distributor or call (605) 882-4000. 

FAX (605) 882 - 1842. Telelect is ISO 9001 certified. 

SIMPLE, AVAILABLE AND COST EFFECTIVE" 

www.terexlift.com  

TEREX TELELECT 600 Oakwood Road • Watertown. SD 57201 USA 
(605) 882 -4000 • FAX (605) 882-1842 • E-mail: watertown@terexlifting.com  
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BY Dr. John Ball 
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By Brian Farrington 

Understanding OSHA: A 
Look at the Agency's Complex 
Legal & Political Environment 
By Timothy G. Pepper 

Outlook 
BY Cynthia 1iii. C. 
Be bold enough to put 'uui 
workers' safety above all eke. 

16 Washington in Review 
By Peter Gerstenberger 
Make sense of President Bush's 
tax plan proposal. 

Branch Office 
Br Wayne Outlaw 
The cost of keeping a good employee is 
far less than the price of high turnover. 

Cutting Edge 
New products and news in the tree care industry 

Arborist Innovation 
The Sidekick by arborist Timothy H. Epperson 
can be a extra arm for a tree climber. 
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TCIs mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the 
latest industry news and information on regulations, stan-
dards, practices, safety, innovations, products and 
equipment. We strive to serve as the definitive resource for 
commercial, residential, municipal and utility arborists, as 
well as for others involved in the care and maintenance of 
trees. The official publication of the non-profit National Ar-
borist Association, we vow to sustain the same 
uncompromising standards of excellence as our members 
in the field, who adhere to the highest professional prac-
tices worldwide. 
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Integrated Pest Management: 
[I I M  i rr, .  a  011  

By John Ball 

	

The green industry, while only a small segment 	. 
of the United States service economy, has enjoyed 
rapid growth during the last decade. The combi- 
nation of rising incomes and an aging population 
has been the perfect recipe for an increased de- 

	

mand for services, though not all green industry 	. 

	

services have experienced equal success. The de- 	- 

	

signlbuild business, the industry leader, is now at 	' 

	

gross sales in excess of $14 billion, while lawn 	S 
care is just slightly behind. Tree care, while also 
enjoying an increase, still lags far behind the other 
segments of the green industry at $2.4 billion. This 
large gap between the tree care and the lawn care 
industry is due to two primary factors. 

More homeowners contact lawn care compa- 
flies than tree care companies - 26.7 million 
households vs. 5.6 million households - and the 
average homeowner pays more for lawn care than 
tree care. Averages can be misleading, of course, 
as they are strongly influenced by the extremes - 

	

a few people spending lots of money can balance 	
: 

many people spending very little. Still it is inter- 
esting to note that the average homeowner spends 
$434 a year on tree care, about $100 less than lawn 
care services. And compared to other household  
expenditures, tree care is very low on the list. 
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
the average household spends about $13,000 a 
year on housing, $8,500 on transportation, $3,500 
on food at home, $550 on alcoholic beverages and 
$280 on tobacco products. Thus, in the average 
household budget priority, tree care fits some-
where between drinking and smoking. 

This certainly indicates room for movement - 
arborists should be able to capture a little bit more 
of this disposable income. Can we? Lawn care 
companies have been quicker to seize this oppor-
tunity and are actually cutting into our market 
share. When lawn care companies were asked in 
a recent survey what new services they plan to 
offer, tree care was among the top three choices, 
right next to irrigation and aeration. The reason 
lawn care is expanding - successfully - into the 
tree care field is that lawn companies have long been in the 
business of providing a wide range of services - fertilization, 
pesticide application, and mowing. among others - and being 
on a property several times a year, every year. In the tree care 
industry, more than two-thirds of our sales volumes comes 
from removals or pruning. The chain saw is our primary man-
agement tool and not one that lends itself to repeat sales. 

Generally. you can only remove a tree once and even pruning is 
not a frequent event for mature trees. Thus tree care companies 
have viewed people as customers rather than clients - offering 
one-time services rather than establishing long-term relationships 
with the homeowners and their landscapes. We tend to wait for 
people to call us, rather than take a more proactive approach. 

Integrated pest management (IPM) has been viewed by many 

1. 

Early stages of decline are evident after roots were cut during sidewalk 

construction. 
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Tree care companies need to 
take a more proactive ap-
proach by offering a range of 
long-term landscape services. 

in the tree care industry as the means of ex-
panding our service offerings. Many 
companies already provide some pest manage-
ment services and adapting an IPM approach 
can provide two major benefits. First, by pro-
viding routine inspections of the landscape, 
pests can be identified and managed before 
they become a serious problem. Too often ar -
borists are involved in crisis management, 

their expectations. What are the concerns of the public? Accord- 
ing to a recent Gallup poll, almost 80 percent of Americans 
consider themselves environmentalists. Various polls have been 

reporting similar percentages for years. Unfortunately, 
some arborists who thought this meant that homeowners 
have a concern about pesticides have developed and ad- 
vertised programs that minimize or eliminate the use of 
pesticides. only to find demand for these programs is very 
small. These arborists have forgotten another very impor- 
tant statistic. A study conducted in the late 1970s found 
about 80 percent of households used pesticides. A follow- 
up study in the mid- 1980s   found about the same percentage, 
and the same percentage holds for today. A recent Califor - 
nia study involving hundreds of upper-income households 
found that although people are aware of the risks associ- 
ated with pesticides and are more and more often using 
gloves and other protective clothing, some practices have 
changed very little. There are still the common practices 
of mixing doses that exceed label recommendations and 
of applying pesticide at the first sign of a pest (typically 

''Take a genuine interest in your clients - you are in the 
people business, not the free or pest business. No tree 
has ever paid for a trim, nor a pest to be killed. People 
pay us and that should be our 

responding to panicky homeowners' requests 
to provide treatments for pests at either inappropriate times or when 
the damage is already done. Second, as pesticide regulations con-
tinue to expand while our pesticide choices continue to change 
and shrink, it makes sense to provide as limited and targeted an 
application as possible. The days of using large-volume sprayers 
to blanket treat entire landscapes once per year are behind us. 
Effective management now requires applicators to have an excel-
lent understanding of the pest biology and provide precision 
applications of specific products. 

But what is IPM? According to one definition. IPM is a deci-
sion-making process that anticipates and reduces pest activities 
by combining several strategies to achieve long-term solutions. 
However, there is little agreement on what is meant by IPM in the 
tree care industry. Some believe it means no chemical pesticides, 
others believe it means the use of a wide range of practices, from 
pruning to pesticides. I am not going to get into a debate on what 
constitutes IPM - (Is it just pest management or does it also in-
clude other cultural practices?) - nor how it differs from plant 
health care. I'm not saying defining these terms is not important, 
but we often get caught up in arguing about definitions that the 
public has little understanding of or concern about. Less than two 
percent of the public knows what IPM stands for: probably fewer 
could define it. We have to keep in mind that the movement to 
IPM in our industry is driven more by government regulations 
than public demand. No one calls tree care companies asking for 
IPM. They call for assistance in maintaining an attractive land-
scape and that, not pest management, is our primary goal. 

We must first understand our client's concerns and expecta-
tions and design programs to address their concerns and fulfill  

the first critter they see crawling or flying in the landscape). 
Why this excessive use among homeowners? Well, homeowners 

want an attractive landscape and are willing to employ most means 
- chemical or otherwise - to ensure this. They understand that 
plant damage reduces plant values. But do homeowners have the 
time and knowledge to maintain their landscape? They don't think 
they do. While many believe people today are busier then folks 
once were, a number of studies have indicated otherwise. People 
today generally have more leisure time than people did 50 years 
ago. How we choose to spend our time has changed. however. 
Television is our primary occupier of leisure time. Landscape care 
does not even rank in the top 10. Homeowners do have the time 
to maintain their landscapes: they just choose not to. 

Homeowners also don't believe they have the information to 
maintain their landscape, and in this case they are right. Surveys 
have indicated that the majority of homeowners are dissatisfied 
with the appearance of their landscape but are at a loss to improve 
it. Information is what they want. 

Now not all IPM clients are interested in learning about their 
landscape, but generally they have expressed a strong desire for 
information on a variety of landscape-related topics. such as pest 
problems, pruning, fertilizing and other cultural practices. Lawns 
are the No. I concern, followed by shade trees - the two plant 
types that represent the most visible aspects of the landscape. A 
recent study conducted by landscape architects found that two 
important qualities people use to judge landscapes are wide areas 
of uniformly green turf, and neatly pruned trees and shrubs. 

But guess where they get that information on tree and lawn care? 
Not from us - tree care companies rank low, right next to the 11- 
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brary and the Cooperative Extension Ser -
vice. The most common source of 
landscape information is the garden cen-
ter, followed by friends. More people look 
for information on the label of a pesticide 
container than call us. 

Why are we not considered the best 
source of information? One reason is that 
we are not as convenient as garden cen-
ters and friends. But the problem goes 
deeper. We are not perceived as plant spe-
cialists, but as equipment specialists. We 
often help to maintain that image. How 
many yellow pages ads show trucks and 
chain saws or arborists felling trees? These 
images create the message that we should 
be hired to do what the client can't do, not 
for our expertise. Our ads should instead 
focus on the product of our efforts rather 
than the process - images of attractive trees 
and landscapes, not saws. This isn't much 
different than the strategy followed by 
other professions. Dentists don't show 
commercials of running drills, but happy 
smiles. Hospitals don't show scenes of 
surgery, but happy patients. And 
McDonalds doesn't show scenes of butch-
ering cows, but Happy Meals. 

New technique 
increases your revenue 
without decreasing your 
urban forest. 

Customers will love 
Pr, you because you saved 

their trees. 

Ilk No muss, no fuss 
neat and clean operation. 
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So why hire our services? What is our 
mission? We have the knowledge, skill and 
equipment to maintain attractive land-
scapes that are a positive and personal 
reflection of our clients. Don't sell pest 
management! Very few clients are hiring 
your service to kill pests; that is just a 
means to an end. They want attractive trees 
and landscapes. IPM can aid in this pro-
cess. 

Starting your program 
There is no single approach to develop-

ing an IPM program. In fact, a single 
approach can be a great way to fail. The 
"one size fits all" approach tried in the 
1980s by a number of companies gener-
ally was not successful. Now companies 
offer several different programs to fit the 
wide array of client wants and landscape 
needs. While they can be divided a num-
ber of ways, most programs fit into one of 
two broad categories 
• target programs that focus on a spe-
cific tree or pest 
• comprehensive programs that focus 
on the landscape. 

Target programs still comprise the ma-
jority of IPM services. Although they focus 
on a single tree or pest, it is still best to 
expand these programs to focus on the 
tree's health, not just a problem. For ex-
ample, a target program to manage tip 
blight on pines might expand beyond fun-
gicide applications to include crown 
cleaning to remove dead, dying and in-
fected shoots, as well as vertical mulching 
to improve the vitality of the trees. In this 
way the focus is where it should be - main-
taining healthy, attractive trees - rather 
than concentrating on reducing pests. A 
number of companies have followed this 
approach in the management of key pests. 
Treatment for Dutch elm disease might 
extend beyond fungicide treatments to in-
clude other care practices, such as 
prescription fertilizing. These programs 
can be fairly easy to implement and man-
age - and can also be profitable. 

Comprehensive programs are more dif-
ficult to develop and manage profitably. 
There is also a smaller market for land-
scape management programs. Many 
homeowners have a favorite tree in the 
landscape that they will spend money to 
care for, but most will not be interested in 
expanding professional services to the en-
tire landscape. Most comprehensive 
programs involve a series of property vis- 
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1990 to 1997 International 4900's 
DT466 Engine, 5-7 Speed, 33,000 GVW, 

New Royal Forestry Body, Cormach 
Knuckleboom Crane. Painted you color. 

1994.1996 Freightliner Forestry Trucks - 
Cummins Turbo Diesel, 5 Speed 

Transmission, 25,500 GVW (No CDL), 
14 ft. Royal Forestry Body. Sharp trucks! 

I .-•-- 	- ..t 
I 

1 .I1 
1990 Intl 8100 Deluxe Forestry Package 
Cummins Dsl, 9 Spd, 32,000 GVW, New 
14 ft. Body, Hoist, New Cormach 6800 E2 
Knuckleboom, Extd Bumper for Winch. 

Royal Truck Carries Cormach Cranes 
The finest cranes in the industry. 

Unbeatable quality and value especially 
when mounted on a Royal chassis. 

New Royal heavy duty landscape bodies 
mounted on clean, low mileage chassis. 

Over or Under CDL, Automatic or 
Manual Transmission. All makes. 

1996 Freightliner FL60 Chip Truck 
Cummins Turbo Diesel, 5 Speed, 25,500 
GVW, New Royal 14 ft. Body with Re- 
movable Lids. Ready to work. $27,900 

1990-1997 Intl Knuckleboom Trucks 
10 to 16 ft. Royal Forestry Body with 

Removable Lids, New and Used Cranes. 
Let Royal build the perfect truck for you! 

Rv- 
Custom Built Landscape Bodies 

Built To Your Specs 
Mounted on our large selection of clean 

chassis. Call Royal Truck today. 

1995 GMC Topkicks 
3116 CAT, Allison Automatic or 5 Speed, 
25,950 GVW, with Flatbed, Stake Body, 
or Royal Forestry Body. from $18,900 

International 4700/4900's 
DT466, Manual or Automatic, Over or 

Under CDL. Will Install Forestry Body w/ 
Removable Lids and Paint Your Color! 

IssimwilL-- -MEW 

1995 GMC Topkick Dumps 
3116 CAT, 25,950 GVW, Allison Auto or 

5 Speed, New 10 ft. 5-7 yd. Rugby Dump 
Body, Hoist. Painted your color. $24,900 

I 

41 

Toll Free 1-800-283-4090 
Royal Truck & Equipment 

6910 Route 309 Coopersburg, PA 18036 
Phone (610) 282-4090• Fax (610) 282-8986 

www.royaltruckequtp.com 
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World's Largest Mail Order 
Woodsman Supplies Company - 

Selling at Discounted Prices 

NEW 
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lb-strand braided 
polyester construction 

With nylon core. 

its by a scout (or monitor). This individual 
inspects plants, applies pesticide treat-
ments, and may also prepare written 
reports to the client regarding their obser-
vations. 

Many companies also provide the cli-
ents with a property map and site 
evaluation at the start of a comprehen-
sive program. The evaluation includes 
soil testing and possibly foliage analy-
sis of key trees and shrubs. The entire 
property is placed on a map so trees and 
shrub groupings can be identified. This 
is usually provided for a one-time fee as 
part of establishing the property in the 
program. Not all companies provide 
maps for properties in comprehensive 
programs - again one size does not fit 
all - but those that do find clients like 
having a map that identifies all their 
woody plants. One of the most common 
information requests from homeowners 
is plant identification, and knowing the 
plants in their landscape can further their 
appreciation of them. 

Scouting visits for comprehensive pro-
grams generally occur once a month during 
the growing season. During these visits, the  

scout inspects key plants, pro-
vides treatments and notes 
observations and activities. It 
generally takes about 20 to 40 
minutes for a scouting visit on 
a typical 1/3-acre site. Thus a 
scout can manage about 120 or 
more properties per month. A 
major failing of many pro-
grams is having too many 
scouts managing too few prop- 
erties. 

the program. The most im- 
portant determinant of overall 
satisfaction and loyalty is the "people 
factor." Client communication is essen-
tial regardless of the type of program. 
This communication can be as simple as 
a door hanger to computer-generated re-
ports. The important point is that the 
clients have something tangible from 
your visit. 

IPM programs usually include pesticide 
applications as treatments. Many compa- 

nies expand the program to include a full-
service approach. They do the mowing, 
pruning and any other green-related ser-
vice. Some tree care companies have opted 
to subcontract with lawn care companies 
to provide mowing or other turf-related 
activities. IPM can also be used to upsell 
other services. The most common addi-
tional services associated with IPM 
programs are pruning, fertilizing and trans-
planting. 

The scout needs to know Too often arborists respond to panicky homeowners' 
people, as well as plants and 	requests. When this cottonwood leaf beetle is found, 
pests. Interaction with the cli- 	the damage is already done. 
ent is critical to the success of 
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Charging Fees 
Normally, the first half of the annual fee 

is due at the beginning of the growing sea-
son (March). The second half is due 
midway through the growing season 
(July). Some companies bill monthly or 
bimonthly during the growing season. The 
amount of the annual contract depends 
upon the number of scouting visit and what 
is included with the program. 

Why does someone contact you for an 
IPM program? The primary reason is a 
tree is having a problem. Unhappiness 
with the present company is a distant 
second. And what is the tree problem? 
In most instances the problem is aes-
thetic, not life-threatening. The majority 

Splinters NOT 

NO ::: Wi: iol EVER 

u a r a n t e e d" 
DICA Marketing Co. - Carroll, IA 51401 
800-610-DICA(3422) 	FAX 712-792-1106 
www.dicaUSA.com 	info@dicaUSA.com  
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of calls requesting treatments are for 
trees with minimal defoliation. 

While few homeowners search the Yel-
low Pages for IPM services, pest 
management is among the top 100 
searches. The homeowner that notices 
some tattered leaves often turns to the 
Yellow Pages for someone to come out and 
help. Keep in mind that more than half the 
Yellow Page users have no name in mind 
when searching. They are not looking spe-
cifically for you. 

Our best clients for IPM programs have 
been identified in a number of studies. 
While there are some differences across the 
country - particularly in the household 
income - generally speaking, the most 
money is spent by homeowners who have 
been in their current home 5 years or more. 
They are 35 to 59 years old, college-edu-
cated and have a household income of 
more than $70,000. And one more impor-
tant factor - the client is a she. In the 
average married household, approximately 
two-thirds of the landscape decisions are 
made by the woman. The rest are joint 
decisions; few are made by the man. This 
is not much different from other purchas-
ing trends in the green industry. Women 
dominate except in power tool purchases. 
The critical point here is not to concentrate 
on the woman and ignore the man when 
talking with a married couple, but try to 
connect with both during the presentation. 

So what is the key to survival and 

growth in the IPM market? 

Take a genuine interest in your clients 
- you are in the people business, not the 
tree or pest business. No tree has ever paid 
for a trim, nor a pest to be killed. People 
pay us and that should be our focus. 

Be professional. Appearance counts. 
Have employees in uniforms and keep 
equipment clean and well-maintained. 

Be a problem-solver. Share with cli-
ents the challenges (don't call them 
problems) in their landscape and offer so-
lutions. 

Don't sell IPM. You're not selling pest 
control, fertilizing, pruning or any other 
task and product. You're selling two 
things: Good feelings - "I have an attrac-
tive landscape that is the envy of the 
neighborhood," and solutions to problems 
- "I have one person who 'makes it hap-
pen' and he/she knows exactly what I 
want." That's IPM in the real world. 

Dr. John Ball is an associate professor 
offorestry at South Dakota State Univer -
sity in Brookings, S.D. This article was 
excerpted and adaptedfrom a presentation 
at TCI EXPO 2000 in Charlotte. 
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Washington in Review By Peter Gerstenberger 

-' 

- 

Tax Cut Controversy: 
What does it mean for small business? 

p
resident Bush's across-the-
board, 10-year, $1.6 trillion 
income tax cut plan, after hurtling 

through the House, came to come to a 
screeching halt in the Senate, where 
Democrats and Republicans say it will 

take time and compromise to produce a 
final agreement. 

Sen. Charles Grassley (R-IA), chair-
man of the tax-writing Senate Finance 
Committee, declared, "The most sacred 
goal we have to accomplish is as big a 

marginal rate cut as possible." 
President Bush has often repeated his 

assertion that there will be enough bud-
get surplus money to cut taxes and meet 
other national priorities. "If the Ameri-
can people are overcharged, they deserve 
a refund. They deserve some money 
back," the president said in Sioux Falls, 
S.D. recently. 

Supporters portrayed the bill as one 
that would give a needed boost to the 

faltering economy. 
Its opponents contend the plan would 

primarily benefit the rich and is so large 
it would consume projected surplus 
money that should go to paying down the 
national debt and helping safeguard pro-
grams such as Medicare and Social 
Security. They decried the tactic of push-
ing through a tax cut before adopting a 
budget blueprint setting out how spend-
ing priorities will be met. 

Republicans promised in the coming 
weeks to send the Senate other parts of 
the President's tax plan, to include those 
addressing the "marriage penalty" paid 
by millions of two-income couples, dou- 

bling the $500 per child tax credit, re-
pealing the estate tax and expanding tax 
breaks for charitable contributions. 

Only after sifting through the partisan 
rhetoric can one begin to get a glimpse at 
what impact this tax cut initiative might 
have on American businesses and the 
economy in general. This is an attempt to 
present an objective view of both sides of 
the issue from the perspective of how it 
might affect small business. 

The President's plan would gradually 
reduce and consolidate the current five 
graduated income tax rates of 15 percent, 
28 percent, 3 1 percent. 36 percent and 
39.6 percent. By 2006, rates would be 
pegged at 10 percent, 15 percent, 25 per -

cent and 33 percent. 
To provide relief immediately, the 

measure also would create an interim 12 
percent bracket, retroactive to January 1 
of this year and continuing in 2002, that 
would be applied to the first $12,000 of 
taxable income for couples and $6,000 
of taxable income for individuals. That 
bracket would drop to 11 percent in 2003 
and then to the permanent 10 percent 

level in 2006. 
Taxpayers could see an estimated maxi-

mum tax cut this year of $360 for a couple 
and $180 for an individual, Republicans 
say. The Bush administration estimates 
that when the entire tax plan is fully in 
place, the typical family with two children 
will receive at least $1,600 in tax relief and 
six million families would no longer pay 
federal income taxes. 

The Democrat's version of a tax bill 
calls for $586 billion in tax cuts over 10  

years. It would lower the tax rate from 
15 percent to 12 percent on the first 
$20,000 of income for a couple, and pro-
vide marriage penalty relief and an 
additional break for lower-wage earners. 
Unlike the GOP measure, it includes no 
reductions in the income tax rates that 
apply farther up the income ladder. 

Moderate tax cut better? 
The Congressional Budget Office 

forecasts a $5.6 trillion budget surplus 
over the next 10 years. Proponents of the 
tax plan say this estimate, by design, is 
very conservative. Opponents of the 
Bush proposal say we cannot confidently 
enact a permanent tax program, increas-
ing in scope over a 10-year period, 
against the uncertainty that is out there. 

Some groups trying to find some 
middle ground in the debate have argued 
that a moderate tax cut for a few years, 
which could be renewed should forecast 
surpluses materialize, is better than 10 
years on "autopilot." Others have argued 
for a "trigger" mechanism to adjust the 
tax cut with varying economic condi-
tions. Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott 
(R-MS), who does not like the idea of a 
trigger, said he might be willing to ac-
cept some sort of a mid-course review. 

Effect on the economy 
Critics of the tax cut do not think it 

will be effective as a short-term eco-
nomic stimulus. Even its proponents 
agree that the tax cut cannot provide that 
kind of shot in the arm unless it is made 
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retroactive. 
"I don't think that a tax cut is going to 

have much of a stimulative effect, by the 
time you put it in place, during the course 
of this year which is the year we're 
worried about," claims former Treasury 

Secretary Robert Rubin. He said that the 
move instead risked damaging confidence 
if the 10-year program pushed the United 
States back into the world of deficits. 

"But to have a 10-year projection 

[would be analogous to] a company hav-
ing a 10-year forecast on earnings and 
[declaring] a 10-year dividend policy right 
then," said Sam Nunn, a former Demo-
cratic senator from Georgia. "No sane 
company in America would do that." 

Tax Rates by 2001 Taxable Income 
CURRENT CODE 	 BUSH PLAN 

Married, filing jointly 	 Married, filing jointly 

$0—$45,200 15% $0—$12,000 	10% 

$45,200 - $109,250 28% $12,000 - $45,200 	15% 
$109,250—$166,500 31% $45,200—$166,500 	25% 
$166,500—$297,350 36% $166,Soo and up 	33% 
$297,350 and up 39.6% 

Single Single 
$0—$27,050 15% $0—$6,000 	 10% 
$27,050—$65,550 28% $6,000—$27,050 	15% 
$65,550—$136,750 31% $27,050—$136,750 	25% 
$136,750—$297,350 36% $136,750 and up 	33% 
$297,350 and up 39.6% 

Effect on small 
business 

In a sole proprietorship, the income and 
expenses of a tree care business are re-

ported on the owner's personal income tax 
return (Form 1040) using Schedule C 
(Business Income). Likewise, general part-
ners in a partnership are liable for 
self-employment taxes on their share of net 
earnings, and file using their personal in-
come tax returns. For these two types of 
entities, the Bush tax cut proposal has the 
immediate effect of reducing the owner(s)  

taxes a minimum of three percent. 
Perhaps just as significant is the im-

pact the tax cut will have on the tree 
service employees' take-home earnings. 
The climber who is single and earns 
$30,000 in taxable income a year will 
pay roughly eight percent less in federal 
taxes under the Bush plan than he/she 
does now. But the tax savings are little 
harder to come by in the realm of the 
average hourly wage arborist. Of course,  

for the married arborist with a working 
spouse supporting children, doubling the 
child tax credit and reinstating a 10 per -

cent deduction for two-earner couples 
makes Bush's measure somewhat more 
palatable. Raising the allowable chari-
table contributions for non-itemizers 
isn't likely to create a great stir. 

Arguably, for most tree care companies 
the most significant feature of the Bush tax 
cut proposal is its repeal of the estate tax, 
or death tax. The death tax can fall most 
heavily on small family businesses that are 
asset rich but cash poor. By itself, the death 
tax rates tops out at 55 percent. When com-
bined with the owner's income tax rate and 
state taxes, the total tax burden can reach 
a crippling 68 percent. According to a 1993 
survey, nine of ten successors whose fam-
ily businesses failed within three years of 
the owner's death listed the estate tax as a 
contributing factor. 

Listening to the ongoing tax debates 
and trying to make sense of all the rheto-
ric and analysis can be about as much fun 
as a root canal. Nevertheless, because the 
outcome could profoundly affect your 
business, it pays to stay informed and to 
voice your concerns through your 
elected officials. 

Peter Gerstenberger is vice president of 
business management, safety and education 
for the National Arhorist Association. T(I 
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For Trees and Employees... 
Preservation is Cheaper than Replacement 
By Wayne Outlaw 

y ou just received a call from the 
supervisor of one of your crews. 
The supervisor tells you a valued 

employee gave notice. Even though the 
employee has not been with the company 
very long, you feel he is valuable, has tre-
mendous potential, and is learning quickly. 
His attitude has been very beneficial to the 
crew and you feel he could have grown into 
a capable crew leader. 

You are very concerned because, with 
the increasing workload, you cannot afford 
to lose him. Losing good employees that 
you have invested a lot of time and effort 
in training is happening all too often. You 
ask the supervisor why the employee wants 
to leave and the supervisor says "for more 
money." What can you do? 

Once an employee says he or she is leav-
ing for more money, some owners' 
immediate response is to raise his or her 
wages. This is usually not a good response 
due to profit considerations, and raising the 
pay of one employee may be disruptive 
with others. The reason to leave may be 
the working conditions, but there are many 
conditions that can simply be changed. 
Employees give many reasons for leaving, 
but problems can't be resolved and turn-
over reduced unless the real reason is 
uncovered. 

Since you want to retain your key em-
ployees, make it a priority to meet with the 
employee for an exit interview. Most hu-
man resource experts recommend exit 
interviews. The strategy, however, has real 
limitations in some companies. In smaller 
organizations it may be difficult to conduct 
an unbiased, open and candid exit inter-
view. To be effective, an objective person 
must conduct the interview. It must be 
someone the employee will be open with 
and can disclose the real reasons for his or 
her decision to leave. 

In some instances, even if the person is 
objective, the employee might not be mo-
tivated to tell why he or she is leaving. 
Many employees do not want to tell their 
boss why they are leaving. They may sim-
ply want to get the departure over with and 
leave. 

There are other reasons employees do 
not want to tell their bosses why they are 
quitting. A few of the most common ones 
are: 
•They want to "leave the door open," 
because they might want to come back. 
• They like the owner or manager and 
don't want to open up and be candid about 
the real reason because it might hurt the 
person's feelings. 
• They don't feel it would make any real 
difference if they tell why they are leav -
ing. 
+ The problem that caused or precipi-
tated leaving might have occurred with a 
supervisor, a family member or key man-
ager that has been with the company for 
years. The employee feels the company 
may not really want to hear about it. 
• In some cases, departing employees 
choose not to tell the owner or top manger 
because he or she may be managing em-
ployees in the same way as the incident that 
caused their decision to leave. 

Recently, in a focused roundtable dis-
cussion with a number of owners of 
commercial tree care companies, we con-
sidered all the reasons employees had left 
or quit. A consensus was reached. The 
primary reason, or at least the precipitator 
of most employee turnover, boiled down 
to treatment by management. As we ana-
lyzed individual situations to determine the 
"real reason" or the event that precipitated 
turnover, in most cases it was the way the 
employee had been treated. A supervisor 
or manager had been rude, inconsiderate,  

insensitive, or handled a situation inappro-
priately. 

While many supervisors might have 
great technical or physical skills needed to 
accomplish tree work, it appeared from this 
roundtable discussion that few had the 
level of people skills necessary to get the 
greatest performance from employees. 
Some people have an innate instinct that 
helps them work with people, while oth-
ers are not blessed with this trait or ability. 
The truth is, most managers have never 
been taught "healthy ways to correct in-
appropriate behavior" or how to "reinforce 
and reward positive behavior." It must be 
learned like quality tree care must be 
learned. 

At a recent National Arborist Associa-
tion Winter Management Conference, we 
surveyed the audience to validate the per -
ception from the recent roundtable 
discussion on the typical level of manage-
ment skills. We wanted to find out what 
top executives feel about the need to im-
prove the management skills in their 
organization. A survey was distributed to 
the group and a large portion of the com-
panies completed it. 

The Management Skills Survey evalu-
ated key managers' perceptions of the need 
to improve skills in 29 management areas, 
such as: 
• Understanding the role of a manager 
and supervisor 
• Improving leadership skills 
• Analyzing and improving individual 
employee performance 
• Coaching and counseling employees 
to improve performance 
• Understanding employee needs and 
developing techniques to motivate them. 

The members evaluated themselves and 
supervisors. Very importantly, they felt 
supervisors have a: 
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• Strong need to improve in 33.6 per-
cent of the areas 
• Moderate need to improve in 27.4 
percent of the areas 
• Some need to improve in 27 percent 
of the areas 
• Little need to improve 10.5 percent of 
the areas 
• No need to improve in 1.5 percent of 
the areas. 

The perception of top management's 
needs was almost as severe. 

This survey did not consider the size of 
company or measure employee perception 
of the supervisor's needs. It looked only 
at the perception of members, but it did 
verify the need to improve the skills of 
those who manage arborists in the field. 
What would be the real benefit or value of 
improving a supervisor's management 
skills? It would mean happier, more loyal 
employees, more productive crews, in-
creased customer satisfaction and better 
bottom-line profits - not to mention lower 
turnover. 

Ironically, skills are critical, because the 
same person who attempts to correct a per- 

formance problem by yelling at an em-
ployee may be the one who complains 
loudly if someone tries to shape a tree into 
a healthy, beautiful plant by improperly 
cutting off limbs with inadequate or poorly 
maintained tools. 

Many owners of commercial tree care 
firms spend countless hours chasing certi-
fications or learning how to treat and cure 
tree diseases. Yet they may not devote time 
to developing the knowledge and people 
skills necessary to create positive, moti-
vated, loyal, committed employees. 

As an arborist, you would not expect 
clients to have beautiful, healthy trees if 
they have never fertilized, provided the 
proper amount of water, pruned to produce 
the desired shape, or periodically treated 
to eliminate disease. Yet some tree care 
companies expect an employee to thrive, 
grow and be productive without positive 
recognition, candid performance feedback, 
or a positive corrective action process 
when a problem occurs. 

An awareness of employee needs and 
the management skills to create a posi-
tive, productive work environment is not  

instinctive, but is learned. Isn't it time 
your organization invested in the man-
agement or people skills of its key 
employees and managers? The first re-
action may be "it is expensive" to devote 
time and precious resources to building 
management skills. It is much less ex-
pensive, however, than continuously 
replacing employees. Besides, custom-
ers are served well and it feels so much 
better to retain employees - not to men-
tion profits. Just as it is not wise to plant 
a tree and neglect it until it is stressed 
beyond saving, it is not wise to do the 
same to the most valuable asset of your 
company. 

Nurture your human capital as you 
would a tree. They enable you to provide 
superior tree care. 

If you would like to assess the man-
agement skills of your organization, 
e-mail Info@outlawgroup with the words 
"Management Skills Audit" in the sub-

ject line. We nill e-mail a tool to evaluate 
the health of skills used to nurture your 
human capital. TCI 
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Praxis Corp. manufactures a 13hp Stump Machine that is highly portable and made from 
thick-gauge American steel and assembled using American components. The Stump Ma-
chine will grind down a 3-foot diameter oak stump to 6 inches below ground level in 30 to 
40 minutes. Its 13hp Honda engine with Cyclone air cleaner powers an aggressive cutting 
blade with 12 tungsten carbide tips. Other features include a Noram high-performance cen-
trifugal clutch, high torque drive system, heavy-duty disc brake system, low-vibration, 
dual-grip operator handle, Ingersoll Rand Fafnir bearings, super traction Sno Hog tires, 
Super 2 Vee banded drive belt and fast-change oil drain. The machine weighs 240 pounds 
and comes with a video on its operation and a step-by-step video on sharpening. Praxis 
also provides training and equipment for sharpening and maintenance. For information, 
contact Steve Hooser, Praxis Illinois Corp. at (888) 316-8200 or www.stumpmachine.com . 

PRODUCTS & SERVICES 

John Deere Power Systems has in-
troduced a new PowerTech 8.1 L 
engine with additional horsepower. 
The 8.1 L model lineup now ranges 
from 172 hp to 325 hp (128 to 242 
W). The new PowerTech 8.1 L en-
gine with an intermittent rating of 
325 hp (242 kW) is one of the many 
power choices in the John Deere 
PowerTech line, which ranges from 
0.9 L to 12.5 L. Other enhancements 
include a new fuel system, standard 
air-to-air cooling, and improved 
electronic controls. The new engine 
meets Tier 2 emission require-
ments, while the new fuel system 
and full authority electronics allow 
for higher injection pressures, bet-
ter timing control and more precise 
control of fuel injection. The air-to-
air cooling system allows for better 
low-speed torque performance, 
lower fuel consumption, increased 
engine life, and less overall heat 
rejection. For more information, call 
(800) JD-ENGINE, e-mail 
jdpower@johndeere.com  or visit 
www.deere.com/jdpower.  

The Morbark Model 4000-P coloring system is 
now built with a heavy-duty tilt hopper, allow- 	' 
ing easier access to lower augers and making 
maintenance and service easier. The hydrau- 
lic tilt function also allows easy clean-out of 
the top hopper by simply dumping material.  
The 4000-P produces colored wood waste at 	 In' 

rates in excess of 200 cubic yards per hour. 	 . 
The Morbark Coloring System will handle the  
output of the most productive grinders. This 	 . 
portable mulch coloring has three feed augers 
and two mixing augers, along with 18 replaceable colorant nozzles. An anti-plugging sys-
tem prevents jamming of material while a folding discharge conveyor enhances portability. 
For information, call (800) 831-0042 or visit www.morbark.com  
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Red Max has introduced the HB2300, a compact hand-
held blower. Powered by a 22.5 cc two-cycle engine, 
the HB2300 develops a maximum air speed of 150 
mph and maximum air volume of 353 CFM. An op-
tional nozzle increases volume for tough jobs like 
moving wet leaves, mulch and debris. The noise level 
of the 7.9 lb. unit is 68 dB(A). The unit is completely 

I enclosed in a durable red case and doesn't look like a 
typical hand-held blower. For information, contact 
RedMax, 4344 Shackleford Road, Suite 500, Norcross, 

GA 30093. Phone (800) 291-8251, Ext. 213; fax (770) 381-5150; or visit www.redmax.com . 
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Bandit's 19-inch capacity Model 1900 towable 
and self-propelled tree and track whole tree 
chippershave been redesigned with a hydrau-
lic feed system that nearly doubles its 
crushing and pulling power. The change al-
lows 6- to 8-inch diameter capacity limbs to 
be folded, crushed and broken to feed into the 
chipper. The loader swing system features a 
dual motor drive, making the loader more re-
sponsive, increasing production while 
reducing wear to the loader ring gear. The 
Model 1900 Tree Bandits have been used for 
harvesting whole trees and producing paper 
call (800) 952-0178. 

- 

Ark 

chips and fuel wood chips. For information. 
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Sheyenne Tooling & Manufacturing has introduced the Quick-Tach Grapple, which 
attaches to and detaches from the bucket or fork on all popular skid-steer loaders. It 
detaches easily so operators can remove it quickly when they want to use the bucket 
alone. This can helping prevent the accidental damage when grapples are kept in 
the raised position while the operator uses only the bucket. The four-tooth grapple 
comes in a choice of two teeth sizes, enabling it to retrofit most buckets on the 
market. In addition, the tooth pivot angle adjusts. The teeth are spaced at 15 inches 
and are high-carbon R100 steel for extra strength and durability. The unit has two 2-
inch-by-8-inch hydraulic cylinders that are shielded to protect the hoses from catching 
on obstructions and tearing loose. For more information, call (800) 797-1883 or write 
to Sheyenne Tooling & Manufacturing, 7th & Lenham Ave., P0 Box 647, Cooperstown, 
ND 58425, visit www.sheyennemfg.com  or e-mail mail@sheyennemfg.com . 
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The Porter-Ferguson Division of Lowell 

Corp. offers two heavy-duty brush cutters 

and one point cut pruner. Applications for 

the tools include heavy pruning, brush 
and root cutting, routine trimming in nurs-
eries, and highway, utility, farm and 

general property maintenance and clear-

ing. The Forester Model 0290F is 27 
inches long, weighs about 4 1/2 pounds, 
and has a cutting capacity of 1 1/2 inches; 
the Forester Model 0390F is 34 inches 
long, weighs 73/4 pounds, and is designed 

to cut 2-inch material. The brush cutters 
feature two cutting blades made of forged 

alloy tool steel that is heat-treated and 

ground to ensure long cutting life. 

Handles are made of heat-treated spring 
steel. Both Forester models have a slide 

power shift. The Porter Point Cut Pruner 
is designed for cutting small- and large-

diameter material. It can cut down to its 

tips with minimal handle spread, mak-
ing it ideal for nipping suckers. The 

handles open wide for cuts of material 
up to 1 1/2 inches thick. Like the Forester 

models, the Point Cut Pruner has two 

cutting blades made of heat-treated and 
ground alloy steel. The pruner is 24 

inches long and weighs 3 pounds. Por -
ter-Ferguson is a division of Lowell 
Corp. For more information, call (800) 

456-9355 or (508) 835-2900, or e-mail 

customerservice@lowelicorp.com . 

777% 
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AHS 
OrchardsEDGE.corn -- where professionals go for quality tools. 
We stock ARS hand shears, saws, loppers, long-reach pruners and hedge shears. 

COUPON CODE: 2393 (free gift with purchase) 

or call toll-free: 6' cIdsEDGE.com 877.88 1 .1426 
Please circle 51 on Reader Service Card 
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Kings Mountain, NC 28086 

Toll Free: 800-642-5438 

Fax: 704-739-1401 

www.trueco.com  
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Regular (Std.) Teeth 	Round Reversible 
Pockets 

m 
Stump Claw Teeth 	

Stump Claw 
Pockets 

Short Bolt 

Lung Bolt 

NZ.T~l  
B-11-C 

B-i-C 

Established 1954--over 45 years 

Buy from the Original Manufacturer 

800 421-5985 1 Border City Tool * Manufacturing Co. 
23325 BLACKSTONE • WARREN. MI 48089-2675 

810/ 758-5574 • 800/ 421-5985 • FAX 810/ 758-7829 

INDUSTRY NEWS 

Bobcat Announces 
'500K Contest' 

Bobcat Company, a business unit of 
Ingersoll-Rand Company, announced the 
start of the "Bobcat 500k Contest" to cel-
ebrate production of its 500,000th Bobcat  

skid-steer loader. Compact equipment us-
ers who share stories about their toughest 
jobs - jobs that tested both operator and 
loader endurance - will have a chance to 

win one of 500 prizes. The grand prize 
winner will receive a 500K Limited Edi-
tion Bobcat 773 loader. Seven second prize 
winners will receive a $2,500 Bobcat at-
tachment certificate, and 15 third prize 
winners will receive a $500 Bobcat attach-
ment certificate. 

Additional prizes include radio-con-
trolled Bobcat models and Bobcat die-cast 
model collectibles. 

Grand prize and attachment certificate 
winners will be determined mid-Novem-
ber and announced by early December. 

Callbacks 
Readers of the February issue of TCI magazine (who are less spacially challenged 

than the editors) noticed that the photo and caption on the left are incorrect. That 
would depend on which side of the road trucks drive in your country. 

UK Version 	Mounting hose reels on the curb side 	US Version 
of the vehicle minimizes the 
applicators exposure to traffic and pro-
vides a straight pull to the property. 

Now Manufacturing and Distributing "STUMP CLAW TEETH" 
PAT # 5 , 219 345 

Stump
Threaded Stump Cutter 

New SMART Cutters 	Econo Teeth 	 Hodges Stump Cutter 
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Bayer Acquires 
Compass Fungicide 

In December, Bayer Professional Care 
acquired Compass Fungicide 
(trifloxystrobin) from Novartis. The 
Bayer group now holds all patents, mar-
keting authorizations, trademarks 
worldwide, and production and formu-
lation expertise for the strobilurin-based 
fungicide line. 

Compass, a broad-spectrum disease 
control product for golf courses and lawn 
and landscape ornamentals, offers 
mesostemic activity. Compass stops dis-
eases on the surface of the plant and then 
locks into place due to its high affinity 
with the waxy cuticle of the plant. The 
result is a protective reservoir of fungi-

cide for disease control. 
Compass delivers the high level of 

broad-spectrum efficacy found in contact 
products, while offering the low use rates 
found in systemic products. It is particu-
larly active against brown patch. 

Compass expands the fungicide offer-
ing from Bayer Professional Care, joining 
Bayleton 50 Fungicide (triadimefon) in the 
control of diseases on flowers, foliage 
plants, shrubs, turf and shade trees. 

For more information about Compass 
Fungicide and Bayer Professional Care, 
call Sara Buck at (800) 767-5021, Ext. 
1299. 	 10 
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Introducing the 
JA14 by Jameson... 
An advancement in pruner head performance. 

The J.-\ 14 h Jariieon 1 1  a compound action pole pruner head with a 

1-1/4' cutting capactt. The compound action delivers extra power 

to the cutting blade plus allows the pulley arm to remain shorter 

and less likely to tangle with surrounding branches, 

The JA 14 will mate to most 1 -  1/4" diameter round 

mounting surfaces. What puts the J.4 14 in front 
of the pack are these advancements: 

• All forged steel working components: 
forged hook, blade and pulley arm. 

• Sharpened hook creates cutting action 
from the top and bottom. 

	

J 	Osersized spring mounting pins reduces 
pin bending and breaking giving more up 

f time in the field. 
• Optional sssisel pulle model (not shown 

	

J 	
creates less friction against pull rope and 
reduces user fatigue. 

JAMESON oi$31.6O. 
Buy 12 or More... ##/Y $33m91,,  

".-tsk about the fiN mounted on your favorite Jaine con Pruning Pole. 

)ffer Expires Icily 10. 2001 

l)ealer inquirieS 

To Order ('oil. 

FREE 511th 
\ asic ercara 

I .cialog - 
0! pages 
ocompicte 

% 10 

_10,  07-57111", 

Bishop Company 
1-800-421-4833 

NATIONAL ARBORIST 

24 hr. FAX: 562-698-2238 	
ASSOCIATION 

— 	. 	r 
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No Job 
Too Small 
By: Jeffrey Lee, Branch Management. Riverside. CA (909) 276-8060 
Sponsored byThe Bishop Company for the advancement of our industry. 

It was Friday afternoon. The busy week was winding down. and Max 
Bunyan was finishing up the task of putting the equipment away for the 
weekend. At that moment. the phone inside Big Al Fontaine's cluttered 
office rang. Reluctantly. Big Al picked up the receiver and heard the Widow 
Carter's nails on the chalkboard" voice reciting a story about the tea party 
she would be hosting on Saturday morning. Al rushed to flag down Max 
before he could leave the yard for the weekend. "The Widow Carter needs a 
branch removed from the oak in her back yard," Al bellowed. "It's hanging 
too low in her patio and she needs it removed today." 

Thinking this would be a "quickie." and not wanting to unload a bunch of 
climbing equipment. Max ingeniously strapped a 16-foot extension ladder to 
the back of his pickup and headed to the Widow's gracious cottage. 

After pulling into the driveway. Max made his way to the back yard. A 
brief discussion with the frail old woman sent Max to his truck for a ladder, 
and then to the oak tree in the back yard. The oak's sprawling canopy 
extended majestically over the Widow's house and shaded her entire yard. 
Max leaned the ladder against the 
lateral branch he intended to re-
move. The top rung of his lad-
der barely peered over the 
branch, which extended 20 feet 
from where Max started his first 
cut. Max was just beginning the 
second cut when he heard an omi-
nous creaking sound from within 
the branch. Then POW!! Like a 
bomb, the branch snapped off at 
the cut. The remaining stub. 
which supported Max's ladder, 
leaped into the air. Max flailed 
and grabbed and held on for dear 
life. Helplessly. Max found him-
self using his own body to bridge 
the gap between the now 21-foot 
high branch and the 16-foot tall 
ladder. Well, well, well! If time "Max Bunva,," 
could only reverse itself. poor 
Max (the one-man traveling circus) probably would have considered these 
other simple. but important options before he started this job: 

Have a game plan: Max showed upon the jobsite without a clue as to what 
was really going on. He had no climbing equipment. and was mentally un-
prepared for tree work. ANZI Z133.1 mandates that a job briefing work 
procedure shall he worked out carefully before any tree job is begun. 

Proper equipment: Once a sound game plan is established, be sure to 
include the equipment appropriate for each particular job. There are times 
when climbing isn't necessary - when a pole saw or a pole pruner might do 
- but whatever the case, use equipment that can reach and do the job safely. 
If a ladder is to he deployed, be sure to use the proper methods of set up. 

Never work alone: Once a plan is in place, and the right equipment is 
inspected and on the job, safety dictates the presence of a second person. 
Many times, a second person can prevent accidents and be a second pair of 
hands in case the unforeseen occurs, whether it be rendering minor first aid or 
performing an aerial rescue. 

Remember, accidents don't only happen on "big" jobs. Treat every job as 
if it is a "big" job. 



Number of Free-Agent 
Workers Increasing 

By Robert Rouse 

S
tudies show that since 1980, the number of free-agent 
workers in the United States has more than doubled. 
with 1 in every 5 workers now classified outside the tra- 

ditional labor force. A free agent is someone who works on a 
project basis, moving from assignment to assignment and 
company to company. By the year 2004, the number of free-
agent workers is predicted to grow by another 11 million workers. 
Some experts predict free agents will comprise more than 50 
percent of the skilled workforce in the next millennium. 

Studies also dispel one myth about free-agent workers - that 
they want to start their own business. The American dream is 
changing, but it's not taking the form of everyone wanting to be 
an entrepreneur. People want control of their careers, but they 

LI 

Results of Survey on Free Agents 
in the U.S. 

Millions of today's workers are interested in be-
coming free agents. 
• Nearly 11 million workers are prepared to switch jobs 
and 'definitely" enter the work force as a free agent if 
they are able to retain their level of pay and health care 
benefits without increasing their hours. 
• Fifty-seven percent of all workers have considered 
non-traditional employment, including work as a free 
agent. 
• Twenty-two percent of the full-time work force con-
sists of free-agent workers. 
• The presence of free-agent workers in the workforce 
will expand in the future. 

Today's worker has reinvented the "American 
Dream." 
• The "American Dream" is changing from owning 
your business to being your own boss. Being your own 
boss does not necessarily mean owning your own busi-
ness. 
• This research dispels the myth that a large popula-
tion exists within today's workforce that wants to run its 
own business. 
• People want control of their destiny, but they also 
want an employer. 

Who is this worker of the new millennium? 
•The worker of the new millennium wants his or her job 
to reflect their educational experience. 
• The worker of the new millennium is educated. More 
than 70 percent of workers who will "definitely" become 
free agents have completed college course work. 
• The worker of the new millennium is continuing his or 
her education to enhance skills and advance his or her ca-
reer. 
• This worker is young, ambitious and looking for con-
trol over his or her destiny. Many will find this freedom as 
free-agent workers. 

Many workers are seeking free-agent employment 
to escape current job restrictions. 
• A large majority of future free-agent workers are dis-
satisfied with the restrictions of their current employment. 
• Free-agent workers are more focused on career ad-
vancement than on length of time spent with an employer. 

Professional workers are pursuing free-agent em-
ployment. 
• Thirty-eight percent of workers who will become free 
agents classify themselves as professionals. 

Midwest states take the lead for free-agent work-
ers. 
• The largest number of workers who will leave their jobs 
for free-agent employment will come from the Midwest. 
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still want an employer. They need an 

"agent" to help them find jobs and man- 

age the other human resource issues around 
being a free-agent worker. 

This is especially true in tree care. Many 
young arborists have the motivation to in-
crease their income and possess the skills 
needed to run the technical operations por-
tion of a business. What they lack is the 
entrepreneurial skills that are needed to run 

a successful business. For this category of 
arborists, free agency is becoming a more 
common option. 

Employers must be able to tap into this 
workforce if they want to have access to 
this talented group of employees. Yet em-
ployers must understand that the free-agent 
\\( )Fkcr ,  11L\ L' diltciciit iccd 	iid wc mo - 

Professor Harvey Holt of Purdue Univer -
sity demonstrates proper knot tying for 
students at NAA Student Career Days. 

tivated by different things than the tradi-
tional workforce. 

For employees wanting to become free 
agents, there are cautions. Having the right 
skills, and continuing to build those skills, 
is the key component of success in the free-
agent market. In addition, you must 
consider the impact of free agency. Many 
of the barriers to free-agent work are cen-
tered around the inability of people to have 
easy access to health care. Crafting indi-
vidually tailored health and benefit 
packages to accommodate free agents is 
difficult, expensive, and in reality, often 
impossible for many tree care companies. 
This is especially true when the contract 
periods are short or part-time. You must 
look carefully at the tree care companies 
you plan to contract with and gauge how 
willing and able they will be to provide 
benefits. You will need to consider provid-
ing for your own health benefits. 

For tree care companies, free agency is 
full of pitfalls and potholes. The key for 
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ARBORTECH is one of the nation's leading manufacturers 
of forestry bodies and arboriculture products. 

Call 1-800-255-5715 
www.a rbortech.cc  
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Adam Koll of South Dakota 
State University is awarded 
the Tree Care Skills Compe-
tition championship by Jim 
Hampton of Stihl, Inc. 

you, the employer, is relationship building and clear commu-
nication. Work out contractual agreements carefully and have 
them reviewed by lawyers before proceeding. You must be able 
to identify free agents that work well with your company 
quickly and retain them. It is equally important for you to have 

the flexibility in contractual agreements to discontinue free-
agency arrangements that do not work well. 

Who are free agents in tree care? Experienced climbers and 
client representatives are the employees most likely to be free 
agents, since they possess unique skills that are in demand. They 

NAA Student Career Days 2000 is "best ever" 

Student Career Days 2000 at TCI EXPO was a 
great success! The continued growth and support 
of this event is a positive reflection of the tree care 
industry at large. Here's what some of the student 
advisers had to say about this year's events: 

"My students really enjoyed the meeting. The 
efforts NAA staff and TCI EXPO attendees made 
to make all students feel welcome are very impor-
tant." 

- Tom Green, Western Illinois University. 

"My students are starting to view this as a two-
way street. They look to see which companies have 
a presence each year at Student Career Days and 
TCI EXPO. This event has become an important 
factor in deciding which company to join." 

- John Bail, South Dakota State University 

NAA Student Career Days Field Day was held at Bartlett Tree 
Research Laboratories in Charlotte, N.C. Students participated in 
workshops on cutting-edge techniques researched at the lab, such 
as root collar exams, treatments for soil compaction, and plant health 
care techniques. Stihl product specialists led workshops on chain 
saw field maintenance. 

In addition, students competed for fun and prizes in the Tree 
Care Skills Competition. The competition featured a work climb 
and throw bag competition as well as a safety and arboriculture 
exam. Awards were presented on the TCI-EXPO trade show floor 
so that student competitors were recognized by the tree care indus-
try as a whole. 

Thanks to all the NAA-member tree care companies and asso-
ciate member companies that partnered with the NAA to make this 
event possible. Thanks to all the students who made this event a 
great success! 

Remember to mark your calendar for NAA Student Career Days 
2001 at TCI-EXPO, Nov. 1 through Nov. 3 in Columbus, Ohio. 

Call Sachin Mohan at (516) 625-1613 to find out 
)W your company can become a Career Days Part-

cr. Call Bob Rouse at (800) 733-2622 to find out 
ow your company can get a booth at the Career 

I)a\ Job and Internship Fair. 
Here's the awards list for the Tree Care Skills 

Competition that is part of NAA Student Career 
Days: 

Tree Care Skills Competition Overall 
Adam Koll - South Dakota State University 
Kristeena DiPasquale - University of Massachu-

setts - Stockbridge School 
Seth Stygar - University of Massachusetts - 

Stockbridge School 

Work Climb 
Kristeena DiPasquale - University of Massachusetts - 

Stockbridge School 
Adam Koll - South Dakota State University 
Aaron Wiechmann - South Dakota State University 

Written Exam 
Jenny Smrecek - Milwaukee Area Technical College 
Jacob Ryg - University of Wisconsin - Steven's Point 
Stephen Nickel - South Dakota State University 

Throw Bag 
Adam Koll - South Dakota State University 
Seth Stygar - University of Massachusetts - Stockbridge School 
Noah Adams - Dabney S. Lancaster Community College 

Safety Exam 
l(Tie). Adam Koll - South Dakota State University 
1(Tie). Kristeena DiPasquale - University of Massachusetts - 
Stockbridge School 
2. Aaron Schauer - University of Wisconsin - Steven's Point 

Student Career Days Partners 
gTIML 

Fanno 

thecareoftrees.  
family of companies 
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ARBOR CARE 
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Tree climbing competition at NAA Student Career 
Days, see page 28. 

may simply be looking for a way to increase income. Others. 
such as experienced climbers, might be looking for a way to 

concentrate on the types of jobs they like doing, such as chal-
lenging take downs, in addition to any increase in income. 

Can free-agency work for your company? That answer re-
ally depends on each individual case. The most common use 
of free agents in tree care is by small and growing companies. 
The company might hire a free agent specializing in particu-
larly difficult take downs. The jobs might be limited to one or 
two days per week. The employer provides the crew and sched-
ules the work. The benefits of this arrangement are that the 
employer doesn't have to hire and pay benefits for a full-time em-
ployee, especially one whose skills 
would not be utilized on a full-time 
basis. The employee is free to con-
tract with other companies to keep 
busy on a full-time basis, maximiz-
ing the worth of the skills he has 
learned. Please also note: If you 

choose to "hire" a free agent and then 
use him or her as an employee, there 
are serious tax and OSHA implica- 
tions. 

Robert Rouse is a staJjarborist 'oirh 
National Arborist Association. 	TCI 

Adopt a High 
School 

By Thomas L. Green Ph.D. 

The arborist profession has experienced a worker shortage for 
years. One of the fundamental reasons for this problem is that we 
arborists do not do a good job of selling our profession. People - 

and students especially - do not know 
what an arborist is or does. High 
school graduates are not seeking ca- 
reers in arboriculture because they do 
not know of such careers. Most have 
never heard of the word arboriculture, 
or if they have heard of the term, they 

still do not know what it means. High 
school guidance counselors also do 
not know what arborists are or do. 
With rare exception, few high school 
graduates ever attend colleges seek- 
ing careers in arboriculture. 
Ironically, traditional forestry pro- 

• 1986-1991 GMC 
& Ford Chassis 

Price: $13,500-. 
$19,500 

A Call: 1-800-858-0437 
Website: www.tamarackclearing.com  e-mail: tamaracknorthnet.org  

AR-A,( 'K CLEARENG SERVICE, I( F. L\( P0 Box 3 7() ( inton \\ 
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grams still attract students who find out 
upon graduation that there are more tradi-
tional forestry graduates than traditional 
forestry jobs. Those who finish in 
arboriculture/urban forestry (A/UF) find 

more jobs than people to fill them. 
Almost all A/UF students at Western 

Illinois University come through the 
"back door." That means they started at 
Western (or transferred in) in some ma-
jor other than A/UF. One college 
administrator told me that about 70 per-
cent of the students end up in a different 
curriculum than what they declared as 
freshmen. Very few of my students come 
in the "front door" - i.e. come to West-
ern because of the A/UF program. 

Another fundamental problem is that 
high school students are not learning much 
about botany. In a recent survey of my 
forestry (AIUF) students, I confirmed what 
I already knew: At least in Illinois, and I 
expect elsewhere, high school students are 

not taught botany. Almost all my students 
responded to the questionnaire that their 

botany training in high school was "below 
average," "poor" or "none." 

What does this mean? Our high schools 
are not doing a good job teaching students 
about the green industry. I don't know how 
to encourage high schools to teach more  

botany. So, it is up to the in-
dustry to teach the students. 
It is up to the industry to 
take its information about 
arboriculture to the stu-

dents. 

Job fairs 

	

Most high schools have 	 Nei 

job fairs where companies, 
colleges, professionals and 
others can pitch their pro- 
grams to high school Joe Bones 

Tree Care 

	

students. Sometimes these 	the Bartlett 
are held at high schools. 
Sometimes job fairs are at 
public facilities where high school students 
can obtain passes from school administra-
tors to attend. There should be an arborist 
at each job fair. In 1998, at the annual Illi-
nois Arborist Association meeting, I gave 
arborists a CD-ROM, Careers in 

Arboriculture, and asked them to take the 

CDs to a high school near their work or 
home. The idea was to play the CD or give 
it to the students and talk about and pro-
mote their profession. A second-generation 
CD, Careers in Arboriculture in the United 

States, is now available for arborists to take 
to high school job fairs to promote the 
arboriculture profession. 

Fun and games 
Young children love fun and games. 

Young children love to climb. At the 
International Tree Climbing Champion-
ships, children are busy climbing all day. 
High school students also love to climb. 
For the past two years, the arboriculture 

industry has set up ropes for climbing at 
the National FFA Convention. Here 
thousands of high school and college stu-
dents, many from urban schools, are 
exposed for the first time to climbing. 
The lines of students waiting to climb are 
long. For college students, there is the 
National Arborist Association Student 
Career Days at TCI-EXPO and SSA (Stu-
dent Society of Arboriculture). The 
college students love to compete. They 
love to climb. They love to win prizes. 
However, very little is being done to get 
high school students in saddles and on 
climbing ropes. 

I believe that the NAA, ISA, local ar -

borist associations, ISA chapters, and/or 
tree protection associations could work 
together with city foresters and park di-
rectors and get high school students out 
climbing trees. With a few corporate 
sponsors, the students could get T-shirts, 
carabiner keyrings, and other rather in-
expensive gifts and professional 
instruction for a day of tree climbing and 
competition. 

Work/study programs 
and internships 

Many high schools have work/study 

Q  1~ 
C iw 

I 

Buy my pants. So/can move out 

of my parent's basement. 
J 

Rugged yet remarkably comfortable. Designed by a tree climber, to stand up to  (~Ax ̂0r .  eaf 
almost anything. Especially trees that seem to have it in for you. 888-578-TREE. 
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of Bartlett Tree Experts sets the rules for the 
Skills Competition. The events were held at 
Tree Research Lab in Charlotte, N.C. 
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!When it Comes to Scrap Wood, ,j We have an Open Door Policy. 
CLASSIC 

Outdoor Wood Furnace 

• Turn your scrap wood into heat with a Classie outdoor wood furnace. 

• Heat multiple buildings and your domestic hat water. 

• Use for kilns. wood drying applications, greenhouses. pools and  
homes. 	 II 

• Eliminate expensive scrap wood disposal costs. 

• Sizes available for commercial and residential applications. 

Call today for a FREE brochure and dealer nearest you! 
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programs that allow seniors to work out-

side of school for half days. There may 
be opportunities to employ students who 
can work half days. Summer employ-
ment for high school students is another 
option. Keep in mind that there are spe-
cial safety restrictions and procedures 
limiting the type of work those under 18 
can perform. Contact Bob Rouse at the 
NAA by emailing Rouse@natlarb.com  to 
receive an e-mail on employing youths 
under 18. 

Many college students must have an 
internship to graduate in certain college 
majors. My students are not required to 
have an internship but are strongly en-
couraged to work in the profession 
during summers. BE CAREFUL with 
high school student employees and col-
lege student internships. If they drag 
brush all summer or are stuck is some 
routine monotonous job and left there, 
you will burn them out before you get 
them, and they will seek another profes-
sion. Internships for college students 
should involve them in all facets of the 
profession. 

Groundhog Job Shadow 
Day 

Participate in the Groundhog Job 
Shadow Day student mentoring initiative 
developed by Secretary of State Cohn 
Powell's America's Promise. The NAA 
has joined this nationwide program that 
introduces young people to the world of 
work by giving them an up-close look at 
the workplace. This year, more than I 
million young people and 75.000 busi-
nesses participated. 

Many middle and high school students 
don't have the opportunity to explore 
various career options. Groundhog Job 
Shadow Day's goal is to give students a 
chance to explore various careers beyond 

what their parents may do for a living. 
Additionally, Job Shadow Day provides 
an opportunity for students in at-risk 
situations to be exposed to various ca-
reer options they might not have the 
chance to explore otherwise. 

Cynthia Mills, president of the NAA. 
challenged the NAA members - active and 
associate, U.S. and abroad—to each iden- 

tify one student to work with next Feb. 2. 

Mills noted that, "We've all got employee 
problems. We all moan about the lack of 
awareness of arboriculture as a viable ca-
reer. We all say we suffer from a lack of 
public awareness of our industry. If each 
NAA tree care company participates in this 

one activity with only one student - that 
is, 2,700 kids - at least 2,700 parents, and 
who knows how many schools, will learn 
about careers in arboriculture." 

This national program provides free 
materials to participating companies. For 
a free kit, go to www.jobshadow.org/ 
get_started/howto_kit.html 

Professional meetings 
Each local ISA chapter, tree protection 

association and/or arborist association 
should be working toward attracting high 
school students to their professional meet-
ings. High school students were invited to 
the last Illinois Arborist Annual Meeting, 
with their registration picked up by corpo-
rate sponsors. IAA members were willing 
to serve as mentors. The IAA now has a 
committee to expand the IAA-high school 
interaction. For the next IAA Annual Meet-
ing, there are plans to split educational  

sessions and include some that are specifi-
cally for students. 

Arborist industry 
commitment 

I believe that part of the solution to the 
worker shortage problem is for our in-
dustry to make a commitment to promote 
itself better and to get involved with a 
community high school. There is a tre-
mendous resource out there that we are 
not reaching. Be there at their job fairs. 
Get involved in your local arborist asso-
ciation, ISA chapter. and/or tree 
protection association to develop a "high 
school or student" committee. Find ways 
to help your community college or four-
year school that offers an A/UF program. 

There are probably many success sto-
ries of arborists interacting with high 
schools and high school students. If you 
have one, please share it with me by e-
mailing me at tl_green@wiu.edu , and I 
will compile them for a future article. 

Thomas L. Green Ph.D. is an Urban 

Forestry Proltl.ssor 0! \ es lein Illinoix 

University. 	 TCI 
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The lightweight 
Sidekick ex-
tends from 27 
inches to 9 feet 
to aid climbers. 

Swinging Alongside 

The Sidekick is an invention by arborist Timothy 
H. Epperson of Durham, N.C. The device is a 
small, lightweight pole with a hook on one end of 

it The 15 ounce pole extends from 27 inches to 9 feet 
and is designed to place and retrieve climbing, rigging or 
lowering lines to and from places in trees that are poten-
tially dangerous to climbers - places such as the outer 
branch crotches with rigging lines to 'lift" branches up 
and away from roofs, lines, etc.; or those few extra feet 
up into a dead tree's rotten crownwork on a windy day. 

The Sidekick attaches to the climbing saddle with a 
snap hook and chain. It extends easily by twisting the 
sections counter to one another. The uppermost section 
is extended using the thumb and forefinger. Once extended, 
lightly tightening it will hold the extension. For added ease, a 
Velcro patch atop the beaded end of the retrieval hook keeps 
rope from falling off if you want to place a small monkey fist 
into a difficult-to-access limb crotch directly above a climber. 

Unlike a pruner pole, the Sidekick has no cutting blade, 
making it easier to handle and less dangerous to ground per-
sonnel should a worker drop the device while in a tree. Also, 
the lightweight Sidekick can be retrieved and carried with one  

hand, should a treeworker accidentally leave the Sidekick in 
the tree while descending. 

A serious note of caution: The Sidekick is made of alumi-
num. It should not be used anywhere near the vicinity of wires 
that conduct electricity. 

Timothy Epperson has been a full-time arborist for 23 years. 
He can be reached at 118 Clark Lane Read, Durham, NC 27707 
or (919) 489-5678. TCI 

Protect 
Your Lawns 

from equipment damage 

A1tUrnc7hMT5'-  
the Original black drive-on mat 

When removing trees or just pruning them, use 
AlturnaMATS to protect your customers' lawns. 
These popular mats are easy-to-use and can save 
you thousands of dollars in needless restoration costs. 
The heavy cleat design gives your vehicle great traction. 

• Leaves your lawns smooth, even in soft soil conditions 

• Minimizes expensive ground restoration tees 

• Tough, 1/2"  thick polyethylene with heavy cleat design on both sides 

• Can be made smooth on one side for special applications 

• Lasts through years of hard use . . . even at extreme temperatures 

• 4'x8', 3'x8', 2'x8', 2'x6' & 2'x4' sizes available 

• NEW! 4-ply outrigger pads 2'x2', 3'x3' & 4x4' 
Same tough material  

Order Yours Today... 888-544-6287 
814-827-8884 

Ask forAlturnaM4TS by name! 

AtrnaM&$ 
P.O. Box 344 'Titusville, PA 16354 

altumamats@usachoice.com  
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A Wage & Hour Law Primer 
By Brian Farrington 

TheFair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) applies to al-most all employers in the tree 
care industry. It establishes standards in four areas: 

• minimum wage 
• overtime 

This is Part I oja two-part Se- 	• child labor 
ries on labor laws. Part II, which 	• record keeping. 
focuses on record keeping, work- 	The act is enforced by the U.S. Department of Labor's Wage and Hour Division, which 
ing hours and salaried 	conducts thorough investigations through it compliance officers. 
employees, will be published in 	Your company may be subject to this law either on an enterprise or an individual ba- 
the May issue of TCI. sis. Enterprise basis means that you gross $500,000 per year. It is possible that the 

employees of a small business that does not gross $500,000 per year 
are not subject to the law. 

Any employee that is engaged in interstate commerce, or the pro-
duction of goods for interstate commerce, is subject to the law on a 
workweek basis If you have employees trimming trees on a road 
that is considered interstate commerce because you are dealing with 

,  a branch of commerce. Landscape contractors that do construction 
are automatically considered covered by the law. A very small busi 
ness that does strictly intrastate work and does not work around  
instrumentalities of interstate commerce — such as airports or high 
ways — might not be subject to the law. Other than that, everybody in 
the country is covered. 

every once in a while, you 
may have a little less than 50 hours 
worth of work for him to do, but 
because you are a nice guy and 
he is a good worker, you pay him 
$550 anyway. That guy thinks that 
you are the greatest employer 
that he ever had. This goes on for 
years. The payroll records show an 
hourly rate and time and a half. 
They show 40 hours of straight time 
and 10 hours of overtime every 
single workweek. 

One day, an investigator comes 
in and looks at the payroll records 
and goes to talk to that happy 
employee. 

Federal Minimum Wage Law 
Let's start with the Federal Minimum Wage Law. Because of the 

way the law is enforced, it is possible even for people who pay well 
over the minimum rate to violate the law. 

Federal minimum wage is $5.15 an hour. The law, like everything 
else, is enforced on a workweek basis. A workweek is defined as a 
fixed and recurring period of seven consecutive 24-hour days. It is 
established by the employer and is not subject to change, unless the 
change is intended to be permanent. 

Everything in Fair Labor Standards Act is on a workweek basis. 
This means that you have to look at what your employees earn each 
week and divide that amount by the number of hours they worked in 
that week - and the result better be at least $5.15. (A few states, such 
as California, New Jersey, Alaska and the District of Columbia, have 
higher minimum wages.) 

Mistakes are made in paying minimum wage when an employee 
is paid commission, piece rate, or production bonuses. One of your 
salespeople may have made $50,000 last year, but what if he has a 
bad week? If he does not earn the minimum wage in one week, then 
you must bump him up to the minimum wage in total weekly earn-
ings. 

The other way that you can make mistakes is through deductions 
that benefit employers, such as cash shortages, breakage or bad credit 
cards. For example, what if you have an employee who damages 
property, and you want to take the money out of his paycheck? Fed-
eral law says that you can deduct from an employee's weekly pay, 
but you must leave the employee with the minimum wage. 

For example, let's say an employee makes $6.15 per hour - a dol-
lar an hour over minimum wage. In a 40-hour week, you could deduct 
$40 from his pay to recover the money owed for damages the em- 
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ployee caused. I hasten to add that laws in 
virtually every state require an employee's 
written consent for a deduction, and some 
states prohibit deductions altogether. This 
is one area where state laws are actually 
tougher than federal laws. 

In overtime work weeks, you can only 
dock the employee down to the minimum 
wage for the first 40 hours. You can never 
dock them anything out of overtime hours. 
There are certain deductions that are not 
restricted by the FLSA. The first of these, 
obviously, are legal deductions. Employ-
ees may gross the minimum wage and net 
less after taxes, health insurance, child sup-
port payments, etc. These are legal 
deductions. 

Cash advances of salary can also bring 
an employee below the minimum wage. 
You all know the drill. An employee comes 
to you in the middle of a pay period and 
asks for a cash advance. You advance him 
the cash, and he quits, still owing you 
money. In this case, you can deduct 
straight down to zero, since you prepaid 
the minimum wage when you gave him the 
advance. Before you hand out any cash, 
get an acknowledgment of the cash ad-
vance in writing and get an authorization 
that states that you, as the employer, will 
be deducting the amount from the next pay 
period. Use the magic words: "I authorize 
my employer to deduct it from my pay." 

Vacation time comes under the same 
principle. If you advance vacation time 
before it has been accrued, you can recoup 
it, even if it cancels out a paycheck. Again, 
you must get this in writing. 

If you permit an employee to make pur -
chases from you - to buy computers, old 
trucks, or anything else - and then take the 
payment for the purchase out of his pay-
check, that is just fine. Keep in mind that 
this does not apply to things that employ -
ees use on the job. For example, if they buy 
fuel, uniforms or safety glasses from you, 
that is considered a deduction and it is 
governed by the rules of deductions for the 
employer's benefit. If you had an old truck 
that you did not need anymore and an 
employee wants to buy it and have it de-
ducted slowly from his paycheck, that 
would be the arm's length type of purchase 
I am referring to here. 

Watch out for specific laws in your 
state, since most state laws are tougher 
than federal law. 

Note that there is a difference between 
minimum wage laws and wage payment 
laws. A lot of states have wage payment 
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Land Clearing Contractors 

Do You Want To Leave The Commond Ground? 
Take On Difficult Land Clearing Contracts and 
Convert Them to Solid Profits! 

Avoid Problems: 

• Contract Deadlines 
• Too Many Machines and People 

Excessive Transportation Costs 	
Simplify your Land Clearing Operations 

Enjoy low cost and ease of transportation 
with a single one-ton dual-wheel pickup 

and trailer. 
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• Use one machine with one operator to do the work that 
now requires several of each. 
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the range and type of areas you can cut. 

• Choose different types of mulching front-end cutter 
attachments to match your specific requirements. 

Leave root systems intact and erosion worries behind. 

GYRO-TRAC vehicles also come as a 
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laws that establish what time of the month 
or how often per pay period employees get 
paid. They also state how long after an 
employee's departure you have to pay the 
last paycheck. California is immediate. 
Texas is six days, or the next regular pay 
period, depending on whether or not leav-
ing is voluntary. There are a lot of wage 
payment laws that cover deductions and 
last paycheck issues. Federal law is the 
main guideline there. 

Overtime 
For most employers in the tree care 

industry, the major impact of the Fair 
Labor Standards Act is overtime com-
pensation. The law requires that you pay 
time and a half of an employee's regular 
rate of pay for all hours worked over 40 
in a workweek. 

In order to understand some of the 
positions the Department of Labor takes, 
you need to understand the purpose be-
hind overtime. Most people think that the 
purpose of overtime is money. That is not 
the principal intent. This law was passed 
in 1938, right in the middle of the Great 
Depression, when unemployment 
reached upwards of 25 percent. Congress 
made a policy decision that if an em-
ployer had 120 hours worth of work. 
three people should work 40 hours rather 
than two people working 60 hours. Con-
sequently, Congress made it more 
expensive for employers to work people 
more than 40 hours per week. 

Overtime is calculated as time and a 
half of an employee's regular rate of pay. 
Let's start with the workweek basis of 
enforcement. A workweek is a fixed and 
recurring period of seven consecutive 
24-hour days. It begins whenever the 
employer wants it to, and it ends 168 
hours later. You may select Monday 
through Sunday or Thursday through 
Wednesday. Once you have picked your 
workweek, you have to live with your 
selection. You may not change it season-
ally. You may only change it if you 
intend to make a permanent change. 

There are three consequences of the 
workweek basis of enforcement. First, 
there is no requirement under the FLSA 
for daily overtime. You can work people 
any number of hours in a day without 
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triggering an overtime obligation. A few 
states, like California. require daily over-
time after eight hours. 

If you have an employee that works 12 
hours Monday, and works a normal 8 hours 
Tuesday through Thursday. on Friday at 
noon - after four hours of working that day 
- you can tell that employee to go home 
because the 40-hour limit has been 
reached. This scenario is perfectly legal. 
The employer is free to move the 
employee's hours around within the work-
week in any way, thereby avoiding 
overtime. Once the employee has worked 
40 hours, then anything over that within 
the workweek is time and a half. 

The second consequence of the work- 
eek basis of enforcement is that you 

may not average workweeks. If you pay 
every two weeks - normally after 80 
hours - and an employee works 48 hours 
one week and 32 the next, you owe over -
time for the 48-hour week. You may not 
average it out over the two weeks. 

The third consequence is that there is 
no compensation time for overtime in the 
private sector. You cannot meet your le-
gal obligation to pay overtime by giving 
employees time off - even if they want 
to work this way. If, like many compa-
nies, you like to bank hours during the 
busy season and let employees take off 
those hours in the slow season, you are 
violating the Fair Labor Standards Act. 
The public sector can do it: you cannot. 

Holidays, vacation and 
sick days 

Let's look at another scenario: An 
employee receives a paid holiday (eight 
hours) on Monday. (This could also ap-
ply to a vacation day or a sick day.) The 
employee then works Tuesday through 
Saturday, accumulating 48 hours paid, 
and 40 hours worked. Employees want 
eight of those hours to be overtime, but 
that is not legally required. You pay 
overtime only after 40 hours actually 
worked in the workweek. Not paid, but 
worked. Paid time off is allowed to be 
counted toward overtime if the employer 
wishes, but it is not a legal requirement. 

Now, the calculations get difficult. 
The lav says that you are supposed to  

pay time and a half of the employee's 
regular rate of pay. The phrase 'regular 
rate of pay" can be misleading. If an 
employee normally receives $10 per 
hour. you might think that is his regular 
rate of pay. That's not necessarily so. 
The regular rate of pay is a highly tech-
nical, legal concept. 

Rate of pay is determined on a work-
week-to-workweek basis. Your regular 

rate of pay - the pay on which overtime is 
based - is determined by dividing the to-
tal dollars attributable to the workweek 
divided by the total hours worked in the 
workweek. 

In other words, the regular rate of pay 
must include base pay as well as produc-
tion bonuses, commissions, on-call pay. 
shift differential, push money, education, 
longevity and training pay. You pay 
overtime on all compensation, not just on 
base rate. 

Let's assume that an employee who 
worked 50 hours this week earned a $100 
bonus. That means the employee's rate 
of pay was increased by $2 per hour. If 
an employee earned an annual bonus of 
$5,200, then you must allocate $100 per 
week to each of the 52 weeks in the pre-
vious year and retroactively calculate the 
additional overtime due by virtue of hav-
ing raised the employee's average rate 
of pay. This is the most complicated and 
most often violated portion of the FLSA. 

Let me give you some examples of 
regular rate. If you have an hourly em-
ployee that makes $10 per hour and 
works 40 hours, then his regular rate of 
pay for a 40-hour week is $10. If in one 
week the employee earns an $80 bonus. 
divide the $80 by the number of hours 
(40) and you get $2 per hour, which must 
be added to the $10 per hour base pay. 
For that week, he was a $12-per-hour 
employee. If he worked 10 hours of over-
time, he must be paid time and a half at 
the base rate of $12. or $18 per hour. 

There are payments you can give to an 
employee without triggering additional 
overtime pay. such as Christmas bonuses. 
vacation pay, holiday pay or sick pay. You 
also do not have to pay overtime on a bo-
nus if the bonus is discretionary. 

A discretionary bonus is defined as one 
in which the amount and the decision to 
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pay it at all is determined only at the end 
of the bonus period. For example, at the 
end of the year you look at your books and 
decide that you had such a good year you 
will give everybody a $1,000 bonus. The 
important fact is that the decision to pay a 

bonus and the amount were decided at the 
end of the year. That is a true discretion-
ary bonus. There is no additional overtime 
calculation required. However, if you tell 
employees at the beginning of the year that 
if they work hard and the company does 
well they will receive a bonus, then the 
bonus is no longer discretionary. If you an-
nounce goals or targets that will trigger a 
bonus, then the bonus is no longer discre-
tionary. If you announce formulas or 
quotas, then it is not longer discretionary. 

Money that you put into a group health 
or life insurance plan, pension or 401 (k) 
is not part of the regular rate either. It is 
not subject to overtime. You also do not 
have to pay overtime on overtime. If you 
pay your employees any kind of pre-
mium at all for working over eight hours 
in a day or 40 in a week, then that is not 
part of the regular rate. If you have a 
union contract that calls for time and a 
half for work outside of normal hours, 
you do not have to pay overtime on that. 

Here is another trap employers some- 

times fall into. You must pay for the ac-
tual hours worked, and not just the 
schedule. Say you interview someone 
who says that he needs $550 per week. 
You agree to that, but you tell that per-
son that he will need to work a 50-hour 

workweek to earn $550. That is agreed 
to also. You set his pay at $10 per hour, 
because if he works 50 hours with the 
straight time and overtime it will come 
out to $550. Everyone is happy. 

Well, every once in a while, you may 
not have 50 hours worth of work for him 

to do, but because you are a nice guy and 
he is a good worker, you pay him $550 
anyway. That guy thinks that you are the 
greatest employer that he ever had. This 
goes on for years. The payroll records 
show an hourly rate and time and a half. 
They show 40 hours of straight time and 
10 hours of overtime every single work-
week. 

One day, an investigator comes in and 
looks at the payroll records and goes to 
talk to that happy employee. He asks the 
employee how he gets paid and the em-
ployee tells him that he gets $10 per hour 
and time and a half when I work over 40. 
The investigator has a hard time under -

standing how that employee has never 
missed an hour of work. The employee  

tells the investigator that once in a while 
he does not work 50 hours, but the em-
ployer is a great guy and he pays me 
whether I am here or not. The investiga-
tor smiles and the employer is in trouble. 

Remember the purpose of overtime? To 

spread employment by making every 
single hour over 40 cost more money. The 
Department of Labor will treat that as a de 
facto salary. They will say that the em-
ployee makes $550 per week with no 
overtime since he has worked an average 
of 50 hours a week. Overtime on this would 
be 10 percent, so that would be $55 a week 
in back wages times 100 weeks in the two-
year period and that's $5,500 that the 
employer owes in backpay. Can you imag-
ine having 10 employees that the employer 
has been so nice to? This kind of thing 
happens every day. 

No matter how you pay, whether it is 
hourly, commission, piece work, incen-
tives, or any combination of these, 
fundamentally, you are dividing by ac-
tual hours worked and you are paying 
them according to the hours that they 
actually work. You have to do everything 
based on the number of hours worked. 

There is one type of bonus that you can 
give your employees where you don't 
have to do this additional calculation. It 
is a bonus as a percentage of total earn-
ings. Let's say that you set an employee 
up with an hourly rate of $10 per hour, 
but you actually pay her according to the 
hours that she works. She gets 40 hours 
at straight time and the rest at time and a 
half. If you want to give her a bonus, tell 
her that it will be 10 percent of total earn-
ings. Because total earnings include 
overtime, so does the 10 percent. A per -

centage of a number that has overtime 
does not require an extra calculation. 

Brian Farrington spent 12 years with the 
United States Department of Labor Wage 
and Hour Division, where he supervised 
close to 5,000 investigations. An attorney, he 
is president of Harry Weisbraud Associates. 

He is also the author of Wage Hour Compli-
ance, published in 1995, by Gorman and 
Lamont. This article was excerpted and 
adapted from a lecture at TCI 2000. Part II 
of Farrington 's presentation will appear in 

the May issue of M. In 
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Profession:! 
20 "  Lightweight  
Bypass Loppers 

These lightweight overhead loppers are designed to reduce 
fatigue when long reaching above your head. There is no sacrifice il  BA H CO 1 
of strength and cutting capacity so they can stand intensive use. 
Weighing in at just under 2lbs and can cut a branch up to 1-1/4" 
in diameter, you'll be using them virtually everday. 

Item No. 	Description 	 Price 

P1450 	20 Special Lightweight Loppers ..................... ea. 

SOURCE: TC2K 
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April 2001 T. Leif Graefen 

This tree care crossword puzzle 
appeared on page 76 of the March 
issue of TO magazine. 

Was it too easy? 

Was it too hard? 

Let us hear from you. Fax your re-
sponses to (603) 314-5386 or 

e-mail to Garvin@natlarb.com . 

I E"11I- iL 	JE EII$ 
1992 IHC 4900 

DT466, automatic, IMT Hawk grapple. 
24 yd. dump. New paint, in great shape. 

S42.900 

(5) 1991 & '92 Ford's 

210 h.p. diesel, auto., Petersen grapple boom. 
New paint. An excellent selection to choose from. 

From $35,900 

1994 Ford CF8000 

210 h.p. Cummins, automatic, Petersen 
grapple boom. New paint, a great value. 

S44.900 

(4)1993 Ford F800's 

210 h.p. Cummins, automatic, Petersen 
apple boom. New paint. Ready to roll. 

$42,900 

1991 Ford FT900 

if 

210 h.p. iesel, auto., 38,000 lb. rears, 
Petersen grapple boom. Remote electric lift gate. 

$39,900 

; I w 081881111,  •191-ØS$9 • wwwfruckscorn 
rtumium • uiuw 

Trucks & Parts ofTampa 	 Trucks & Parts of Ohio 

5 	 . 	 C 	US Route 40WesLNew Paris, OH 45347. (93 4370377. fax (93 4377988 
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IN 25 YEARS THE MAT-TREES 
SI.1O(JLP START TO }11T THE USED 

EQUIPMENT MAPk'ET... JUST IN TIME 
FOR ME TO MUSCLE IN ON PAP'S 

WEE TRIMMiNG ROSINESS! 

L•1 
Unless you can wait 25 years to take advantage of the innovative 
features and quality construction of the MAT-TREE, we suggest you call 
your representative today. Take one look and you'll see the difference 
between a MAT-TREE and any of those 6 year "throw away" models. 

Check out these great standard features: 

Innovative telescopic 	 Platform capacity of 400 lbs. 
upper boom 	 Stowed height like a 
Solid boom construction - 	48 ft. machine 
not pipe construction like 	Available for a non-CDL 
our competitors 	 chassis configuration 
Amazing horizontal reach 	Uniqu 

above ground 	

e patented hydraulic 
of 41 feet at 30 feet 	 platform leveling system 

Non-over center design 	
And much more! 

for greater stability 

No chains or cable for 
boom actuation 

Working height up to 65 feet 

Bearing ring with 3 ft. 
diameter, 30 0  rotation  
for smooth operation 
Faster tower operation - 
fastest in the industry! 	 - 

Plcae circle 4() on Reader Ser\ ice ("aid 
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For More Information: ãTi (262) 524-8810 or Fax (262) 524-8882 
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Disaster Recovery 
By Phillip M. Perry 

y
ou arrive at work one morn-
ing to find your building in 
flames. The fire department is 

doing its best to hose down the structure, 
but it's apparent nothing will be left. 
Your inventory, your equipment, your 
business records . . . all gone. Your em-
ployees are standing around, stunned. 

Now what? 
This experience can happen to anyone. 

Fires, windstorms and power failures - 
with their resulting data loss - can strike 
at any time. Floods, earthquakes, hurri-
canes and tornadoes make the nation's 
headlines every year. 

In the worst disasters, businesses fold. 
But financial losses can be severe even for 
those operations which manage to stay 
afloat. The loss of accounts receivable in-
formation, for example, means businesses 

don't know who owes them money. Cus-
tomer lists may be irretrievable, putting a 
crimp in future earnings. Recent disasters  

have put this issue on the front burner for 
many business people. 

"Disaster planning was once seen as 
an overhead and insurance situation," 
says Richard L. Arnold, founder of the 
Disaster Recovery Institute in St. Louis, 
which conducts seminars on the topic. 
It's true that in many cases insurance 
premiums will be much higher if disas-
ter plans are not in place. But because of 
the severe effects that disasters can have 
on operations, planning for cataclysm 
has taken a more prominent position in 
the hierarchy of business priorities. Says 
Arnold: "In recent years there have been 
enough natural disasters that business 
owners view it as a necessity and audi-
tors view it as prudent business 
planning." 

So what should you do now? "Every 
business owner needs a disaster recovery 
plan," suggests Arnold. "Those who don't 
have one need to get one. Everyone needs  

to ask: How long can I be down before it 

starts affecting my profits?" 
Here's a step-by-step process for get-

ting your own disaster recovery plan into 
play. Consult with your accountant and 
attorney to flesh out the details. 

Step 1: Gather critical 
information 

When disaster strikes, it's too late to 
think about gathering information from 
sources that have been destroyed. Now 
is the time to create the information rc-
sources you'll need in a time of crisk. 

"You should start by putting together 
your data bases of information," recom-
mends Jeffrey Williams, president of 
Binomial International, a disaster-plan-
ning consultancy in Ogdensburg, N.Y. 
"In deciding what data to include, imag-
ine yourself trying to run your business 
from a phone booth. Then make a list of 
the contacts you will need to call." 

Paramount, of course, will be lists of 
customers and staff members. These may 
already be in a database that can be 
backed up; otherwise, you will need to 
create a file of names, addresses and 
phone numbers. 

Once that's done, put together a list of 
"emergency responders." These are in-
dividuals you will need to call to get your 
show back on the road. Here are some 
examples: 
•Attorneys, accountants and insur-
ance representatives. 
• Service firms that can accomplish 
tasks such as removing water from the 
premises, cleaning, removing rubbish, 
painting, repairing electrical and plumb-
ing systems, replacing locks, and 
repairing and installing data processing 

systems. 
• Real estate agencies that may assist 
in establishing an alternate base of op- 
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MODEL 1850 TRACK BANDIT 
• 	 Towable or Self-Propelled 
18" x 19" capacity chippers that will convert an 

80' whole tree to chips in under a minute. 

A MODEL 280 BRUSH BANDIT 
"- 	 Hand-Fed 

•\ .'. ç' 	 Disc-style chippers in 6", 9, 12". 14" and 18" 
-.. -. 	diameter capacities are highly efficient and 

-extremely versatile. 

PROBLEM: 
SOLUTIONJ'l/i r\[ FF  F V 

r 
• ;' ,. : 	

The BEAST has become the most popular waste 
- 	 .. -iction machine on the market for so many reasons: 

• 	 •' 

•, 	 operating costs 	• Ease of transportation 

- 	

ry efficient 	 • Excellent mulch porducer 

650 HP 

Reduces green waste, leaves, brush, stumps, whole trees, 
pallets, C&O, railroad ties, new shingle waste, asphalt and 

- - 	 more to a consistent end product of 
varying sizes and consistencies 

Self-propelled unit available with 325 CAT undercarriage 

A MODEL 3680 BEAST RECYCLER e 

ffy1'r5r~nWr 	 '& 

MEGABYTE 
The ultimate stump and log shear attachment with a wide 

9'2" opening and dual pivoting shear 
r 

CA for 	inrimio. or to arrang. a 

BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC. 
I "It ~ 

6750 MILLBROOK ROAD • REMUS, Ml 49340 
PHONE (800) 952.0178 OR (517) 561-2270 • FAX (517) 561-2273 
E-Mail: brushbandit@edipsetel.com • Website www,banditcbippers.com  

WO# 6011 



erations while restorations continue. 
Make copies of all of the above data 

and store the copies off-site in a bank 
safe deposit box or your home. 

Step 2: Assign duties. 
"Things will go much smoother if ev- 

eryone knows what they ought to do in a 
crisis," says Williams. Based on the data 
you accumulated in Step 1, assign tasks 
such as the following: 
• Calling all staff members and sup-
pliers to let them know what has 

happened. 

• Notifying suppliers and insurance 
companies. 
• Arranging for repair work by plumb-
ers, electricians and restoration contractors. 

You should decide on an office to con-
duct recovery operations. This may be your 

home or another place away from the main 
business. A copy of your emergency phone 
number list and your recovery plan should 
be kept at this location. Have a computer 
system in place into which the latest data 
can be installed. Under the best of condi-
tions, this computer would be updated 
regularly with business data. 

Step 3: Maintain the plan 
Don't just write the plan once and put 

it on the shelf. "Every six to 12 months 
you should review your plan to make 
sure it's up to date," notes Williams. 
"People change. Either they leave the 
organization or they get new phone num-
bers." You don't want to be stumbling 
around looking for current information 
when disaster strikes. 

Get More Information 
For information about seminars and sample disaster recovery plans, see 

the files at the site of Disaster Recovery Institute, 111 Park Place, Falls Church, 
VA 22046 or visit www.dr.org/uselink.htm,  then click on the "Disaster Re-
source Guide" hyperlink for a cornucopia of resources. 

Phoenix Disaster Recovery Planning System, a computer program for di-
saster planning, may be obtained from Binomial International, 812 Proctor 
Ave., Ogdensburg, NY 13669 or online at www.binomial.com . 

Disaster Planning and Recovery: A Guide for Facility Professionals, by 
Alan M. Levitt. Shows how to prepare for, cope with and recover from disas-
ters. John Wiley & Sons, 605 Third Ave., New York, NY 10158.(1997).$75.00 
Web site: www.wiley.com . 

MODERN 
ARBORICULTURE 

BY 
DR. ALEX L. SHIGO 

WARNING.' 
Tln'S hook Lo/l1Ol/l. iIiancecI material that lime/ia/as comae clieiiifstii 

Hard Cover, 440 pages, 600 References, Index & Appendix 
311 Large, Clear Diagrams, 16 Large Full-Color Photos 

Common tree treatments and seldom discussed sub- 
jects such as: symplast, tyloses, reaction wood, 
protection wood, genetics of CODIT, infection pathways 
canker rots, wound reactions, energy flow, ATP, glycolysis, ei 
mass-energy ratio, three-tree concept, core-skin hypothesis, my 
phenological patterns, cracks and fracture patterns. 

$55.00 	 To place an order contact: 

plus $5.00 shipping and handling 	 Shigo and Trees, Associates 

Prepayment by Visa, MasterCard or 	 P0 Box 769, Durham, NH 03824 
Check (in U.S. funds). 	 Phone: (603) 868-7459 Fax: (603) 868-1045 

Please circle 68 on Reader Service Card 
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Cummins Power For The Tree Care Industry 
Cummins B3.3 Engine-65 to 85 HP built tough for brush chipping. stump grinding, and log splitting 
applications. See your equipment manufacturer or contact Cummins Michigan Inc. for more details. 

NATIONAL 	 Cummins Michigan Inc. • 41216 Vincenti Ct. • Novi, Michigan 48375 • (248) 478-9700 
ARBORIST 
A S S 0 C I A T 1 0 N 	 Please circle 24 on Reader Service Card 
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Understanding the potential for finan-

cial loss ahead of time will make the actual 
and psychological losses less severe. Start 
by identifying those departments in your 
business that have the most impact on cash 
flow, and those which are critical to op-

erations. Then develop an emergency plan 
to either ensure their continued operation 
or institute a substitute action to minimize 
damage. Pay special attention to develop-
ing fallback systems for telephone and 
computer operations. 

No matter how careful your planning, 
there will be some substantial impact on 
your cash flow and profits in the event 
of a disaster. Draw up an estimate of the 
impact, by number of days of suspended 
operations. Ask the following questions: 
What inroads will be made by your com-
petitors who can pursue your current 
customers? What will be the impact on 
your cash flow by day? How will a di-
saster affect your ability to sell and 

RESISTOGRAPH-F 

.' 

Knoli ) our Lt-ees Beiier 

Examine roadside trees, trees in parks 
and recreational areas, 

wooden poles, forests, timber 
structures such as bridges, framed 

buildings and playground equipment. 

Easily operated, light weight 
and compact. 

Phone/Fax: 888-514-8851 
http://www.imlusa.com  

E-Mail: sales@imlusa.com  

IML Instrument Mechanic 
Labor, Inc. 

1950 Barrett Lakes Blvd. Suite 2212 
Kennesaw, GA 30144 

Free application video available 

Please circle 35 on Reader Service Card 

deliver goods and services? How much 
will it cost to get back up and running? 

Insure for losses 
Speaking of the cost of recovery, 

business interruption insurance can be 
a critical part of keeping you in opera-
tion while you recover from a disaster. 
Such insurance covers you for your 
loss of business income, and reim-
burses your necessary expenses when 
a natural disaster forces you to com-
pletely suspend operations. Yet fire 
insurance pays only to rebuild or to 
buy goods and property - it doesn't 
pay for the loss of revenue stream 
while you are waiting to rebuild. 

"If you have a fire, your property in-
surance will typically pay for rebuilding. 
but not for the other expenses you will 
incur to continue in business," explains 
Don Griffin, director of business and 
personal lines at the National Associa-
tion of Independent Insurers (NAIl) in 
Des Plaines, Ill. Business interruption 
insurance will cover such expenses such 
as ongoing payroll, phone bills, rent, 
electricity, and reinstallation of phone 
and computer systems. 

Many businesses cover themselves with 
six months worth of business income in-
surance. Your commercial property 
insurance policy may already include com- 

pensation for business interruption: if not, 
you will need to have a rider attached or 
seek coverage from another carrier. 

"Hundreds of carriers now cover prop-
erty insurance," says Dave Unnewehr, 
senior research manager for the American 
Insurance Association in Washington. D.C. 
"It is a very competitive field so you can 
aggressively shop around." 

Unnewehr suggests checking for a 
company's stability with the three ma-
jor ratings agencies - Moody's, Standard 
and Poor's, and Best's. "Look into intan-
gible factors such as speed of payment," 
he suggests. "Hurricanes, earthquakes 
and other disasters trigger a multitude of 
claims, so you want a company that has 
a good track record during such times." 

Griffin also suggests you purchase 
"contingent business interruption" insur-
ance, which protects you against loss if 
your flow of goods or services from a 
supplier is cut off because of a covered 
peril. This insurance is particularly im-
portant if you rely on one source for most 
of your supplies. 

This article has covered some of the 
basic steps in protecting yourself against 
loss from disasters. You may get addi-
tional information about contingency 
planning at the Web sites in the accom-
panying sidebar. Taking some time to 
develop a plan now will pay rich divi-
dends in the future. TCI 
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I  Im ir  Max 
800-587-6656 (24 hrs) 
www.implemax.com  

Unbelievable! Made it possible to get a 
2-day job done in less than a day. 

"Does the work of three people." 

"I outbid other companies and did the job in 
112 the time" 

"Took me from a simple tree guy to a 
professional tree service." 
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SWINGER 
Loader Division of NMC-WOLLARD, Inc. 

800-656-6867 
www.nmc-wollard1com 

ImpleMax 4836Lw Pro Grapple/winch 
and the Swinger Loader/Carrier 
• Increase profitability with less landscape damage 
• Improve handling compared to other equipment 
• Move big logs, multiple log bundles, brush - fast 
• Do the work of 2-3 people - save time 
• Great 360 degree visibility 
• Reduce manual labor for cleanup - save money 
• Save labor - pick-up logs & trees where they fall 
• Reduce ruts and "fix-it" work with articulated steering 

Put this tree-proven duo to work for you and watch your bottom line grow 

The system is easy to run, quick and profitable from day one. You'll 

generate more dollar volume and higher profits without adding staff. 

Call us for special incentive programs. 

Call now for FREE lMx video 
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Reprinted with permission from the February 2001 
issue of Professional Safety, the journal of the 
American Society of Safety Engineers. 

T he ancient Chinese reportedly 
had a curse for those who pre-
fer tranquility: "May you live in 

interesting times." Whether by curse or 
choice, OSHA has certainly had an inter-
esting year. The agency's final ergonomics 
standard continues to generate controversy 
- not to mention lawsuits - and the dust 
has yet to fully settle over its infamous 
opinion letter on home offices. Although 
the confusion and criticism generated by 
OSHA's actions have only recently gained 
widespread attention, safety professionals 
are well aware that confusion and criticism 
have plagued OSHA since its inception. 

The agency's existing standards can 
frustrate even the most experienced 
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safety engineer or lawyer. To further 
complicate matters, just when a law fi-
nally seems settled, OSHA may issue an 
opinion letter or adopt an enforcement 
policy that changes everything. Or, the 
agency may propose a new standard that 
sparks acrimonious debate and inevita-
bly leads to court battles. 

Press coverage of OSHA's recent ad-
ventures has not answered a basic question 
raised by this state of affairs: How does 
OSHA make law and why does the agency 
do it that way? This article attempts to an-
swer that question by showing that OSHA 
operates within a complex matrix of legal, 
political and historical constraints. Under-
standing this context will give safety 
practitioners insight into the creation of the 
laws that have such profound impact on 
their profession. 

In the Beginning 
The Occupational Safety and Health 

(OSH) Act of 1970 is the source of 
OSHA's authority. The act created the 
agency itself and laid the foundation for 
every standard that has followed. The act 
itself contains no standards. Congress rec-
ognized that it would be unable to legislate 
effectively in such a technical field, so the 
act simply created the agency and gave it 
the authority to establish and enforce oc-
cupational safety and health standards. 
Unfortunately, the procedural require-
ments imposed by the act put the agency  

in an awkward situation from which it has 
never fully recovered. 

The OSH Act was not passed in a 
vacuum. In 1970, Congress faced strong, 
conflicting pressures that found their 
way into the act's procedural require-
ments. Congressional leaders perceived 
the immediate need for mandatory safety 
and health standards ("Senate Report No. 
1282" 5182), yet business-friendly leg-
islators opposed giving OSHA the 
authority to write binding standards 
without going through the same rigorous 
public-participation process used by 
other federal agencies to make law 
(Queener 328). The resulting compro-
mise satisfied enough legislators to 
ensure passage of the act, but left OSHA 
in a precarious position. 

The First Two Years 
Congress addressed the need for im-

mediate action by authorizing OSHA to 
establish binding standards with no pub-
lic participation for a period of two years. 
However, this sweeping power came 
with a major caveat - OSHA could only 
adopt "national consensus standards" 
and existing federal standards, and it had 
to adopt them verbatim. 

A national consensus standard is one 
adopted and promulgated by a nationally 
recognized standards-producing organiza-
tion, such as the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI). under proce- 

dures through which interested parties 
have reached substantial agreement. An 
existing federal standard is one already 
created by another federal agency. Con-
gress believed adoption of these standards 

without change would satisfy the business 
community's concerns because this com-
munity had already influenced their 
content. 

In addition. Congress authorized 
OSHA to cite employers immediately for 
violations of the act's General Duty 
Clause, which requires employers to 
eliminate "recognized hazards" in the 
absence of a specific standard covering 
that particular hazard. 

The Agency on its Own 
After the initial two-year period. 

OSHA had the authority to establish a 
new standard or modify an existing one 
only through the public-participation 
process - called "notice-and-comment 
rulemaking," a process commonly used 
by federal agencies. This compromise 
was designed to make the act more pal-
atable to employers; in fact, however, it 
unexpectedly perpetuated the problems 
created by the wholesale adoption of 
existing standards. 

The Outcome 
In 1971. OSHA adopted the bulk of its 

standards from existing consensus and fed-
eral standards. This action achieved 

Life And Times Of OSHA's PPE Standard 
OSHA's general industry standard for personal protective equipment (PPE). which requires employers to "provide' 

appropriate PPE, was adopted from a national consensus standard in 1971 (29 CFR 1910.132(a)). The confusion sur-
rounding it mirrors surrounding the agency whole. 

To begin, the word "provide" does not indicate who must pay for PPE. OSHA attempted to resolve this issue through 
opinion letters, but those letters were inconsistent and did little to solve the problem. OSHA then issued a compliance 
directive in 1994 (Directive STD 1-6.6) that required employers to pay for PPE, but the Occupational Safety and Health 
Review Commission invalidated that directive because it arbitrarily conflicted with OSHA's previous position (Secre-

tary of Labor v. Union Tank Car Co.). Finally, OSHA commenced the notice-and-comment rule-making process in March 

1999—a process that continues to drag on. 
Simply stated, the so-called "national consensus" on PPE that OSHA attempted to codify in 1971 has produced nearly 

30 years of confusion. To some extent, this typifies the history of the agency. 
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Congress',, goal of immediate action. but 

it saddled the agency with a problem it has 
yet to overcome. Simply stated, national 
consensus standards were never meant to 
be law; they were created as nonbinding 
suggestions that are not coordinated with 
each other and, in the author's opinion, 
many were not drafted with the care and 
precision given to legislation. 

In 1976. Robert Moran, then chair of the 
Occupational Safety and Health Review 
Commission, addressed this problem: 

because of the rush in which the 
initial standards were adopted, we got a 
let of would-be regulations that didn 't fit 
the act's definition of what they should be 
and what the.v should do. The initial pack-
age (and virtual/v all of it is still around) 
contained in profusion standards which 

were:  

1) not binding, not enforced and not 
written in terms [that are] amenable to 
('/ho C( C/lie/Il: 

not e.vc/u.siie/v concerned with 

worker safety (that is, the safety of equip-
ment, buildings, consumers, the general 
public and workers was intermingled); 

not applicable to industry as a 
whole, or in some cases even to all parts 
of a single segment of an industry; 

not without conflict and [various] 
inconsistencies; 

not specific enough so that an or-
dinarv businessman or employee could 
understand them (Moran 19-20)." 

Furthermore, many of the standards in 
place merely stated that employers 
"should" - rather than "shall" - comply. 
Yet, the agency adopted these standards 
verbatim per Congress's direction, thus 
leaving employers to wonder whether 
they were enforceable. 

As a result. OSHA was forced to begin 
with an unwieldy, inconsistent and dis-
jointed body of standards to enforce. Even 
Lane Kirkland. president of the AFL-CIO  

in 198() and a staunch defender of occu-

pational safety legislation, admitted that 
"this hodgepodge collection of standards 
and OSHA's early efforts to enforce them 
probably did more to damage the initial 
acceptance of the entire program than any 
other single action" (Kirkland 730-31). It 
must be reiterated that this state of affairs 
was not entirely the agency's fault - Con-
gress had left it no choice. 

That is what OSHA faced in 1971 - 
and still faces today. The agency cannot 
create, modify or eliminate any standard 
without going through the lengthy no- t-, 

 process. Given its 
finite resources, OSHA has focused its 
efforts on adopting new standards in-
stead of revising the standards adopted 
during its first two years of operation. 
Although the agency was able to revoke 
a large number of the more inconsequen-
tial adopted standards via its "standards 
deletion project" of 1997-98. many re- 
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ArborWare Software Users... 	ArborWare, 
• Manage General Tree Work, Plant Health Care, 

Pesticide Programs, Routine Maintenance, 
Landscape and Lawn Care programs 

• Comply with EPA and state agency chemical 
usage reporting, also DOT requirements 

• Track unlimited client transactions, including 	The Business Solution for Arborist, 

appointments, proposals, work orders, routing, 	 Landscape and Lawn Care 

invoices, AIR, plant inventory, and more... 	 Professionals 

• Generate Reports on demand: Sales trends, job costing, 
commissions, taxes, work performed. 

• Increase Sales by utilizing numerous Target Marketing methods to new and/or 
existing customers, including: Work performed and Plant (inventory)-based selections. 

• Work in a familiar Windows or Linux operating system environment. 

Don't Settle for Less . . .Demand ArborWare! 
Creative Automation Solutions 

FrouIy serving our iriustrial and green industry clients since 193. 

Value Added Kesellers for Pelt computers, Lexmark printers, Intermec & Fujitsu field F'Cs. 

Certified Novell arid Windows network engineers. 

1-800-49-ARBOR 
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1-800-94-ARBOR(27267) 
The ONL V number you need to remeniher for.... 
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9161852- 5800  

Hours M-F 
We Ship UPS 	 7:30AM-5PM  

WESTERN TREE EQUIPMENT & REPAIRS 

main in force today ("Preamble to Re-
vocation Notice" 726-27). 

Making a New Rule 
Notice-and-comment procedures are 

designed to ensure that all interested 
stake-holders - employers, employees 
(often via unions) and safety and health 
professionals - have an opportunity to 
participate in the creation of a technically  

accurate, balanced, effective standard. 
This is often easier said than done. 

Notice-and-comment rulemaking con-
sists of four main phases. First, OSHA 
writes a standard. This can be a lengthy 
process - one that continues to grow as 
more layers of governmental oversight 
are added. A proposed standard can be 
developed internally or in cooperation 
with a committee of affected parties  

through a process known as "negotiated 
rulemaking." 

Next, OSHA formally proposes the stan-
dard and publishes all scientific data used 
to develop it. This is a crucial step - and 
mistakes can be costly. For example, in 

1991, a federal appeals court refused to 
enforce part of OSHA's lead standard be-
cause some data used to determine 
economic feasibility were not properly dis-
closed to the industry (American Iron and 
Steel Institute v. OSHA). 

The comment period allows the public 
to examine the proposal and supporting 
data. Anyone may submit written com-
ments to OSHA, and the agency holds 
public hearings, which allows interested 
stakeholders to provide live testimony and 
question agency officials and other wit-
nesses. The duration of these hearings 
varies, depending on the proposed 
standard's scope, complexity and origin. 

For example, standards developed 
through negotiated rulemaking and other 
noncontroversial standards often generate 
little hearing testimony. Conversely, the 
embattled ergonomics standard required 
nine weeks of public hearings. More than 
700 witnesses testified, and hearing tran-
scripts totaled 18,337 pages; an additional 

50,000 pages of written comments were 
received after the hearings concluded 
("OSHA's Ergonomics Chronology"). 

Next, OSHA examines all comments 
received and evaluates their merit. The 
magnitude of this task also varies, de-
pending largely on the level of employer 
response. For example, the agency's 
1987 standard on methylenedianiline 
(MDA) was developed through negoti-
ated rule-making and received little 
public comment. Public hearings took 
only two days. 

In contrast, standards developed inter-
nally or that face stiff opposition (such 
as the ergonomics standard) generate a 
large volume of criticism which requires 
a major evaluation effort. Based on its 
review, OSHA must then amend the pro-
posed standard to reflect any legitimate 
concerns raised - or offer a rational ex-
planation for not doing so. 

Finally, OSHA publishes the final 
standard and explains how it addressed 
comments received. This explanation 
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allows the public to see that the agency 
has met its statutory mandate to evalu-
ate and consider all comments. Any 
parties not satisfied with the outcome can 
mount a legal challenge alleging that 
OSHA failed to properly execute its pro-
cedural responsibilities. The final 
ergonomics rule contained hundreds of 
pages of such explanation - and legal 
challenges are already under way. 

Filling in the Gaps 
Clearly, creating a new standard is a 

major undertaking. OSHA likely made 
the correct decision when it elected to not 
engage in rulemaking to fix every prob-
lem that accompanied its wholesale 
adoption of standards in 1971. Instead, 
to address ambiguities and contradic-

tions present in many of those standards. 
the agency has chosen to rely on infor -

mal enforcement guidance and letters of 
interpretation ("opinion letters"). These 
documents guide compliance officers 
and inform employers how the agency 
might handle ambiguities. Furthermore, 
OSHA simply does not enforce some of 
the adopted standards. For example, no 
employer has been cited for the use of 
closed front" toilet seats (former 29 

CFR 1910.141(c)(3)(iii)). 

Going Too Far? 
Few would object to OSHAs use of 

discretion when the stakes are limited to 
toilet seats. However, the agency's use 
of informal documents and enforcement 
strategies has not always been so suc-
cessful when the stakes are higher. The 
most notorious example of an opinion 
letter gone awry is the December 1999 
letter asserting jurisdiction over home 
offices. That letter attempted to address 
an ambiguity in the OSH Act itself, not 
a standard. Regardless of the legal mer-
its of the agency's position (which it 
quickly withdrew), OSHA made a politi-
cally unwise choice. 

The political response to OSHA's 
home office letter illustrates a primary 
employer concern about use of informal 
guidance documents. Simply stated, crit-
ics contend that through these 
documents, the agency attempts to cir- 

cumvent its rulemaking burdens. A se-
nior vice president of the National Assn. 
of Manufacturers recently told a con-
gressional committee that "officials at 

OSHA seem reluctant to use the legal 
process of amending regulations because 
it is too difficult" (Baroody). The com-
mittee subsequently offered these 
comments about OSHA (and other ex-
ecutive branch agencies): 

"Regrettably, the committee's inves-
tigation found that some guidance 
documents were intended to bypass the  

rulemaking process and expanded the 

agency's power beyond the point at 

which Congress said it should stop. Such 
"back door" regulation is an abuse of 

power and a corruption of our constitu-
tional system" ("Non-Binding" 1)." 

Recent agency actions have only fu-
eled the fire. For example, a federal court 
of appeals struck down the agency's co-
operative compliance program in April 
1999 because the program was not 
adopted through the notice-and-com-
ment process (Chamber of Commerce v. 
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OSHA). The agency had argued that 
it was merely a procedural enforcement 
strategy, but the court concluded that the 
program imposed new burdens on em-
ployers and should have been subjected 
to the public-participation process. 

Other examples of alleged "back door" 
rulemaking include OSHA's multiple at-
tempts to change regulations covering 
arborists. In 1998, OSHA issued an opinion 
letter indicating that its logging standard - 
which had never before been applied to tree 
trimmers - would, indeed, govern commer-
cial tree-trimming companies. The National 
Arborist Association (NAA) threatened to 
sue and OSHA retracted the letter. 

Then, in 1999, the agency issued an-
other opinion letter stating that it was 
unilaterally changing the type of fall pro-
tection to be worn by tree trimmers 
working from aerial lifts. NAA again 
threatened to sue and OSHA again re-
tracted its letter. Although these 
incidents affected only a small number 
of employers, they vividly illustrate the 
critics' allegations. 

The ergonomics standard caused simi-
lar concerns. In the author's opinion, the 
standard is one of the most vague standards 
OSHA ever adopted. Before it was re-
scinded by the new Bush administration, 
it left the agency with tremendous discre-
tion to shape its actual impact on industry 
through enforcement strategy. In other 
words, OSHA's information guidance 
documents would have played a large role 
in the practical meaning of the standard. 
This would have allowed the agency to 
work out details while bypassing the rig- 

ors of notice-and-comment rLllemaki ng. 
However, it would also have exposed 
OSHA to more accusations of "back door" 
rule-making. 

Conclusion 
The OSH Act forced OSHA down a 

difficult path. The agency was forced to 
adopt in-place standards in the beginning 
and is required to use notice-and-com-
ment rulemaking to create new 
standards. Many critics would contend 
that OSHA attempts to dodge these re-
quirements through the use of informal 
guidance documents - and one can cite 
enough examples to make that a debat-
able proposition. 

Regardless of how this debate is re-
solved, the fact remains that OSHA's 
actions are often the result of the pecu-
liar context in which the agency operates. 
Safety practitioners who understand this 
context are better able to understand how 
and why OSHA makes the decisions that 
shape the safety profession. 

Timothy G. Pepper, Esq., is an employ -
ment attorney with Coolidge, Wall, 
Womslev & Lombard in Dayton, OH. He 
holds a B.S. in Mathematics and a J.D. 

from Ohio State University, and is a gradu-
ate of OSHA 's 30-hour course in 
construction safety. Pepper's practice is 
focused on representing employers in la-
bor and employment matters, including 
OSHA counseling and litigation. Reprinted 
from the February 2001 issue of Profes-
sional Safety, Journal of the Aineruan 
Society,  of Safety Engineers. TCI 
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Disease IL 

California Oak Problem 
By Dr. Alex L. Shigo 

T rees don't die suddenly from 
natural causes, unless the 
causes are fires or storms. How- 

ever, trees can show symptoms of decline 
suddenly after long periods 
of predisposition followed 
by infections 

Friends have sent me re 
ports about sudden oak 
decline" in California. Calls 
have also come in. Friends 
have asked for my opinion. I 
have not seen the trees. I have 
seen no data, or dissection and 
autopsy reports. If the decline 
is sudden, the growth incre- 
ments should show this. 
Regardless, as requested, here 
are some of my thoughts. 

I start with the premise 
that the decline is not sud- 
den. Next, because a species 
of phytophthora, which is 
ubiquitous in those soils, has 
been isolated, I believe that 
some predisposing factors 
had to affect the boundary 

walls of suberin that should form before 
non-woody roots, especially mycor-
rhizae, shed. My first thought is a 
problem due to waterlogged clay soils. I 
know the areas with decline have clay 
soils, with some areas having thick lay-
ers of heavy clays. I have dug roots in 
those soils and have examined soil pits. 
I have dissected many trees in that area, 
including live oaks and their close rela-
tives. I do have some "inside" 
information on the soils and the trees. 

My first thought was about water-
logged clay soils. I called my son Bob 
in Corona, Calif., and asked him to 
please send me the weather data for that 
area for the past few years. He faxed me 
long lists that went back to 1919!! found 
what I was looking for from weather data 
from Berkeley and North Coast Drain-
age areas. From December 1996 through 
January 1997, the area received 19 
inches of rain. Two months! From No- 

vember 1997 through February 1998, the 
area received 36.71 inches of rain! Noth-
ing going back to 1919 even came close 
to that amount for those time periods. 
The time periods of the two heavy rains 
fit exactly the periods when non-woody 
roots and mycorrhizae should be shed-
ding and new ones forming. 

I know some people say they saw the 
decline in 1994 and 1995. The heaviest 
rain year in that area was in 1983 with 
48.42 inches. But most of the rain fell in 
March. Records are not complete for 
1991 and 1992. In January 1995, 10.37 
inches of rain fell. Because there are so 
many microclimates in the area, and be-
cause heavy watering of lawns is 
common, it is possible that waterlogging 
at critical times could have occurred. 
This could explain the earlier reports. 

I may be all wrong, but I believe if 
researchers check the weather periods I 
checked they will also see the amounts 
of rain that fell during these critical pe-
riods. 

The heavy rains at those times were a 
"freak" of nature. The trees are paying 
the price! 

We know that we should treat the tree 
as well as the disease, but that seldom 
happens. If the decline is sudden, autop-
sies should show this easily. (See my 
article on predisposition and suberin 
boundaries in the November 2000 issue 
of TCJ.) 

Here is a summary of my thoughts: 
Heavy rains at critical times caused wa-
terlogging in clay soils; suberin 
boundaries did not form as non-woody 
roots shed or died; many infection 
courts; low amounts of air in soils; in-
fection by species of phytophthora; 
decrease of root energy reserves; buildup 
of pathogen populations; root defense 
decreases further; invasion spreads rap-
idly; top decline becomes obvious; trees 
begin to die. 

Dr. Alex L. Shigo is the owner of Shigo & 

Trees, Associates in Durham, N.H. 	IT 01 

..j 
Oozing brown sap is a symptom of the disease. 
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HELP WANTED 

Fairfield County, CT - 20+ years estab-
lished company seeks Plant Health Care 
(IPM)Technician. We are looking fora pro-
fessional, take-charge person to manage 
our IPM program. CDL and pesticide li-
cense preferred but not req. We offer exc. 
salary, commission opportunities, training 
& benefit packages (health, dental, pen-
sion, tuition reimbursement), pd. vacation 
& holidays. Call O'Neill's Tree Care: (203) 
655-7865. Fax resume: (203) 327-5455 E-
mail: otc2oneillstree@aol.com  

Plant Healthcare Coordinator 
Metropolitan D.C. firm, seeking an Inte-
grated Pest Mgmt./Plant Healthcare 
Coordinator to assist with IPM/PHC Pro-
grams. Management Potential - must have 
strength in plant & insect ID., time man-
agement skills & pesticide control 
knowledge exp. Benefits i nc l . health/life in-
surance, paid vacations/personal days. 
Profit sharing, matching 401(k), employee 
stock ownership. Compensation based on 
exp. Please contact The Care of Trees 
(301) 948-5885. 

Tree Care Assistant Manager 
Experienced Tree Care Manager needed to 
fill Assistant Manager position in a growing 
full-service tree care company in the Detroit 
metropolitan area. A strong background in 
arboriculture: managerial experience and 
good communication skills a must. Must 
have a vision and a drive to achieve set 
goals. Duties to include: Managing fleet 
and equipment, scheduling crews (tree and 
landscaping), development and implemen-
tation of safety and training programs, 
recruitment and hiring, supervision of fore-
men, as well as goal-setting, budgeting and 
planning. Compensation: Salary $45,000 
- $55,000, health and dental insurance, 
401(k), paid holidays, paid time off and 
performance incentives. Fax resume and 
references to Mike's Tree Surgeons, Inc. 
attn.: Mike at (248) 588-4824 or email to: 
employment@ mikestree.com . 

Tree Climbers 
Metropolitan D.C. firm seeking exp. tree 
climbers & Crew Leaders. Valid driver's li-
cense is req. Exc. benefits i nc l . health/life 
insurance, paid vacations/personal days. 
Profit sharing, matching 401(k), employee 
stock ownership. Compensation based on 
exp. Please contact The Care of Trees 
(301) 948-5885. 

SIMPLY THE BEST 
Joining the sales team at The F. A. Bartlett 	Family-owned since 1907. Bartlett is 
Tree Expert Company guarantees you 	 experiencing rapid growth and 
unlimited growth potential, the use of BARTLETT expansion. We're looking for the best 
cutting-edge technology and member- 	and the brightest. Currently we are 
ship in one of the most prestigious 	 searching for individuals with a strong 
fi rms in arboriculture. desire to succeed as arborist sales 

At Bartlett, we're not just utilizing the latest 
scientific advances in tree care we're pioneer-
ing them. Our sales representatives stand 
head and shoulders above the competition 
because they're backed by a team of scientists 
at the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories. 
This gives both you and your customers an 
advantage you can't get with just any other 
tree company. 

THE F.A. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT COMPANY 
Equal Opportuiiitv Employer 

Carmen Berrios. Manager of Employment and Benefits 
P.O. Box 3067 • Stamford, CT 06905 • Phone: (203) 323-1131 • Fax: (203) 323-3631 

cberrios@bartlett.com  
Scientific Tree Care Since /907 
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Northeast, Metro-NewYork. Mid-Atlantic, 
Southeast. Midwest. Texas and California. 

We offer 401K. medical and dental benefits, 
flexible spending accounts and one of the 
most lucrative compensation packages in the 
industry. Don't miss this opportunity to 
become part of the Company that sets the 
standard for an industry. 



HAWAII - Tree Climbers and Working 
Foremen. Climbers MUST have a mini-
mum of 5 years climbing experience (which 
includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take 

downs and removals) and a current driver's 
license (a CDL license is preferred). Fore-
man applicants MUST be a certified 
arborist (with knowledge of disease diag-
nosis and fertilization), have a minimum of 
5 years climbing experience (which in-
cludes pruning, shaping, rigging, take 
downs and removals), 5 years utility line 
clearance experience, experience working 
with cranes and have a current driver's li-
cense (a CDL license is preferred). Pay 
starts at $18.00 per hour but is based on 
experience. Benefits include paid medical 
and dental insurance, paid federal holi-
days, vacation pay, 401(k) pension plan 
and a profit-sharing plan. Send resume 
with salary history and employment refer -
ences to: 

Jacunski's Complete Tree Service, Inc. 
P0 Box 4513, Hilo, HI 96720 

Phone: (808) 959-5868 
Fax: (808) 959-0597 

Tree Crew/Spray Technician 
Experienced tree climbers and spray 
technicians needed. We have cake! 
Call Dan at Autumn Tree Care Experts 
(847) 729-1963 or fax resumes to 
(847) 729-1966. 

Ila_ 
7;1 Ir 

i--- --a  

EXCITING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR SERVICE INDUSTRY MANAGERS 

Come Join One of the Largest 
Vegetation Management Companies 

in the United States 
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc. is experiencing 
tremendous growth throughout the coun-
try, creating the following openings: 

General Managers 
Division Managers 
Branch Managers 

We have immediate openings in: 
IL, GA, MI, SC, CO, PA, OH, CA, TX 

Responsible for managing day-to-day opera-
tions, including the supervision of field 
personnel. Business/Horticultural degree 
desired with a mm. 2 years experience work-
ing in the green industry. Qualified applicants 
must have proven leadership abilities, strong 
customer relations and interpersonal skills. 
We offer excellent salary, bonus, and ben-
efits packages, including 401(k) and 
company paid medical coverage. 

For career opportunity and confidential 
consideration, send or fax resume, includ-
ing geographic preferences and 
willingness to relocate, to: DeAngelo Broth-
ers, Inc., Attention: Paul D. DeAngelo, 100 
N. Conahan Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201. 
Phone: (800) 360-9333: Fax: (570) 459-
2690. EOE/AAP M-F. 

N.A11ONAL ARBORIST 
ASSOcIAT)ON 

12-foot "Silver Knight" 
multi-purpose forestry body. 

Knuckleboom crane 
with a 40-foot reach. 

2001 international, 215 h.p. 
Allison 5-speed auto. 

$76,625 

CALL MIKE CASSIDY 

57 Years Building 
Quality Forestry Bodies 

1-800-288-0992  

Plant Health Care Technician 
Join the most prestigious firm in arboricul-
ture. National leader in tree care seeks 
motivated individual interested in stable ca-

reer opportunity. We require top-notch 
professional to implement plant health 
care/IPM programs on landscape plantings 
in North Florida. Knowledge of ornamen-
tal plant and pest identification required. 
Must be Florida Certified applicator in turf 
and ornamental categories. Competitive 
salary, medical/dental benefits, 401(k) w/ 
company match, continuing education and 
potential career growth into sales & man-
agement. Please fax resume and cover 
letter to (770) 414-9762. 

TREE CARE 
PROFESSIONAL WANTED: 

Experienced, foreman quality individual 
needed at high-energy, fast-growing com- 
pany. Excellent salary, benefits, company 
car. Come grow with us on the East Coast, 
Hilton Head, S.C.; Charleston, S.C.; 
Greenville, S.C.; Charlotte, NC.; and Sa- 
vannah, Ga. Call Historic Tree 
Preservation, Inc., at (843) 556-8696. 

Careers that 
grow with you 

The Davev Tree Expert Company has 
immediate openings in tree, shrub and Fa'ar 
care, grounds maintenance and vegetation 
management We provide on-the-job traininz 
competitive pay and benefits and offer 
opportunities for advancement 

To join our 
team contact: 

 Ao*~_ Tim Jackson 
The Davey Tree Expert Co.\ 
1500 North Mantua Street - 

Kent, Ohio 44240 
1-800-445-TREE ext. 218 

tjackson@davev.com  

Md 

DAVEY.. 
Fquai 	 rninitv I-rnp5 
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A CUT ABOVE 
For the finest brush cutters, 

point cut pruners, pole pruners and 
replacement poles, you can't beat 
P-F technology. 
Pruner blades are made of tough 

forged alloy tool steel, 
heat-treated for 
exceptionally long life. 

Both blades cut - 
for easier operation 

and to avoid unneces-
sary damage to bark 

and cambium 
while promoting 

/ quick healing. 
( - Pruner poles 

have snug-fitting. 
locldng sleeves 

that won't snag 
leaves or branches. 

I 	P-F tools: a cut 
above the rest. 
Get our catalog. 
Call 508-835-3766. 

(M PORTER- FERGUSON 
PC Box 	C/orces:er :LusA/ 

A division of Lowell corporation 

Trim Department manager. We're look-
ing for an organized, self-motivated 
individual with excellent people skills to 
help achieve our vision of quality tree care. 
Our 29-year-old company has knowledge-
able people and modern equipment. We 
live in Boulder, Colorado, an environmen-
tally conscious community that is a great 
place to live. Call Boulder Tree & Land-
scape Co. at (303) 449-2525 or fax (303) 
413-1042. 

Interested in relocating to beautiful Den-
ver, Colorado? Mountain High Tree 
Service and Lawn Care, an industry leader 
since 1974, is hiring Tree Climbers, Plant 
Health Care and Lawn Technicians. We 
offer top pay, unmatched benefits and a 
modern facility with new equipment. Call 
our office: (303) 232-0666 or fax your re-
sume to: (303) 232-0711 or e-mail us: 
mhttree@pcisys.net . Please send to attn.: 
David Entwistle. Check out our Web site: 
www.mountainhightreeservice.com  

Why choose SavA Tree? 

:1 rI'1'1!4ilJi 
At SavATree, we are expanding 
throughout the northeast. Our 
team is growing along with us, 
propelled by our career 
advancement program, tuition 

reimbursement and creative 

compensation packages. 

If professional growth is 
important to you, 

call SavATree. 

Phone: (914) 241-4999, ext.l53 
Fax: (914) 242-3934 

Visit our website! 

S.4VAIREEIE8  
www.savatree.com  

Exciting Career Opportunity 
for Tree Trimming Personnel 

DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., is a vegetation 
management company with five (5) re-
gional U.S. offices servicing railroads, 
utilities, industries and state departments 
of transportation for the last twenty years. 
There is an immediate need for the follow-
ing positions: 

Climbers-Class I and II 
Foreman and Bucket Operators 

Tractor Operators 

CDL License, experience in arboriculture, 
urban forestry or related fields a plus. We 
offer excellent starting wages, company 
benefits, excellent working conditions and 
the opportunity for year-round work. For a 
confidential interview, mail or fax your re-
sume to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., 100 N. 
Conahan Dr., Hazleton, PA 18201. Attn: 
Charlie Sizer. Phone: (800) 360-9333; Fax: 
(570) 459-0321. 

EOE/AAP/M-F 

Looking for the next challenge 
as a sales arborist? 

The Care of Trees in the Washington, D.C., 
area is recruiting a manager for its newly 
created Tree and Forest Conservation Di-
vision. 
This person should have 2 years success-
ful sales experience and the knowledge 
and background in preserving existing 
trees on construction sites. A B.S. in Ur-
ban Forestry/Arboriculture or related field 
is highly desirable. 
Contact Ron Rubin for further information 
at rrubin@thecareoftrees.com  or (703) 
471-1427. 

Tree Care Professionals Needed! 
Large Chicago metro area firm needs expe-
rienced tree care personnel to immediately 
fill the following year-round openings: Pro-
duction & Crew Foremen; Sales; Climbing 
Positions; Office Management. 

Homer Tree Care, Inc. offers wages 
above industry standards with benefits 
including Health, Dental, Disability, Life, 
Paid Holidays, Paid Vacation and Profit 
Sharing. The overwhelming demand for 
our services proves that our name is syn-
onymous with the tree care industry. 
Please submit resume with cover letter 
to Homer Tree Care, Inc., 1400 S. Archer 
Avenue, Lockport, Illinois 60441, or call 
Rich or Steve at (815) 838-0320 /Fax 
(815) 838-0375. 
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Tree & I.P.M. Sales 

Qualified person to sell for established full-
service tree company. Must have previous 
experience and Certified Arborist license 
helpful. Full benefits including 401(k)/Profit 
Sharing. All replies confidential. Fax or send 
resume to: 

ANTIETAM TREE & LANDSCAPE 
405 N. Burhans Blvd., 

Hagerstown, MD 21740 
Attn: Roger Finn. 

Phone (301) 791-3500 
Fax (301) 791-3756 

Email: roger@antietamtree.com  

Climber Foreman 
25-year-old company based in Rockland 
seeks experienced, self-motivated profes-
sional to grow with us. Excellent pay plus 
benefits. CDL a plus. Please call Bob Wil-
son Tree Experts. (845) 354-5506. 

PRODUCTION MANAGER 
Join the tn-state's most prestigious 
and oldest tree and shrub care com-
pany. Be part of a team of nationally 
recognized leaders in arboriculture. Can-
didate must have a minimum of 3-5 years 
exp. in residential tree care, duties will 
include but are not limited to managing 
the day-to-day operations of all field 
personnell, supervision of training and 
safety programs, routing of plant health 
care crews, ordering supplies and equip-
ment. This individual must posses strong 
leadership and communication skills. ISA 
certified and able to speak Spanish a 
plus. We offer an excellent compensa-
tion and benefits package, including 
medical, company vehicle, retirement 
fund, paid holidays, vacation and con-
tinuing education. If you are looking for 
a goal-oriented company with unlimited 
growth potential, look no further. 

Attn: Kevin J. Rooney 
Regional Manager 
Almstead Tree and 

Shrub Care Company 
Fax (914) 576-5448 

Office (800) 427-1900 
E-Mail atc@bestweb.net  

On the web www.almstead.com  

Climbers Wanted 
Mm. of 3 years experience in all aspects 

of aerial tree care. Must have or be will-
ing to obtain Class A CDL and ISA 
certification. We offer top wages, benefits 
and continuing education. Please call 
(770) 992-1973 or fax resume to (770) 
518-9527 (Atlanta, Ga.). 

Tree Care Professionals 
in Sunny Phoenix. 

Arborists/Sales/Foreman/Managers/ 
Tech. Competitive wage, benefits, 

profit sharing. 
Master's Touch Tree Service 

Box 6682 
Phoenix, AZ 85005-6682 

Fax (602) 278-9281 
treeservice@owol.net  

Tree and Lawn Applicator 

Tree Care Company looking for an expe-
rienced pesticide applicator to work in New 
Hampshire and Maine. Must have or ob-
tain a NH or Maine applicators license. We 
offer year-round employment, career 
growth and education opportunities, com-
petitive wages, paid holidays and vacation, 
medical coverage, IRA plan, and a friendly 
working environment. Please send a re-
sume or call Herb for an interview. 

Urban Tree Service, 
A Tree Health Company, Inc 

P0 Box 1631, 119A Walnut St. 
Rochester, NH 03866 

(603) 332-1246 Fax (603) 335-0522 

Employment Opportunities 

1. Company Service Representative 
2. Operations Manager 

Come join our well-known, continually grow -
ing organization. We are a full-service tree 
care, landscaping and turf maintenance com-
pany based in the Philadelphia area. We 
offer motivated individuals the opportunity to 
grow with our progressive company. 

Service Representative will develop new cli-
ents and manage the properties for existing 
clients. Operations Manager will oversee 
day-to-day operations for production efforts. 

Compensation depends on experience and 
results. Benefits include Pension and 401(k) 
plan, vacation, medical coverage, monthly 
auto allowance following training and other 
benefits as specified in our Policies, Proce-
dures and Benefits document. 

For further information please contact: 

Tom Shotzbarger, General Manager 
McFarland Tree and Landscape Services 

255 W. Tulpehocken St. 
Philadelphia, PA 19144-3297 

Phone: (215) 438-3970 
Fax: (215) 438-1879 

email: mcfarland@onrampcom.com  

continued on page 64 

CALL US FOR YOUR BEST 
CHOICE OF PRE-OWNED 

EQUIPMENT 

1-800-597-8283 
('C oh. FRill Alice 	tie 

993 GMC Topkick. 3116 
Cat diesel. 6 speed, 77k 
miles, beautiful running 
chassis, chtpbox with or  
without built-in chipper.  

70 	Hik.tiiecr OFD6.5. 

single-man bucket, cab 
cuard, rear mount flatbed, 

-' ode boxes on a '95 GMC 
Topkick. 29.000 miles. 5 

- 	' 	
- Speed, in excellent cond, 

Loader.. Prentice or HtssJ. 

F90's or 120s. Dump B\ 
on Diesel or Gas Ch.o'i'. 
Tandem or Single Awl. 

Custom-built per your  
specifications. Loader ,  
starting at $26.500.00 

Hi-Ranger 61-165. single 
oiek control, rear mount flat- 

'ed. cab guard on a 1990 Ford 
___ F800. 33.0(X) GVW. 5/2 trans. 

7.8 diesel citeine. 	,iraultc brakes. 61.481 miles. 

55 	v..h. 

Aerial Lift of CT's, 
rear mounts, flatbeds. 

.,. 

custom build units, gas or 

diesel, automatics or 

standard transmissions. - 

'tick control. 06 	plattomi 
. 	 height on a 1993 Mack- 

Model CS-300P, 215 hp. 
turbo diesel engine. 5-spd. 
Allison auto. trans.. 33.000 
miles. in beautiful condition. 

70 oh. TEC( ) Vaneu.trd. 

sgle stick cnt.rl, rear mount 
( 

flatbed, cab guard, thru 
box on a '92 Ford F800. 

dsl. 5/2 trans.. 36.082 . 

miles. Nice Ritnetne Truck 

55 	Wh. Aerial Lilt 01 Cl. 

9911.1994 Fords. -, as or 

9() GMC Topkick, 3116 
ri diesel, auto trans.. 

restiy package 

overcenter sinale stick  
control, rear mt. flatbed, 

2000 1HC4700 DT466 	 . 

dsl. a/b. 6+1 trans.. brand 	 - 

new & ready to go. 

741~1 
	(,u alt. lliR,iiicr 

__________ 	 osercenter. single 'tick 

control, forestry package, 

• ona2000IHC4700 

MAIN 	DT466 dsl. 
- 	- brand ness- drise it away! 

FINANCING • LEASING • RENTALS 

Ri Pete Mainka 
VI Enterprises.Inc. 

633 Celia Drive • Pewaukee.WI • 53072 
Phone: 262-691-4306 

Night Phone: 262-968-9763 
30 years of Success 

Specializing in Pre-Owned Equpment 
Please circle 53 on Reader Service Card 
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Plant Your Roots at Almstead 

Ainstead Tree & Shrub Care, 
he Northeast's most 
actively expanding tree & 

shrub care company, is seeking 
certified Arborists to join 
our family. Work 
territories in 	. 
affluent areas of 
NY, NJ, and 
CT. Incredible 
opportunities 
for growth. 	

: 

Find out why  
your fellow 
arhorists prefer 
Almstead. Wee  
offer full administrati e and 
marketing - - 
support, 	- 
state-of-the-art equipment, 
and continuing education. 

La Interested arborists call 

1-800-427-1900, or fax 

your resume to 914-576-

5448, attn: HR Manager. 

www.almstead.com  

We Want You! 
Arborists, Plant Healthcare, 

Crew Leaders, Climbers 

Career team players. Work year-round. 
Relocation assistance, excellent compen-
sation, retirement & benefits package. Fax, 
E-mail or send resume to: 

Arborguard 
P0 Box 477 

Avondale Estates, GA 30002 
Phone: 404-299-5555 

Fax: 404-294-0090 
E-mail: sprophett@arborguard.com  

Web: www.arborguard.com  

Fairfield County, CT - Growing company 
with over 20 years impeccable tree care ex-
perience is looking for quality-oriented 
individuals to join our staff. Experienced and 
professional candidates are needed. Re-
sponsibilities would include tree removal, 
cabling and bracing, truck and equipment 
maintenance. Supervisory positions are 
available. Excellent compensation, paid va-
cation/holidays, medical benefits, including 
dental and pension plan. We offer a drug-
free environment. Please contact O'Neill's 
Tree Care, Inc., P0 Box 2387, Darien, CT 
06820, (203) 655-7865 or fax resume to 
(203) 327-5455. 

San Francisco Bay Area Tree Service 
Company looking for top climbers. We 
specialize in working with difficult or dan-
gerous trees - crane and technical rigging, 
heavy equipment, trimming, pruning, shap-
ing and cabling. Applicants must have 
experience working with cranes & me-
chanical skills. Class A or B license a plus. 
If you are a top climber, you may qualify. 
Top pay, medical and 401 (k). (925) 254-
8733 Fax; (925) 254-5645. 

Tree Crew/Spray Technician 
Experienced tree climbers and spray tech-
nicians needed. We have cake! Call Dan at 
Autumn Tree Care Experts, (847) 729-1963 
or Fax resumes to (847) 729-1966. 

Plant Health Care Coordinator 

Tired of spraying? Do you want to be paid 
for your knowledge, experience and person-
ality? Do you think you have what it takes to 
run a spraying operation in an aggressively 
expanding company? If you're organized, 
self-motivated and sociable, call Dan at Au-
tumn Tree Care Experts, (847) 729-1963 or 
Fax resumes at (847) 729-1966. 

continued on page 66 
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• Financing and Shipping 	 1 -800-858-0437 • Airport Pick-up 
Websute: www.tamarackclearing.com  e-mail. tamaracknorthnet.org  

0 	• Hotel Accommodations 	VkI \\,( l- (1E.kRING SF'RN*ICI ,'. IN(', N) Box 3;0. ('anton. NY 1361' 

• Chippers & Skidder Buckets 	 I I 

è)U 	1 Feeding T  Wood ' Low ' 
2)1989-90 Brush Bandit Model 100, Self-Feed 	 HOLJ'S Starting  

Disk Chipper, 300 6 Cyl. Gas, 

Very Good Cond., $5,900 

4)1988-95 Woodchuck Drum Chippers, 300 6 Cyl. 
Gas, Starting at $3,000 

2)1990 Ford F700, I Gas, I Diesel, 
Asplundh LR50 Bucket Trucks 

2)1993 Ford LN 7000 16' Tall Boy Chipper Dumps 
$25,900 

_  
,,— - 
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Ford F700&GMCOopkick 53 
spd 55 wn.Aerial Lift of Corn. Bucket Truck. 	 w h Skyworker Bucket Truck, Forestry 

)nlplete Forestry Package. As New Cord 8.000 Ml 	 Package Excellent Condition. $25,000 
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Winch Trail Blade. Excellent Condition 
Very Strong Machine, $17,500 

'7 

950 INC 4700 466 Diesel 16 Tai Bv 
Cr. peer Dum 2 Yea- Vity, on Hoist Cyhnder.  

Beautiful Truck, $23,900 

22 	( bev C- CAI L 	' spu Mltcc R- 
V ' 	Bjcket T- 	- uOO M As New 



Overall Body Dimensions: 
Length 138" 	Height 60" 	Width 92" 

Chip Box Material: (galvannealed) 
Floor 	....................10 ga. 	plate 

Sides (removable) 3'-6" high . .(2)pc. design- 
12 ga. plate 

Top: (removable) 8' long 	..... 14 ga. plate 

HeadBoard (stationary) 	...... 12 ga. plate 

Tailgate (270:  swing) 	....... Expanded Metal 
w/tubing frame 

Runners 	................... structural channel 

Cross members 	.............. structural channel 

Side vertical supports 	....... ...x 3" sq. tubing 
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All G-60 galvannealed material 

Sides: Fabricated in (2) pcs. for easy removal 

All wiring in conduit 

Sealed lexan lens lights meet FMVSS 108 
specifications 

Anti-sail mud flaps 

Hydraulic dump hoist 

Safety body prop 

Trailer light connector 6 pole; Elec. 
back up alarm 

Pintle; or pintle/ball combination trailer 
hitch with tow hooks 

Bodies: mounted, undercoated, coal tar epoxy 
coating inside chip box, primed and painted 

Stainless steel tool box hinge pins 
w/grease zerks 

Tool Boxes - "Weatherproof" - Bulb type weather 
stripping 

Top includes (4) corner lifting eyes 

Chipper Air Exhaust Vents  

I ool Box 	 . galvannealed material): 
Underbody tool boxes: 
(two) 48" long x 20" high x 17" deep 

Locks: Slam locks, keyed alike with hidden 
theft resistant rods 

Cross Box: 
1. "L" cross box - which includes 

underbody tool box 

Cross box: 24" long x 92" x 37" high across chassis 
rails; (6) swivel rope hooks; (1) shelf; (3) gal. water 
cooler holder 

Optional: 
1. Top ladder pruner rack 

NOTE: Chassis cabs available to complete 
package 84" C/A Chassis cab required 

Southco Industries, Inc. 
1840 E. Dixon Blvd. • Shelby, NC 28152 
e-mail: southco@shelby.net  

(800) 331-7655or Phone: (704) 482-1477 

Fax: (704) 482-2015 or (800) 458-8296 
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Production Manager 
Maxed out in your current position? St. 
Louis, Mo. residential tree care co. in op-
eration for 25 years is looking for a 
well-rounded individual with strong lead-
ership qualities and the ability to train 
12-15 team members in safety, equip-
ment use, proper technique and 
efficiency. Must be able to schedule mul-
tiple projects and crews, maintain client 
satisfaction and high quality standards. 
Climbing experience a must. Salaried 
position with benefits, vacation, holidays, 
medical, retirement, bonuses and ad-
vancement. Send resume to Metropolitan 
Forestry Services, Inc., 502 Old State 
Rd., Ballwin, MO 63021. 

Hiring 
Ambitious, energetic, ex'd tree climbers w/ 
pick up truck & equip. $200 - $500 + per 
day. Year-round work in warm, friendly 
Baton Rouge, LA. Potheads, drug addicts 
and ex-felons need not apply. Best time to 
call 8 am. or 7 p.m. Monday thru Friday; 
10a.m. to 12 noon on Saturday. Keep call- 
ing till you reach me personally. Tree 
Surgery by Ricky Vincent (225) 683-3800. 

Tree Service/Landscaping Production 
Manager & Supervisor: Educated & ex-
perienced in proper tree care & 
landscaping techniques, familiar w/busi-
ness side of green industry, able to aid 
in estimating & carrying out jobs; person-
nel selection, motivation & management; 
must communicate effectively wI clients 
& workers. Drivers license required, CDL 
a plus. Highly regarded company in SIE 
Pa. wI 20+ yr. history offering competi-
tive salary, benefits & 401(k) to right 
individual. E.O.E., Happy Tree, Ltd. Se-
rious applicants call (215) 257-7650 to 
set up interview, or fax resume to (215) 
257-0170. 

LANDSCAPER WANTED 
IN FLORIDA 

D&L Land Management, Inc. in Apopka, 
Fla., is organizing a new tree farm. We are 
seeking a landscaper with hands-on grow-
ing experience. Must be experienced in 
growing landscape trees and know how to 
spade trees out of the ground. For more 
information, contact Cheryl at (407) 886-
0852, Ext. 24. 

IRA Wickes/Arborists 

Rockland County based firm for over 70 
years seeks qualified individuals with ex-
perience. Arborists I Sales Reps, Office 
Staff, Crew Leaders, Climbers, Spray 
Techs (IPM, PHC, LAWN). Great benefit 
package includes 401(k) matching, ad-
vancement opportunities, E.O.E. Check us 
out on the web at irawickes.com . E-mail 
your resume to info@irawickes.com . Fax 
us at (914) 354-3475 or snail mail us at Ira 
Wickes I Arborists, 11 McNamara Rd., 
Spring Valley, NY 10977. 

EQUIPMENT 
FOR SALE 

Hardware and software by an arborist for 
the arborist. For more information about 
the industry's best-selling package, call or 
write Arbor Computer Systems, 117 
Weston Road, Westport, CT 06880. 
Phone: (203) 226-4335; Web site: 
www.Arborcomputer.com ; E-mail: 
Phannan@Arborcomputer.com  

• Strongest lifting capacity 
• Lightest weighted machine 
• TORFLEX suspension 
• HONDA engine 
• No metric 
• 14 000 to 20 000 GVW 
• Integrated winch 

(6500 lbs and 110' cable) 
• Ramps to load differents equipments 

7 
0'o 
Les Distributions 

pqe 
5379, King Street East 
Ascot corner (Sherbrooke) 
QC, Canada JOB 1 A 
Phone: (819) 821-2015 
Fax: (819) 820-0490 
Email: payeur@videotron.ca  
www.payeur.com  
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Hydraulic knuckleboom trucks with 
dumping flatbeds, Ford, International, 
1988 to 1991, single axle, CDL or non-
CDL. We can custom design and build 
sides, tailgates, chip boxes or continu-
ous-rotation grapples. Call us for any 
specialty truck needs. Atlantic Fabri-
cating, Inc., Jack or Paul, Sayreville, 
NJ. (732) 938-5779. 
www.atlanticboom.com  

Alexander Equipment 

The only used equipment source offering 
a full satisfaction guarantee! We have a 
huge selection of used chippers and 
stump grinders.. .fully serviced and ready 
to work! See our complete inventory list 
on the web at www.alexequip.com  or call 
Matt or Steve at (630) 663-1400. 
Alexander Equipment Company, 4728 
Yender Ave., Lisle, IL 60532. We can de-
liver anywhere! 

SKYWORKER PARTS 
1-888-755-4144 
Delaware, OH 

FOR SALE 
1994 Prentice 120C log loader with tele 
stick boom, cont. rotation. Mounted on '85 
Ford LNT 8000. GVW 54,000. New tires, 
new brakes, 3208 Turbo from Jasper '97, 
rebuilt trans. 1997. Just passed tough PA 
inspection. Truck is ready, priced to sell. Call 
Chris (610) 277-8733. 

1992 Vermeer 672 Stump Grinder. New 
belts and bearings. $11,500. In R.I. (401) 
941-7204. 

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes 
All types and brands of professional climb-
ing and lowering arborist ropes at 
warehouse prices. Call for current price list. 
Free shipping. Visa, MC, AmEx. Small Ad 
- Big Savings 1 800-873-3203. 

For Sale - (1) 6TD 65-foot Hi Ranger 
mounted on 1984 Int. DT466, $30,000; (1) 
4BI 45-foot Hi Ranger mounted on 1985 
Int. DT466, $15,000; (1) 1989 Vermeer 
model 630 stump grinder, low hrs, $5,000. 
Call (603) 424-1464. 

1993 40 GPM Minnesota Wanner Hyd. 
Sprayer. Three hose reels, 200 and 400 
gallon stainless steel tanks. $4,000. Call 
Jim at (612) 473-0534. 

Bucket Truck 
1986 GMC 6000 with 52-foot working height 
Skyworker boom. Tool boxes, chip box and 
dump body. Working daily. $18,500. In R.I. 
(401) 941-7204. 

1998 FMC 35 Gal. a minute John Bean 
Pump, 3 compartments with mechanical 
agitation 2 Hannay Reels and hoses. Also 
several other old used sprayers. (317) 898-
3257 or (317) 894-5015. 

For Sale 
1988 Chevy C-70 chip truck. Southco 14' 
body & tool boxes. 366 gas engine. 97,000 
miles. Asking $4,500 (860) 344-1310. 

1994 Brush Bandit 200+ Disc chipper wI 
2950hrs. 76hp Cummins 4133.9 Asking 
$9500. (860) 344-1310 

((flhtilillC(J on page 68 

ku&=1 Trade-Ins Welcome  a  Full Financing/Leas ing A 	Large Selection of New & Used 
Loaders with Grapples • Over 100 Used Trucks • Custom-Built Tree Service Bodies 

Toll-Free: 888-384-8418 Rodney Niemuth, Sales Rep. - - - 

Stock #62902 
	

Stock #62336 
Stcrlinc \1HH 	1n)icc 1)411 

	
21)( 4) Sicr1in 	T') 5  I" 11 fteniicc 121K 1 1adc1_ 

' 4 
I 	 Stock #2543 	 Stock #2683 

73 	1 
Stock #2672 

95 Ford F800 w Nokka 3955 Loader 

USED LOG TRUCKS 
Stock # 2800 —94 Peterbilt 357 Cab & Chassis 
Stock # 2753—'85 Ford LTL9000 w/'98 
Prentice F90T Loader 
Stock # 2596—'95 Ford LTLS9000 w 	97 Hood 
"000 Loader 
Stock # 269I-93 Peterhilt w 	'9 , 	F90 
Loader 
Stock # 2362—'98 Ford LT9522 w/'96 Prentice 
F90T Loader 
Stock # 2637 - '92 Intl w 	9() Prentice F90T 
Loader 

I 	94 Ford F70() w Nokka 3955 Loader 	 '76 Ford LT9000 wIMT 1331 crane  

I 	Many Used Trucks That Can Be Converted to Your Tree Service Specifications. Call for Details. 	 I 
Delivery Anywhere  in the USA 	www.vhtrucks.com  

- 	 - - 	 - 
Please circle 78 on Reader Sen ice Card 
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STUMP CUTTER TEETH 
Ilie 4iqi4a1 

HEAVY DUTY 
Stump Cutter 
Tooth 

r •  Stone Collar 
Solid 3/4" Shink 

Shoulder Stop 
Patented Angle 

'V 

 the 

1cicfiator 
2 Cutter Teeth In I 

Doubles Cutting Speed 
Eliminates Wheel Wear 

Patented New Power Bend 

FIELD TEST A 
SET TODAY! 1-800-333-5234 

Please circle 21 on Reader Service Card 

Fore.str.. 

 

For Sale 
1997 Ford F-800 Diesel automatic, 10K 
miles, 24,500 lb. GVW. Custom IPM body 
w/ one 600 gal, 50 GPM John Bean Sprayer 
w/two 300', 3/4-inch & 1/2-inch electric hose 
reels. Solid State ignition & two 200 gal. 10 
GPM Minnesota Wanner Sprayers, Honda 
5.5 HP motors w/200', ½-inch hose electric 
reels; One Honda 5.5 HP fill pump. All in 
excellent condition. Beige color $55,000. 
Photo available on request. Call Scott at 
Pickwick Plant Care (203) 637-8733. 

For Sale 
Two 200-gallon 10 GPM Minnesota Wanner 
5.5 HP Honda sprayers, each WI 200' ½-inch 
Green Garde hose on electric reels. Excel-
lent condition $3,000 for both. Call Scott at 
Pickwick Plant Care (203) 637-8733. 

For Sale 
1995 Rayco AG 1642 Stump Grinder - new 
bearings - $10,000 or best offer. Selling due 
to illness (330) 938-6251 evenings. 

VERMEER TREE SPADE-TS44 on trailer. 
Only lightly used since complete overhaul. 
Will move 5-inch trees. Ready to go to 
work. Private owner. Asking $14,000. 
Charlottesville, Va,. (804) 984-5175. 

Bucket Truck 
1989 International Diesel, 52 ft Skyworker, 
Custom steal chip box 14 ft x 5 ft, 4 LG 
toolbox very good condition working every-
day - Long Island, NY. Call (516) 325-1849, 
$18,000. 

Stump grinder 
Nicest Vermeer 630B you will find. Too 
many upgrades to list. $6,800. Call for de-
tails. (203) CUT-TREE (288-8733). 

continued on page 70 

TO ADS WORK! 
E-mail: Stone@natlarb.com  

Fax: (603) 314-5386 

Phone: (800) 733-2622 

Ask for Dawn Stone 

Equipm-it 
3 Locations To Serve You Better: 

Forestry Equipment of Virginia • 804.525.2929 Phone • 804.525.0917 Fax 

Forestry Equipment of Shelby, NC • 866.824.1100 Toll Free • 570.558.6700 Phone • 570.558.6703 Fax 

DeNaples Equipment, Pennsylvania • 866.824.1100 Toll Free • 570.558.6700 Phone • 570.558.6703 Fax 

92 Ford-31) 	 ( 93-Ford-AL 
- 	 12' Chip Body with Maccab and 	55' Working Height Aerial Lift 

- 	 Too/boo Package 1991 Fotrl F700: 	of Conn. AL-50 1993 Ford P700 
. ' 	 6.6 Diesel: 6 Speed Transmission 	5.9 Cummins Diesel 

7  k

1& -7 

94GMC4.1tU! 	 fj GMC-XT607041) 
 60 Working Height Altec LR1II 55 	75 Working Height Hi Ranger 

	

1994 GMC TopKick 366 Fuel .• 	 ___________ 	____________________ 0702D0eIGMC C8500
I 	Injected Gas; 3 cyl. Kubota 	Cat 6 

A .1 	 Pony Engine 	 c INT•16CT 
INT.AL52-RM 	 94GMC.LRIII 	 GMC.XT6070-FD 	j 94-GMC.SD 	 16' Chip Body with Undethody 

11' Chip Body with Maccab and 	Toolboxes: 2001 International 
Toolbox Package 1992 GMC TopKick 	4700: DT466 Diesel 

.ib 	' 	
ji' 	 366 Fuel Injected Gas 	Q GMCXT55.FP 

--- 	
60 Working Height HeRanger 

j
CAT 3i26Diesel 

Ilium 
GMC-XT.55-RM 94.GMC.SD  INT-16-CT 

SW Working Height Aerial Lift of Conn. 
AL-52 2000 International 4700 ' IF 

ffiffl 
	 DT466 Diesel 	 - 

60' Working Height Hi 	! IIIIIIIIIIIN 	 _____  2000 GMC C7500 CAT e6r  Diesel  

-) 	 1 -AIN - 	- -' 
92 FordSD 	 93-Ford-AL 	 J 
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of the industry... 

Call today 
for your subscription 
800-733-2622 I 603-314-5380 
www.natlarb.com  

Please circle 48 on Reader Service Card 



Classified ad rates for 2001 
$65 per inch ($55 NA.A members), 1-inch minimum. Payable in advance 

Ad deadline is the 20th of the month, two months prior to publication. 

Send ad and payment to: 
TCI, 3 Perimeter Rd, Unit I 
Manchester, NH 03103 
Phone: 800-733-2622 
Fax: 603-314-5386. 

E-mail: Stone@natlarb.com  

Please circle 49 on Reader Service Card 

mmo  C Ex 
ci3rpclrlEElticln 

Fat, Ey FInwwlsig FUr 
pUrIaIIzd Truck & EqHIpmnt 

S New Companies \Vcicomed 	S Credit Decisions Are Made At 
Our Location 

$ Excellent Credit = High Quality 
Credit Program 	 S Skip and Seasonal Payment 

Programs Available 
$ Less Than l'erfect Credit = 

Customized Structures Programs $ Private Sellers Are Not A Problem 

Call today for a no obligation approval by phone! 
Ask for Marcus or Brian 

1-800-932-2274 
www.cagcorp.com  

We listen to our customer's story. -1 
Please circle 19 on Reader Service Card 
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FOR SALE 
QUALITY REBUILT EQUIPMENT 

Brush Bandit Chippers 
(1)MdI 65, Wisconsin 30HP; (3) Mdl 90W, 
Perkins 50HP, Wisconsin 37HP; (1) Mdl 90, 
Wisconsin 65HP; (2) Mdl 95, GM 76HP, 
Kubota 49HP; (1) Mdl 100, Ford 4 cylinder; 
(5) Mdli 50, John Deere 80HP; (1) Mdl 200+, 
Ford 6 cylinder, Cummins 116HP; (12) Mdl 
250, Cummins 100& 116HP, Perkins Turbo 
112HP, Ford 87HP, Ford 6 cylinder, John 
Deere 110 & 125HP; (1) Mdl 280, Cummins 
200HP, John Deere 110HP; (1) Mdl 1890 
drum, John Deere 125HP, Cummins 200HP. 

Bandit Whole Tree Chippers 
(1) Mdl 1250, Cummins 174HP; (1) Mdl 1254, 
Cummins 200HP; (2) Mdl 1400, Cummins 
200HP; (2) Mdl 1400 Track, Cummins 
200HP; (1) Mdl 1700, John Deere 375HP; 
(1) Mdl 1850 Track, Cummins2SOHP; (2) Mdl 
1900 Track, CAT 425HP, Cummins 475HP. 

Bandit Horizontal Grinders 
(1) Mdl 3680 Beast, Cummins 350HP Recy-
cler. 

Morbark 
(1) Mdl 7, Wisconsin 250H P; (1) Mdli 0, John 
Deere 56HP; (1) Mdl 16, Cummins 250HP; 
(1) Mdl 16 Super Beever, Cummins 194Hp; 
(1) Mdl 17, Turbo Perkins 102HP; (1) Mdl 
100, Onan 24HP; (1) Eeger Beever, Ford 4 
cylinder, Ford 2.3 L gas, Wisconsin gas, (2) 
Mdl EZ 10, John Deere 50HP; (1) 30/36, 
John Deere 325HP; (1) Mdl 18 chip har-
vester, Cummins 400HP. 

Vermeer 
(1) Mdl 620, Kohler 23HP; (1) Mdl 1251 
Perkins 80HP; (1) Mdl 1600 drum. 6 cyHr 
der Ford. 

Mi'AIIiniri icz  

(1) Chipmore 12-inch drum, Ford 4 & 6 cyl-
inder, Hercules gas; (10) Olathe, Ford 4 
cylinder; (1) Olathe disc, Cummins 176HP: 
(1) Olathe 12-inch drum, Ford 3.30 gas; (1) 
Wayne 16-inch drum, Chrysler 318 gas; (3) 
Asplundh 12-inch drum, Ford 6 cylinder, 
Perkins 80H P, G1600 gas; (1) Asplundh 12-
inch, TM27; (2) Asplundh 16-inch, Ford 6 
cylinder, Ford V8; (1) Asplundh 16-inch 
drum, Ford V8; (1) Asplundh Whisper, Ford 
172HP; (2) Wood/Chuck WC 17, GMC 
120HP; (1) Miffs & Merrill drum, 6 cylinder 
gas; (1) Trelan M-18, Deutz 250HP; (1) In-
novator 8' tub, Cummins 177HP; (1) Jenz 
grinder, John Deere 6 cylinder; (1) Haybuster 
10' tub, CAT 300HP; (1) CMI Biogrind 175, 
Cummins 174HP. 

Bandit Industries, Inc., 6750 Millbrook Road, 
Remus, Ml 49340. Phone: (800) 952-0178 
or (517) 561-2270. Fax: (517) 561-2375. 



BUSINESSES 
FOR SALE 

Well-established tree care business for 
sale in the heart of Silicon Valley, richest 
county in the world. Located in San Jose, 
California and serving the bay area commu-
nities for the past 9 years. Medium-sized 
company grossing over a million dollars 
annually with an average growth of over 
20% per year in sales. Excellent reputa-
tion in the community with numerous 
repeat and referral work year round. All 
trucks and equipment are late model. A 
well-trained, motivated tree care manage-
ment team runs the company with little 
supervision from the owner. This is a turn-
key operation for the right buyer. All 
inquires can be made by either mailing to 
James Welsh at P0 Box 501, Cupertino, 
CA 95015 or through our website at 
www.commercialtree.com  by e-mailing 
Robert for more information. 

Business For Sale 
Tree Service - Extremely Profitable. Turnkey 
with high upside potential. Large loyal client 
base. Exclusive eastern Long Island, N.Y., 
community. Serious inquiries only. $350,000. 
Price includes equipment. (631) 369-5959. 

Established and profitable tree service for 
sale. Owner retiring. Located in upscale sub-
urb of San Francisco Bay Area (Contra Costa 
County), Calif. Small company with excellent 
3-man crew. Set up for ease of operation. 
Owner works 20-30 hours/week, nets 
$120,000/year w/1 week off every 6 weeks. 
Year-round work. Excellent reputation w/high 
percentage of repeat and referral business. 
Call (925) 689-4446 for information. 

Tree Service N.E. Florida Est. over 30 yrs.! 
Profitable/Residential/Year Round. Reli-
able Work Force, Equipment. Training/ 
Terms By Retiring Owner. Call Bob 
McGinty, McGinty & Assoc., Lic. R.E. Bro-
ker. (904) 733-7757. 

Tree Service 
40 years of excellent service to the commu-
nity. Dominant reputation in the 
marketplace, 60 miles north of San Fran-
cisco: Wine country. Sonoma County, 
moderate year-round climate. Rapidly expand-
ing economy. Telecommunications 
development headquarters for the U.S. All cli-
entele within 30-mile radius. 450K gross. Sales 
growing at 20% per year past 5 years. All in-
quires to P0 Box 370, Windsor, CA 95492. 

Established tree care business for 36 
years on Maryland's Eastern Shore. Long-
term contracts and good workforce in 
place. Year-round work with good growth 
opportunity. Possible owner financing. Box 
PL, TCI, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, 
Manchester, NH 03103. 

Tree Service, 17 years on the Central Coast 
of Calif. Includes 2 dump trucks, chipper, 
stump grinders, aerial lift and tools. $189,000 
gross in 2000. Owner, operator $70,000 in-
come first year. Asking $58,500. Coastal Tree 
Experts, P0 Box 575, Morro Bay, CA 93443. 
E-mail: capop54@hotmaii.com  

Naples Florida 
For Sale: Tree Care Business 

Est. 19 years 
Gross sales 219K, Net 71k 

Only 50k down. Contact 
American Business Brokers 

www.abbrokers.com  
steve@abbrokers.com  

Tel: (941) 765-1300 

EMPLOYMENT/OWNERSHIP 
OPPORTUNITY 

Successful tree care business in Midwest 
is seeking an experienced tree climber to 
earn ownership of company. Earn $16 to 
$20 per hour while building ownership. 
Total ownership may be earned in as little 
as four years. Company has no debt. Ex-
cellent reputation in community, repeat and 
referral business. Owner is wishing to re-
tire. Fax resume to (217) 544-8113. 

Well-established Landscape & Tree Ser-
vice for sale. Westchester/Putnam County, 
N.Y. Excellent reputation. Great growth po-
tential. All equipment and accounts. Owner 
relocating. Asking $295,000. 15 years in 
business, serious inquiries only. Call (845) 
278-1813. 

PRODUCTS & 
SERVICES 

ArborGold Software - Complete job man-
agement! Phone message center, proposals 
with built-in landscape CAD designer, sched-
uling, invoicing and more. Posts to 
QuickBooks. Print estimates on site with new 
hand-held PCs and download to office. Call 
Tree Management Systems - 1 (800) 933-
1955, see demo at www.turftree.com  

ArborWare 
The Business Solution for 

Arborist, Landscape & Lawn 
Care Professionals 

Includes complete Customer Management: 
Estimates, Proposals, Work Orders, In- 
voices, Statements, and Accounts 
Receivables. Also includes: Customer Prop- 
erty Inventory, PHC and Pest/Disease 
control, chemical application and DOA re- 
porting, maintenance and generation of 
Renewal Contracts, scheduling/routing of 
Crews and Sales Reps, Vehicle Maintenance 
and DOT reporting, Job Costing, Marketing 
and Management Reporting, comprehensive 
User Manual, and more ... Call (800) 49- 
ARBOR (2-7267) for more information. TU 

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc. • 628 North Portland Street . 
Ridgeville, IN 47380 •1-800-856-2064 

4-Airport Pickup 4Delivery Available eCompetitive Financing  
4-P.M. \laint. Completed •D.O.T. Cert. Dielectric Testing 

Trucks to Work With, Not On 

\E\\ AND 	FI): 	 \l& 	lu 0*4 
.\enal Lifts of Cl. LRSO. I -Rai er. liti-Alls. Cab 	 diesel. H5. .\iic 	ii 

& Chassis. Chip Trucks. Chippers. Chip Boxes. Many 	 Dump & Chip. low miles 

- 	under CDL. Affordable pricing for es er\ one. Dw 
-

BRAND 
A0_ 	 NENN 

iw' 	 at diesel. 6 sp. 

CLSLOM-MADL CHIP 	tor!Dump & 

2UuU int'l 4T0U DT4(0L. ft sp. 	 & International 	
TRUCKS— 1988-2000 GMC. Chips. 65 75 ft. 

plus 52 ALC. Flat bed. ST w.h. 	Al 55' I li-Ranrer Terex 	International & Ford. 14-I 2 & 	svorking heioht, 

2000 GMC & Int'l desiel AT 55 	leleleet. oiL oh. 	 16 ft. Extra hitth and tall ..\E.o. 	insulated upper 

Hi-Ranger Flat bed 60 oh, 	 removable top and sides. 	& loss er 
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The Staten Island Esplanade. The trees in the pavement, planted five years ago, are in a skeletal soil material. The trees on the right, 
which are all showing substantial dieback, are in a walled berm of topsoil. 

T his is unfortunate slogan of the 

. 	
American street tree. Despite the 
tree care workers best efforts to 

properly install and care for trees planted 
along roads, walkways, and other high- 

d' 	4' 	' • 	 ' •( .1 t. 	. • 	
- 	 . 	. ;...-E: 	 traffic areas, the life expectancy of such 

•: 	 trees is often less than 10 years 
Bringing trees into an urban environ 

p ment requires commitment by tree care 
workers to follow through on maintain 
ing the health of the tree It also calls for 
willingness on the part of engineers and 
contractors to find a workable compro 

Deep root colonization of Ma/us Adirondack i 	 mise between the needs of the tree and 
the skeletal soil profile. 	 the needs of the roads, buildings and 

Aiwh 

yway 

 
other structures near the tree. Roads and 
buildings require certain minimum stan-
dards for soil compaction to ensure 
stability, while trees require the exact op- 
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posite - loose soils that allow for proper 

drainage and root growth. For safety and 
economic reasons, it is often less desir-
able for designers and contractors to 
adjust building standards, which means 
that fighting for the health of the tree is 
often a losing battle. 

A new item on the market. CU-Struc -

tural Soil, is aimed at satisfying both the 
engineer's need to satisfy pavement design 
requirements and the tree care worker's 
need to provide a substrate that allows for 
healthy root growth. The tree-friendly soil 
mixture of crushed stone, clay loam and a 
stabilizing hydrogel allows for root growth 
and air and water penetration by forming 
a stone lattice in which the spaces existing 
between the stones are partially filled with 
soil. CU-Structural Soil can be compacted 
to satisfy structural requirements. allow-
ing it to be used as a continuous base 
course beneath the pavement. Because the 
new soil mixture allows for growth beyond 
the confines of the traditional urban tree 
pit, the tree care worker is better able to 
maintain healthy street trees without hav-
ing to resort to crisis management 
techniques for individual trees suffering 
from insufficient drainage, root strangula-
tion, inadequate water or nutrients, and 
other problems commonly associated with 
urban plantings. 

Jason Grabosky. a professor at the Uni-
versity of Florida at Gainesville who 
worked to develop the soil system while a 
graduate student at Cornell, sees a variety 
of potential benefits for urban landscape 
planning and tree care. 

see a great potential for benefit when 
the idea is used as a tool when a tree is 

forced into a paved situation. The benefit 
is increased life expectancy for trees and 
putting horticulture into the design phase 
of construction, rather than a window-
dressing to be cut during budget 
adjustments." Grabosky said. 

CU-Structural Soil can be mixed on-site 
with a front-end loader, with the hydrogel 
being used to ensure that the soil and stone 
stay evenly mixed throughout installation. 
The amount of structural soil necessary can 
be adapted to accommodate the varying 
depths to subgrade, but a minimum of 24 
inches is recommended for adequate root 

Z__ Following the installation of Un- 

der-drainage. the mis is laid down and a 

geotextile is installed, if necessary, to sepa-
rate the mix from the standard base course 
for the pavement layer. For street trees, the 

root zone could include the entire area from 
the building face to the curb - allowing for 
considerable increase in rooting area com-
pared to traditional tree pits. This increase 
in root zone size should translate into 
healthier, longer-living urban trees. 

An additional benefit of the new soil 
system is that it can help eliminate pave-
ment failure caused by the root growth 
of street trees that have become estab-
lished. Trees that are able to overcome 
the harsh growing conditions created by 
typical street tree planting systems often 
do so by extending their roots between 
the pavement and the highly-compacted 
soil underneath. This leads to the crack-
ing and buckling of the pavement as the 
roots expand with age, leading to un-
sightly and sometimes dangerous results. 
The tripping hazard created when pave- 

nient is disrupted by root gro\\ th  can lead 

to liability issues and a premature need 
for pavement repair. 

While the use of CU-Structural Soil does 
involve an increase in site preparation costs 
over traditional street tree installations, the 
long-term performance provided by the 
system should pay for itself by reducing 
maintenance costs and eliminating the need 
for frequent tree removal and replacement. 
Grabosky does, however, warn that the 
system is not a cure-all. He stresses that 
the new soil should be used as part of a 
well-planned overall design. 

As for the future, Grabosky is looking 
forward to future data that will allow re-
finement of urban tree planting techniques. 

"I look forward to many years of tink-
ering with the system approach, and 
development of other aspects of introduc-
ing roots under pavement," Grabosky said. 

Anyone interested in finding out more 
about using CU-Structural Soil can contact 
Amereq. Inc. at (800) 832-8788. TCI 

Mickey's Truck & Equipment Sales 
Suarloal. PA 	 Financing Available 

mickevsbuckeitrucks.c 
 

890 Down / No Payment for 90 Days 
Flexible Delivery Terms 

IL 
(\I( i\ lid. 1)11. I- ,rv-:r 	 '' 	 44 (\1( ,\ iii. 	It. 	 59 	93 (i1( ,\ 	rd  

akv. tia 5 )i,.I. lw tii 	 Furisirv iruiks. 	 Gas & Diesel M.irt-(ib 

1! S28.900 	 (!,I , 	l)icsel. low miles 	 Starliric al S13,900 

1:11a1 S42,900 

I 	'ill 	rio, lrk. 40 Ii.. li..i ton. 	"I 	'1 	\lt 	S I 	4 	 '('d (I llj)jtvrs S Stump 	111, 1, 

hi'd 5 	till )i,\, . 	 I Ii 	I 	I 	, 	( l,  5 I) 	i 	 \ l,t it 	 toO i,,. 	ii: 

S29.900 	 '-i,wmL4.it $44,900 	 ( 111 I' 

More Trucks Available ..........If You Don't See It, We Will Get It! 

1-888-340-1756 
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CHIPPER KNIVES 
BUY 10 GET 2 FREE * FOR ALL MAKES AND MODELS 

7 1 /4 x 4 x /8 $24.50 
12 x3x 3/8 $22.95 

12 1 /8  X 31/2  X /8 $34.50 
8 x 31/2  X 3/8 $28.95 

Events & Seminars these  Dov~t 1lSSthese
jents 

UPcom 

April 7, 2001 
Rhode Island Tree Council 
Annual Conference 
Newport, R.I. 

April 7, 2001 
ISA Southern Chapter Annual Meeting 
Sheraton Birmingham 
Birmingham, Ala. 
Contact: Dwayne Carter (336) 789-4747 

April 21, 2001 
Committee for the Advancement 
of Arboriculture 
"Lightning Protection and Installation" 
Freehold, N.J. 
Contact: (732) 431-7903 

April 24, 2001 
Mass. Arborist Association Dinner Meeting 
Wayland, Mass. 
Contact: (508) 653-3320 

April 25, 2001 
National Arbor Day Foundation 
"Trees, People and the Law" 
Columbia, S.C. 
Contact: (888) 448-7337 
or www.arborday.org  

May 2001 
National Arbor Day Foundation 
Hazard Trees Workshops 
Nashville, Tenn. 
Morgantown, W.Va. 
Contact: (888) 448-7337 
or www.arborday.org  

May 1-3, 2001 
Urban Wildlife Management Conferencc 
Arbor Day Farm/ 
Leid Conference Center 
Nebraska City, Neb. 
Contact: (888) 448-7337 
or www.arborday.org  

May 4-7, 2001 
ISA Western Chapter 
Annual Conference 
DoubleTree Hotel & 
Modesto Convention Center 
Modesto, Calif. 
Contact: Bob Tate (530) 892-1118 or 
Ray Morneau (650) 964-7664 

May 6-8, 2001 
Southern Chapter of the ISA 
"Tree Structure and Mec' 
How Trees Hold T 

And Fall Apart' 
DeSoto Hilton, 
Cnct: D\,\ 	t1CI. 

i\ la 7-18. 20() 1 
Committee for the .\J\ tncciiicn ol 

Arboriculture 
Basic Tree Climbing School/Course 
Thompson Park, Lincroft, N.J. 
Contact: (732) 431-7903 

May 8-10, 2001 
Utility Safety Conference & Expo 2001 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Contact: Denise Kula (847) 639-2200 
or www.utilitysafetv.com  

May 11, 2001 
Committee for the Advancement of 
Arboriculture 
Aerial Rescue and Electrical Hazard 
Thompson Park, Lincroft, N.J. 
Contact: David Shaw (732) 431-7903 

May 15, 2001 
National Arbor Day Foundation 
Hazard Tree Workshops 
Nashville, Tenn. 
Contact: (888) 448-7337 
or www.arborday.org  

/ 

THE 
TOOL CO.. tNC 

i/I   \\ 
FAST DELIVERY 

(800) 221-5452 
Please circle 65 on Reader Service Card 

THE 	
At TOOL CO.. INC. 

May 16, 2001 
Committee for the Advancement of 
Arboriculture 
Chain Saw Safety 
Thompson Park Lincroft, N.J. 
Contact: David Shaw (732) 431-7903 
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May 16, 2001 
Committee for the Advancement of 
Arboriculture 
Chain Saw Safety 
Thompson Park Lincroft. N.J. 
Contact: David Sha 	732 ) -13 1 -7Y03 

May 17, 2001 
National Arbor Day Foundation 
Hazard Tree Workshops 
Niorgantown, W.Va. 
Contact: (888) 448-7337 
or www.arborday.org  

June 3-5, 2001 
Locally Lead Conservation Efforts 
Arbor Day Farm! 
Lied Conference Center 
Nebraska City, Neb. 
Contact: (888) 448-7337 
or xk svw .arhordav .ori 

June 23, 2001 
N.J. Chapter of ISA 
N.J. Tree Climbing Championship 
Cadwalder Park. 
Trenton. N.J. 
Contact: Steve Chisholm. 732 462-7278 

july 11, 2001 
N.J. Chapter of ISA 
N.J. Certified Tree Expert Exam 
Rutgers University 
New Brunswick. N.J. 
Contact: John Perry (732) 833-0325 

July 14, 2001 
Michigan Forestry & Park Association 
Tree Identification Workshop 
Michigan State University 
Contact: (517) 482-5530 

July 16-17, 2001 
PLCAA 
17th Annual Legislative 
Day on the Hill 
and Cemetery Project 
Washington. D.C. 
Contact:PLCAA (800) 458-3466 

July 20, 2001 
Conference on Woody Plants 
The Scott Arboretum 
Swarthmore, PA 
Contact: (610) 388-1000 x 507 

July 21-23, 2001 
TPI Summer Convention & Field Day 
Spokane. Wash. 
Contact: (800) 405-8873 

Jul 26.27, 2001 
Emerald Expo 
Green Industry Trade Show & Seminar 
Seattle. Wash. 
Contact: Julie Ellenhorn 
877) GREEN55 

August 12-15, 2001 
International Society of Arboriculture 
ISA Milwaukee 2001 Conference & 
Trade Show 
Midwest Express Center 
Milwaukee. Wisc. 
Contact: (217) 355-9411 

August 22, 2001 
National Arbor Day Foundation 
Trees and Utilities seminar 
Alexandria. La. 
Contact: (888) 448-7337 
or wwv .arhordav org 

September 11, 2001 
Michigan Forestry & Park Association 
Michigan Climbing Championship 
Multi Lakes Conservation Camp 
Contact: (517) 482-5530 

September 11-12, 2001 
Michigan Forestry & Park Association 
Annual Summer Meeting 
Multi Lakes Conservation Camp 
Contact: (517) 482-5530 

September 12, 2001 
Michigan Forestry & Park Association 
ISA Certification Exam 
Multi Lakes Conservation Camp 
Contact: (5 17) 482-5530 

October 2, 2001 
Washington Landscape 
Trade Show & Field Day 
Western Wash. Fairgrounds 
Puyallup, Wash. 
Contact: (800) 883-2186 

October 3, 2001 
Washington Landscape Trade Show 
& Field Day 
Western Washington Fairgrounds 
Puyallup, Wash. 
Contact: (800) 833-2186. 

October 13, 2001 
Michigan Forestry & Park Association 
Tree Identification Workshop 
Michigan State University 
Contact: (517) 482-5530 	 TCI 

Send infi.riiiatioii on .vour £'t'eilt to: 

Tree Care Industry, 

3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, 

Manchester, NH 03103 

Fax. (603) 314-5386 

E-mail: Elniakiss@natlarb.com  

There's no need to find yourself up 
tee air, trying to decide which prune 
pole gives you the best performance 
and the best value. Simply choose 
between either of our two fiberglaiic 
poles. Both are lightweight, meet T1SH. 
safety standards and, with the additic 
of Kevlar, their unequaled strength to 
.veight ratio is even better than befoe 

.Ve offer a complete line of pruning 	- 
and sawing heads, and 
adapters too. In short, NO t 
Jameson not only 	 ''t 	 .. " 

erforms beautifully 
ver head, it 	 f. 
rovides lasting 
lue that makes 	. 

our bottom line  

F . 

JNI ESON 
CORPORATION 

For information: 800.479.9346 
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What's New in Climbing Saws?. 
BY '1/1(11(1(1 Roche 

SN 

' s -- 

I \ 

	 - 

T

he improvement  iii climbing some of the more expensive  mi de Is. All 
saws over the NL 5 L few years is this while maintaining excellent power 
one of the best things to happen and chain speed. I've e been climbing trees 

	

in the field of arboriculture. Saw s today 	for 17 sears and the difference now corn- 

	

are lighter and better balanced. In add i - 	pared to climbing saws even 10 years agt 

	

Iii )il. the prices seem to have either stayed 	is huge. in the past, caws were too heavy  

	

the .iiil_ or .i'.itIiIl\ i.iiiiii ..In\'ii .i hit for 	for iJThnll'.1\ to he able to eliiih 1Te. 

Suggested Weight Max, NoPower/ 
Company ijçe W/O Bar Horsepower Load RPM Weight* 

Red Max 
2500 TS $360.99 6.4 lbs. 1.19 hp 12,000 .30 

Tanaka 
TCS 3401 $349.99 7.9 lbs. 1.8 hp 13,000 .37 

Shindaiwa 
357 5337.57 8.8 lbs. 1.8 hp 11,500 .33 

Efco 
935 D $269.95 8.6 lbs. 1.7 hp 11,500 .32 

Echo 
CS - 3400 $249.99 7.6 lbs. NA 12,000 NA 

Husqvarna 
335 XPT $399.95 7.5 lbs. 2.2 hp 13,800 .47 

Stihi 
200T $479.95 7.9 lbs. 2.2 hp 14,500 .46 

* Higher is better. 
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with. Instead, you had to estimate how 
much rope you would need to get it to 
the top, tie the saw onto that spot on the 

rope, climb the tree, then haul the saw 

up after you tied in. Now, saws have 
become so light, it's easier to climb up 

the tree with saw, saving the hassle of 

pulling it up afterward. 
In the world of climbing saws, there 

seems to be two main styles: Reed valve 
engines and piston portal engines. Reed 
valve engines, which are made by Red 
Max, Tanaka. Shindaiwa and Efco. are 
lower profile and tend to be lighter (but 
not always), have a little less power, and 
be less expensive. The manufacturers are 
quick to point out that although they give 
up power, their saws are easier to ma-
neuver and lighter to swing from pruning 
cut to pruning cut. One saw in particular 
is incredibly light. There are also signifi-
cant cost savings with these saws. 

Piston portal saws are manufactured 
by Stihl and Husqvarna. Their saws are 
clearly more powerful. The shells of their 
saws also seem to be heavier duty. re-
sulting in less breakage, but these saws 
are also more expensive. The makers 
seem to be saying. yes, you are going to 

''Obvious efforts were made by the manufac-
turer to make this an excellent saw for pruning 
and removals. The handle alone has several 
useful features: there is a thumb rest on the side, 
allowing the operator to turn the saw on its side 
easily; the handle is textured for grip; and there 
is a small spur behind the trigger finger, help-
ing your hand stay in place. A good-sized hole 
in the back of the handle allows for different 
types of lanyard or clip attachments. The 
handle, however, does get in the way of the 
fuel and oil tanks and you have to tilt the saw 
annoyingly when it's time to refill. 

ic 
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RAPCO L 	like 
CARBIDE a 
CHAIN... Diamond 
WITH RAPCO WORLD'S FINEST! 

CARBIDE CHAIN 
YOU CAN CUT INDUSTRIES INC. 

20 to 25 CORDS 6000 N E 8816 ST.. SUITE D-104 

WITHOUT VANCOUVER. WA 98665 

RE-SHARPENING! PHONE: 1-800-959-6130 FAX 360-5730046 
e-mail: Ron © rapcoinduslries.com 	www.rapcoindustnes.com  

P!eae circle 59 on Reader Service Card 

Commercial Wood Processing Equipment 

1-800-340-4386 

Please circle 75 on Reader Service Card 

pay more for our equipment, but it is 
going to cut quicker, and if you treat it 
roughly, it's going to hold up better. 
These saws can manage pruning and re-
movals, while the engines of the reed 
valve saws lack the power a lot of climb-
ers want in a saw for larger takedowns 
and are best left for pruning work and 
small takedowns. 

I tried out and liked all the latest climb-
ing saws. Let's face it - all these companies  

have been in business for a long time and 
know how to make chain saws. Checking 
out equipment on the cutting edge of any 
industry is fun. Each saw has a few high-
lights worth pointing out. 

RedMax is one saw that has set a new 
standard in lightness. The saw is only 6.4 
pounds, and holding it, I feel like I've 
got a spoon in my hand. (If this is how 
lightweight saws have become in the past 
10 years, what are they going to be like 

IMBER 
OLF 

boom No  

10 years from now?) The handle is con-
toured where your right hand sits, giving 
each finger a comfortable slot. The fuel 
and oil tanks are smartly placed so that 
the handle doesn't block them when you 

need to refill. The saw has virtually no 
vibration. It would be a good saw for 
pruning that involves many small cuts 
tight locations, or if you have a tree t1i. 
requires lots of swinging around and 
limb walking. One feature I particularir 
like is the location of the chain adjust-
ment screw. Instead of being tucked in 
tight between the bar and the engine, the 
adjustment screw is located on the out-
side of the saw next to the chain brake. 
When you tighten the chain, the screw -

driver is angled perpendicular to the bar 
instead of parallel. This can be especially 
handy if you have to tighten the chain 
while still in a tree. Instead of sending 
the saw down to the inexperienced 
groundman - who would take 20 min-
utes to fix the chain and still get it wrong 
- you can easily adjust it while hanging 
from a rope. If the saw is off and you put 
your index finger on the trigger, it bal-
ances perfectly. It is ajoy to hold in your 
hand. The people at RedMax say older 
climbers and climbers with back, shoul-
der and arm injuries in particular like this 
exceptionally light saw. 

Tanaka finds its niche in making a 
solid, all-around climbing saw. It's not 
the cheapest or the most powerful, but it 
is a nice saw that gives power at a rea-
sonable price. The engine has an air force 
filtration system that reduces filter main-
tenance and replacement. One of its 
features is a purge bulb. If you run the 
saw out of gas, using the purge bulb will 
mean you'll have fewer pulls to get the 
saw restarted. Also, if the saw vapor 
locks when used in hot weather, hitting 
the purge bulb will release heat, allow-
ing you to run the saw. Jeff Wright, 
president of Tanaka USA, says the saw 
has been on the market for 2 1/2 years and 
that "there have been no serious techni-
cal problems from guys in the field." 

A few years ago. Shindaiwa came 
on the market with its climbing saw. 
and it became an instant success. For 
years there was only one high-end 
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The 335 XPT arborzst saw by 

Husqvarna. Powerful, balanced, 

and more reliable than ever. It 

boasts an unbeatable power to weight 

ratio, snag free shape, and the industry 

exclusive ArborGrip, our textured 

handle with thumb and throttle 

finger supports for greater control 

to get you to those tight, high places 

with ease. Nobody is more committed 

to the Arborist than Husqvarna. 

We offer a full line of specially 

designed safety gear and are a 

proud sponsor of the Arbor Master 

training programs. To find the 

nearest Husquarna Power Retailer 

call 1-800-HUSKY-62, or visit our 

web site at www.hiisqvarna.com  

Arbor GripTM ! Balanced textured top handle 
Thumb Grip 

Throttle finger support 
Built-in rope ring 

• 	 JAir Injection 

Crown Commitment 
15-day satisiction gahiizntet' 

Husqvarna 
.. IIIiIiDl ___ 

Husqvarna 
Tough Name.Tough Equipment. 

/ 
-' 	f-- 

AW 

£ 

- 	 ' 	 -( 	 T 	 - Ak 

Use of chain saws in trees should only be done by professionals with specific training. Price and availability may vary by dealer. ©200 I Husqvarna 
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The new and improved Bartlett Pole Saw Blade features razor-sharp Bi-Cut 
teeth for quicker and cleaner cuts than ever. Made of high quality saw steel, this 
blade is stiff and strong. It still features three position holes and can be quickly 
adjusted without tools when mounted on a Bartlett head. This blade will also 
fit most other standard pole saw heads. 

Call for more information on this blade or for a catalog of our full line of 
arborist supplies. BARft[IT MANUFACTURING Co. 

Detroit, Michigan USA 

Since 1912 8  (800)331-7101 (313)873-7300 fax(313)873-5454 

Please circle 14 on Reader Service Card 

00, 	W, [/efcoI 
CHAIN SAWS • CUT-OFF SAWS . TRIMMERS EXCEPTIONALLY 

BRUSHCUTTERS . HEDGE TRIMMERS . AUGERS RELIABLE AND DURABLE 

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE 

ECONOMICAL TO 
OWN AND OPERATE 

f 	• SOLIDLY BACKED WITH 

' 	- A STRONG SERVICE 
The 940 	 - 

qV 
ORGANIZATION 

2.38 cu.in ./39cc 
2.4hp/1.7kW 
8.8 lb. powerhead 	 - 

Efco products formerly sold 
under the "Olympyk"brand. 

j Distributed Since 	by: lmported& 	 1976 
Tilton Equipment Company 

For more information call 
1-800-447-1152 
www.tiltonequipment.com  

climbing saw and several low-end 
models (some called them "throw-

away" models because guys would 
throw them out of trees in disgust). 
Shindaiwa saw the need for the mid-
priced model and helped drive the 
market. They worked with arborists to 

make a saw that climbers would want. 
They hauled prototypes up trees and 
through narrow crotches to learn what 
made for the right profile, and they 
dropped it from trees to learn how to 
make it sturdier. From start to finish, 
this saw was made as a climbing saw 

Close-up view 
of Bi-Cut teeth 

and was not reconfigured from a pre-
vious model. The manufacturer reports 
this saw has excellent torque at lo 
rpm's, which is good for big cuts. 
Shindaiwa' s marketing department 
was reluctant to send me one. so  I did 
not get a chance to run it. 

At $269.95, the Efco 935 D (for-
merly Olympyk) is the second lowest 
priced saw in this study. Dave Tilton, 
head of marketing at Tilton Equip-
ment, the importer of Efco, says that 
several of his dealers have gotten their 
customers to change over from the re-
ally cheap "throw-away" saws to the 
Efco and those customers have been 
especially pleased. It is a very basic 
saw that cuts well. The screws to take 
off the bar cover are smaller than a 
standard chain saw wrench, and tight-
ening the chain was difficult due to the 
deeply recessed adjustment screw. 
There doesn't seem to be any major 
technological breakthroughs on this 
saw, but that is exactly why it is less 
expensive. That said, this saw has 
more power than I would have ever ex-
pected and cut through my test logs 
very well. The 935 D vibrated quite a 
bit when I ran it, but I felt like it could 
handle pruning and small takedowns 
fine. If price is a major factor when 
purchasing a saw, then this saw is 
worth looking at. 

The Jonsered Pro 35 is the same as the 
Efco 935 D. with a few cosmetic differ-
ences. 

You might say the Echo CS-3400 is 
medium in all things except price. It has 
medium weight, sturdiness and chain 
speed. Echo refuses to rate saws on 
horsepower but it cut into a test log at an 
average rate. The one thing it is not me-
dium on is price. It is the least expensive 
saw I used making it a pretty good saw 
for the money. 

The two screws used to tighten the 
chain are smaller than a typical chain 
saw wrench and the saw requires use 
of a purge bulb for cold starts. It vi-
brated quite a lot and was noisy when 

I ran it. What will make a person in-
terested in this saw is that it is a pretty 
solid saw for a lot less money. Like the 

The Bartlett Blade advantage... 

Please circle 74 on Reader Service Card 
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Efco. if price is a major factor, give 
this saw a look. 

The Husqvarna 335 XPT is one of the 
two piston portal engines and is priced 
at $399.95. There is a noticeable increase 
in power when this saw is compared to 
the saws listed above. Obvious efforts 
were made by the manufacturer to make 
this an excellent saw for pruning and re-
movals. The handle alone has several 
useful features: there is a thumb rest on 
the side, allowing the operator to turn the 
saw on its side easily; the handle is tex-
tured for grip; and there is a small spur 
behind the trigger finger, helping your 
hand stay in place. A good-sized hole in 
the back of the handle allows for differ-
ent types of lanyard or clip attachments. 
The handle, however, does get in the way 
of the fuel and oil tanks and you have to 
tilt the saw annoyingly when it's time to 
refill. This saw has an excellent ergo-
nomic design, allowing climbers to pull 
it up a tree easily and fit it into tight cut-
ting situations. 

The Stihl MS 200T (formerly 020) 
is the most expensive climbing saw but 
is also the most powerful. Stihl would 
argue that the extra money is worth it. 
It has the exact same horsepower as the 
Husky but its chain speed is higher, 
and I noticed a difference in how fast 
it cut a branch. This smooth-running 
saw accelerated quickly and cut 
through an 8-inch log very well. With 
the engine off and my index finger on 
the trigger, the saw balanced perfectly. 
It's a little boxy in shape compared to 
the Husky, but its power and smoothness 
kept making me like it. Sometimes af-
ter getting out of a tree you have to get 
a ground saw and make a dozen big-
ger cuts in order to drag the limbs over 
to a chipper. With the 200T, I would 
feel confident that I had enough power 
to make those few cuts and not have 
to bother with a second saw. 

Decide before you buy 
If you are in the market for a climb-

ing saw, you need to make a few 
decisions. First is price. The reed valve 
engines (RedMax, Tanaka, Shindaiwa 
and Efco) are cheaper. How often do you  

have to replace these saws due to theft, 

being dropped out of a tree, or being run 
over by a truck? You have to consider 
power. The piston portal engines 
(Husqvarna and Stihi) cut faster but will 
cut into your wallet more as well. And 
finally, think about weight. We all want 
the lightest saw possible when we are 

swinging around in a tree. There are a 

lot of great choices these days. Armed 
with the right information, you should be 
able to get the perfect saw. 

Michael Roche is a certified arborist 
and owner of Stowe Tree and Landscape 
Services in Stowe, Vt. T(I 

The World's UOtest Weight 
erci Chain saw 

Is A Cut Above The Heavyweights 
When climbing trees, you defy gravity. Overcoming the force that keeps 
trying to pull you back to earth is even tougher when you're hauling heavy 
equipment with you. That's why you need the Redmax G2500 TS, the 
world's lightest weight commercial chain saw. At just 6.4 pounds. this is 
the perfect climbing saw for arborists. 

The Redmax 
G2500 TS 

OA 0 VFW- 

 

mis top handle chain saw is powered by 
RedMax's popular, reliable 25.4cc. 1.19 
HP two cycle engine, and features a dual-
activated, inertia chain brake: exclusive. do 0 -... 

• 	 - 	 patented, dust-free intake system: sprocket 
side chain adjuster: Oregon®  bar and 

low 	 chain: and climbing ring. 

- Demand the chain saw that's lightweight and 
heavy duty. There's only one - the RedMax G2500 
TS. And there's only one place to get one... 
at your RedMax dealer. 

IvRedMax  
Komatsu Zenoah America, Inc. 
4344 Shackleford Road, Suite 500 • Norcross, GA 30093 
800-291-8251. ext. 25 • Fax: 770-381-5150 
www.redmax.com  
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New law makes for busy 
season in Oregon 

Arborists in the Salem, Ore., area had 
a busy few months late in 2000 as 
homeowners tried to complete tree work 
ahead of a law restricting the removal of 
trees. 

The Seattle Times reported that the law, 
passed in response to the decimation of 
some neighborhoods by developers, re-
quires a variance be obtained before more 
than five trees are removed from a single 
property. An earlier version of the law 
would have required town approval for any 
tree larger than 24 inches in diameter. 

"We've probably had our busiest De-
cember ever," arborist Elwood Newhouse 
told the newspaper. "We've had at least a 
dozen customers we've taken trees out for 
that were scared because of the ordinance." 

Newhouse said homeowners were hav-
ing trees removed just in case they might 
want to build additions in the future. 

FANNO 
1 SAW WORKS 

FANNO INTERNATIONAL 
You asked for it... 

non' you've got it! 

FI-KI500 

Faniso Saw designs 
a new "Raker-styled" 	z 
fri-edge saw 

• Enclosed handle for blance 
and comfort. 

• 13.5" cutting edge for 	\.. 
faster cuts 

• "Raker" styled teeth design for 
________ 	less binding in soft wood 

tri-e dye 

Fl-KI5sB 	 teeth 

16" Pole Saw 
Blade saws limbs 
with less binding 
• Universal blade for pole mount 

and as replacement for FT-K1500 saw 
• Longer 16" blade for fast cuts 
• "Raker" styled tn-edge teeth 

FANNO SAW WORKS 
P.O. Box 628,Chico, CA 95927 
(530) 895-1762 • fax 895-0302 

or at: www.tannosaw.com  

Please circle 28 on Reader Ser''ice Card 

What sparked the ordinance? Residents 
who complained that developers were 
clear-cutting new neighborhoods before 
starting construction. Doing so enabled 
them to avoid another law requiring them 
to retain or replace 25 percent of all trees 
on a piece of property. 

One nation under oak? 
Apparently undeterred by recent elec-

tion woes in the United States, the National 
Arbor Day Foundation is holding a vote 
of its own aimed at determining which 
species should become the official national 
tree. While all 50 states have official spe-
cies, no such national designation exists. 

John Rosenow, president of the founda-
tion, told The Associated Press it's 
important that the country have a single 
tree, if only as a symbol. 

"Having a national tree will call 
everyone's attention to the importance of 
our trees and our natural resources that are 
ours to care for," he said. 

Twenty-one species are on the ballot. 
Some, such as elm, pine, birch, maple and 
spruce, can be found in much of the coun-
try, while others have more regional ties, 
such as the kukui, found only on Hawaii, 
and the paloverde, which is found mainly 
in the desert Southwest. 

The foundation hopes that whichever 
species emerges victorious will be adopted 
by Congress as the national symbol. Con-
gress has tried three times to designate the 
oak the national tree, only to have propos-
als wilt in committee. 

The foundation plans to announce the 
winner on April 27: Arbor Day. Votes will 
be taken up until the day before at the 
foundation's Web site: www.arborday.org . 

Tree Keepers Baffle 
Gypsy Moths 

Forest managers in Maryland are gear-
ing up for what is expected to be 
Maryland's biggest infestation of gypsy 
moth caterpillars in at least six years. 

The forest managers are planning a 
strategy for spraying pesticides this 
spring on 50,000 acres, mainly in west-
ern Maryland from Garrett County to the 
forests around Camp David. 

According to The Associated Press, 
the black worms defoliated 23,231 acres  

of oak trees and other hardwoods in the 
state last year, a nearly 20-fold increase 
from 1999. Michigan, New Jersey, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Vir-

ginia also saw an increase in defoliation. 
Gypsy-moth territory ranges as far 

south as North Carolina and as far west 
as Michigan. 

Infestations tend to be cyclical - 
Maryland's last outbreak peaked at 
93,864 defoliated acres in 1995 - and 
somewhat predictable. Scientists knew 
populations were growing but didn't ex-
pect such a sudden increase. 

Have a baby, plant a tree 
With all the problems in the world, trees 

are often forgotten on the pages of major 
newspapers. But the advent of the New 
Year brought a burst of attention to the idea 
of planting trees in urban areas. 

In Canada, the city of Calgary. Alberta. 
decided to give its tree-planting program 
a twist. Starting on Father's Day, the city 
will plant a tree for each child born during 
2001, according to The Associated Press. 

The plan, backed by the city and sev-
eral local companies, enables expecting 
parents to register to have a tree planted 
along with a marker displaying the child's 
name and date of birth. 

Experts have told Calgary to plant at 
least 140,000 new trees in coming years 
to offset the effects of expanded commer -
cial and residential growth. About 12,000 
new babies arrive annually in the western 
Canadian city. 

Portugal plans to chop 
1.3 million trees 

Construction in Portugal on a huge new 
reservoir, described as Europe's largest 
man-made lake, was set to begin recently 
with the felling of 1.3 million trees, The 
Associated Press reported. Cutting all the 
trees is expected to take a year. 

The reservoir will flood nearly 62,000 
acres and extend 50 miles in southeastern 
Portugal. A 315-foot-high dam across the 
Guadiana River is to be completed next 
year, after which the reservoir will begin 
filling. The dam will generate hydroelec-
tric power for the region, and provide 
water to turn the dry region into a fertile 
farming and tourist area. Environmental-
ists say it will be a disaster. I'cI 
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HEAT TREATED POCKET 
• Much stronger and wears longer than 

non-heat treated pockets. 
• Pocket holds tooth securely when 

tightened, but springs back into shape 
when loosened for easier tooth removal 

• No distortion in the bolt holes. 
• If teeth are repeatedly broken, there is 

virtually no slot damage. 

CALL FOR A FREE BROCHURE: 
1-800-537-2552 

OUR PRODUCTS ARE: 

MADE IN THE 

tMA 

VISA AN1ERIC.4.NI 
VI.I-t •EXFRESS 

LEONARDI MFG CO. INC. 
2728 ERIE DRIVE, WEEDSPORT, NY 13166 	- 

PHONE: (315) 834-6611 • FAX: (315) 834-9220 
77 

E-MAIL: LEONARDIMFG@WORLDNET.ATF.NET 	 - 

HEAT TREATED 
	

NON-HEAT TREATED 

R - 

STUCK 
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b1culuty 
By Oscar P. Stone 

T
he recent death of a climber in 
a lightning-damaged tree re-
minded me of an occasion in my 

earlier climbing days. 
When removing Dutch elm diseased 

trees in the 1940s, there was a diseased 
tree overhanging a corner of two streets. 
It was about 80 feet high, and one 18-
inch leader was hanging over the electric 
wires. The decision was made to jump 
out the top of the leader over the wires 
and into the Street. 

There was ample room to do this, as 

the leader leaned out over the road. The 
top of the leader could easily be cut off 

to land into the Street. I put on my spurs 
and ran up the tree leader, being careful 
of the electric wires. Traffic was stopped, 
and I jumped the top off into the road. 
This allowed the rest of the leader to 
raise up away from the wires. 

I tied a rope to the top portion of the 
leader I was on and started down to cut 
it off below the electric wires. As I de-
scended, there was enough room 
between the wires and the leader to have 
my hands around the leader. When I got 
down to the level of the wires, my hand 
went into a cavity where the wires had 
burned the leader. My heart sank as I 
realized the leader was rotted. 

The leader could have broken when the 
weight of the top jumped off. This was my 

first lesson in making a thorough inspec-
tion of a tree before climbing it. Sure the 
wires probably hid the cavity. But I did not 
do a good inspection of the tree. 

I tell my students: walk around the tree 
beyond the branches, checking the tree. 
Then check the bark and trunk at ground 
level before trusting the tree to climb. In 
the instances of lightning damage, a 
more thorough inspection should be 
done to determine the strength of the 
tree. This should be done before the 
method of removal is determined. 

Oscar P. Stone is a horticulture consult-

ant in Marlboro, Vermont. TCI 

Do you have a story From the Field? 

TCI will pay $100 for published articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing 
for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a contact person. 

There's Always A Better Way 
Now, Sucker Stopper Concentrate For Sprout And Sucker Control On Ornamental Woody Trees 

Before
4/  

Many trees sprout vigorously from the rootstock, base of the trunk, scaffold limbs and around pruning cuts on limbs. 
Sucker Stopper Concentrate stops regrowth on bearing and non-bearing apple, olive and pear trees, ornamental olive and crabapple 
trees, and ornamental woody plants for up to three months. Sucker Stopper Concentrate is a real labor saver. 

Stopper applied to pruning cuts or root suckers, scaffold 	
• CHEMICAL 	P.O. Box 35000 

Control new sprouts with a diluted application of Sucker 	
MONTEREY 	3654 South Willow A\ cflhic 

Fresno, California 93745-5000 limbs, and base of trunks. May be mixed with water or white 	
IICONIPAN\NY 	

www.montereychernical.com  
(559) 499-2100 • Fax (559) 499-1015 latex paint. Available now in quarts and gallons. 
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Crew Cabs also available. 

Elevator and Lift controls are 
in the bucket and ground. 

THE HEIGHT OF SUCCESS I S 

AERIAL LIFT INC 

HEIGHTS TO 
EJ 	75' 

of Milford, Connecticut 

E-14   
• 	 ELEVATOR 

WORKING 

The elevator is a compact stowed unit for travel. This 
Aerial Lift gives you the extra working height up to 75'. 

1 

, 
P 

The full vertical position -, I\ es you 
a working height of 75' feet. 

The Aerial Lift may be operated 
without raising the elevator. 

Ailparts 
• MA 

J 	 on an 
AerialLift 

. 	 are available 
for overnight 

delivery -- 

The elevator may be raised from stowed to a vertical position. The Aerial Lift and the Elevator may be used in any position. 

Established 1958 	 AERIAL LIFT, INC. 
P.O. Box 66 • 571 Plains Road' Milford, Connecticut 06460-0066 

PHONE USA: 1-800-446-5438, In CT: 1-800-245-5438 • Phone: (203) 878-0694 FAX: (203) 878-2549 
Made in U.S.A. 	 E-Mail: aerialinfo@aol.com 	Company Website: http://www.aeriallift.com 	 MINII1 
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